Fifth Session
Sunday, October 14, 2012 at 9:00 A.M.
Lots 1736-2567
Collections and Accumulations
New Yorker Hotel, Gramercy Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

COLLECTIONS AND
ACCUMULATIONS
U.S. Coin Accumulations
1736

U.S. accumulation of silver coins, small
group of silver coins, includes three rolls of dime, Mercury
and Roosevelts, two quarters, nine Kennedy 1964 half dollars and a 1922 Peace type silver dollar, there are also
some silver English three pence and some copper nickle
halves and dollars, please inspect.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. General, Regular Issues and
Commemorative Collections
1737 m)
U.S. Fancy Cancels, enormous valuable collection, thousands of stamps and covers from several collections, includes 1857 3¢, 1861 3¢, 1869 Pictorials,
Banknotes, Columbians, includes colors, geometrics, pictorials, stars, postal markings, is disorganized but some
work will reap huge profits, time and patience required, inspection is desirable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1738 Hm)
U.S. One Cent specialized collection
1824-1952, several hundred stamps and covers in six volumes, starts with a couple of stampless, one with Blood local stamp and another with Blood handstamp, then some
interesting 1¢ usages, useful collection of postal cards, collection of 1¢ postal stationary cut squares and entires,
mostly used, one cent used on Akron cover, another used
on around the world Graf Zeppelin card, group of 1¢ Kansas
Nebraska's, one cent Farleys, St Louis Worlds Fair and
Jamestown Expo usages, booklet panes and picture postcard usages, private perfs and sets with arrow and centerline blocks, a wealth of material that could be organized into
a wonderful exhibition or broken up for retail, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1739 Hm
U.S. sensational 3 volume collection, absolutely incredible mint and used U.S. collection heatly
housed in 3 overstuffed National albums, about as complete as one could imagine; most of the early classics are in
used condition and are highlighted by a choice #1, the 5c
1847 issue; 1851 imperfs include #'s 7, 9-15, and 17some
with colored cancels; there's a handsome group of the 1857
perforated issues, including 18, 20, 22-28, 29-33, and
35-38, the #'s 26, 30, and 35-36 are unused; the 1861's include 63-65, 67-73, and 75-78; the 1867 grills include a
complete set of the scarcer E grills, #'s 86-91, and an impressive set of the F grills, #'s 92-101; the choice 1869 Pictorials are complete 112-122; Banknote issues include
134-141, and 143-144, along with 145-155 complete,
156-163, and 165-166, along with 182-191 mixed mint and
used, plus 206-218 mint or used; there's a choice set of
#219-229 mint, complete 1893 Columbians 230-245, high
values regummed except the $3 which is o.g.; 1894 Bureau
issues are complete 246-263, all mint except 261A and 263
used; 1895 Buears are complete mint 2640278, and 1898
change of colors are complete 279-284; 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are complete, all mint except the $1 Trans. which
is used lightly cancelled; 1901 Pan Americans are complete
mint 294-299; 1902-03 Regular issues are complete mint
with gorgeous rich colors 300-313; the collection is particularly strong in better Washington-Franklin issues, including
complete sets of 331-342, plus early flat plate coils,
374-382, 414-423, 424-440, plus choice rotary press coils,
462-480, and 498-518, along with choice examples of
523-24; there's a complete set of the 1922 flat plates,
551-573, plus the perf 10's 581-591, plus a gorgeous never
hinged 630 White Plains souvenir sheet/25, and a select
top quality set of the 1929 Kansas-Nebraska issues; then
then collection is nicely complete up to about the 2009 issues which includes a boat load of face value material;
Back of the book includes a complete set of Airmail stamps,
C1-C131 including an outstanding set of Zeppelins; complete Special Delivery issues, E1-E23, and nearly complete
postage due issues, with complete sets of J1-J7, J15-J21,
J22-J28, j32-J37, J38-J44, and J45-J50 mostly mint, but a
couple used on the higher values in these sets; this marvelous collection with a Scott catalog value well in excess of
$115,000 would make for a great inventory for any dealer as
it is nearly complete with nearly all issues represented in
fairly nice condition; overall a choice Fine - Very Fine collection with many better centered throughout, faults are to be
expected on a collection of this magnitude, but overall the
condition is quite nice, having been formed by a collector
with a keen eye.
Estimate $15,000 - 25,000
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1740 Hm
U.S. collection in 2 quality Lighthouse
hingeless albums (1/893), comprehensive U.S. collection
of mint and used meticulously assembled in two Lighthouse
Hingeless albums, plus a 3rd album, a Scott National album
containing attractive Back of the Book, including a
womnderful selection of Revenue stamps; the collection
begins with quality used examples of the 1847 issue, Scott
#'s 1 and 2 (10c 1847 with P.F. cert.); 1851 imperfs include
nice #'s 7, 9, 12, 14-15, and 17; 1857 perforated issues include 29, 30A, 31, and 36-38; the 1861 issue is highlighted
by select examples of 67, 70-72, and 75-78; the 1867 grilled
issues include E and F grills, #'s 89-91, and 92-95, 98, and
100, along with three 2c blackjacks on cover; the 1869 Pictorials include 112-115, and 117-119; there are some
choice 1970's Banknote issues including National grilled
and ungrilled issues; complete Continentals, and complete
American issues, #'s 182-191, the 30c unused, no gum
w/PF cert.; the 1893 Columbian are complete used or mint,
230-245; some decent 1894-1898 Bureau issues, including
259-261, and 264-278 complete; 1898 Trans-Miss up to the
50c, 1901 Pan Ams complete 294-299, 1902-03 Regulars
with nice 311-312 used; 1904 Louisisna Purchase complete unused, 1909 Commemoratives complete unused
367-373 including extra imperf pairs; impressive Washington Franklins, including some better coils; 1922 Flat plates
complete 551-573, a nice White Plains sheet, and complete
1929 Kansas-Nebraskas; along with complete 1939
Presidentials; Back of Book, include nice Airmails, inclding
C1-C6, plus C13-C14; attractive Special Deliveries and
Postage Dues, plus Parcel Post, Revenues, Cut Squares,
and Duck stamps - some nicer early used examples; small
faults especially on the early classics, but mostly nice
stamps picked for centering and freshness, a substantial
collection with a Scott catalog value well in excess of
$40,000; worthy of close examination (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1741 Hm
U.S. tremendous collection in Lighthouse
hingeless album, absolutely fabulous United States mint
and used collection housed in a top quality Lighthouse
hingeless album; strong in select early classics, including
cott #'s 1 and 2, the 10c 1847 with A.P.S. and P.F. certs.,
nice 14, and 17; several decent 1869 Pictorials including
#121; nice quality Columbians including full o.g. examples
of 241 and 243, some lovely 1895 Bureau issues including
276 and 277; 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues complete to
the 50c, complete 1901 Pan-Americans, 1902-03 Regular
issues to the 15c Clay; an impressive group of higher quality Washington-Franklins, including 331-338, 340,
374-382, 414-420, 422-423, 473-476, 479-480, 515-518,
and lovely example of 523-25 and 547; 1922 Flats are complete 551-573; 1923 perf 10's 581-591; a quality 630 White
Plains sheet/25; complete 1929 Kansas-Nebraska
658-679; plus there's some better Back of the book including a nearly complete set of the 1909 Parcel Post Issues,
Q1-Q12, missing only the 50c for completeness; nearly all
stamps well centered with original gum; a great collection
with a Scott catalog value in excess of $28,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1742 m
U.S. quality used collection in Schaubek album, desirable used United States collection neatly presented in Schaubek album, loaded with better valuable
stamps; classics include two Scott #'s 1, one with a red grid,
the other with a blue grid cancel, choie #17, and a 37
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w/cert., 68-72, 92-98, 100 w/cert., and a 90c F grill, 101;
1869 Pictorials complete to the 24c 112-120; a nice group
of Banknote issues; 219-229, Columbians to the 30c value,
decent 1894-98 Bureau issues; and a complete set of the
1898 Trans-Mississippi issue 295-293; some nice 1902-03
Regular issues 300-313; attractive Washington Franklins all sets represented; complete 1929 Kansas Nebraskas;
and complete Airmail issues including a choice set of Zeppelins C13-C15; Back of the book includes some nice Special Delivery and Postage due issues, and an extraordinary
selection of 1873 Official stamps, with complete sets of Interior, Justice, Post office and Treasury, and include two
faulty high value State Dept issues, O68 and O70 which
catalog for $1,600 and $7,500 respectively; a tremendous
collection with an enormous catalog value; give yourself extra time to fully evaluate this lot when viewing, as there are
plenty of sound saleable stamps in this impressive
collection.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1743 m
U.S. quality used collection (9/C15), nice
quality used collection neatly mounted on Scott National album pages, a very comprehensive collection with many
complete "key" sets; early classics include #'s 9, 30A, 36,
and 38; 1861 regular issue includes 68-72, and 75-78; the
1867 grills include a nice group of F grills, 92-99; the 1869
Pictorials are complete 112-122, including pretty top values
of the set; the 1870's Banknote issues include 145-153,
156-163, 182-190, and 219-229; Columbians complete to
the 30c value, some decent 1895-98 Bureau issues, and a
wonderful complete set of the 1898 Trans-Mississippi exposition issue 285-293; 1901 Pan Americans are complete,
along with the 1902-03 regular issue complete to the $1.00
Farragut; Wshington Franklin's are quite impressive, including 331-342 complete, 343-347 imperfs complete,
374-382 complete, 397-404 complete, 414-423 complete,
424-440 complete, 468-480, nice 523-524 examples,
551-573 complete, 1929 Kansas-Nebraskas complete
658-679; Airmail issues complete include a gorgeous well
centered set of Zeppelins C13-C15; Special Deliveries are
complete E1-E16; a most impressive Fine to Very collection
with many better centered stamps found throughout; a couple minor flaws here or there on the earlier issues are few
and far between; a remarkable used collection with a
catalog value in excess of $34,000; this lot should garner
plenty of interest.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1744 H
U.S. mint collection in Lighthouse hingeless
album, meticulously assemblemed quality mint collection
strong in the Washington Franklins, with many choice
Never Hinged stamps; the collection is sparse in the early
classics, but does include unused #'s 9 and 24; there's a
nice group of the 1890's issues, including Columbians, and
1895-1898 Bureau issues, some choice 1901 Pan Americans, plus some select 1902-03 Regular issues; the Washington Franklins are much nicer than normally seen,
including the 1908-10 perf 12'double line and single line watermarked issues well represented; there's numerous coils,
some dubious, a real nice group of the 1914-1917 perf 10's,
and an excellent selection of the 1917 perfs 11's, then a
lovely group of 1918-1921 offsets with perforated and
imperfs represented; the 1922 Flats are nearly complete,
along with choice perf 10's from the 1923 Regular issue;
there are choice 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints, plus
there's complete 1938 Presidentials, and a select group of
Airmails, Special Delivery, and even some Postage Dues;
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overall - a most attractive collection formed by a collector
with a keen eye for quality.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

cludes 76, 77, 155, should prove useful, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1745 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection 1851-1975, diverse and valuable collection, better mint includes #120(no
gum), 230-235, 239-240, 285-291, 293, 296-299 323-325,
327, 328-330, 400A, C13-C15, and singles and blocks of
four of 614-616 and 629-621, better used includes 112-117
and 119, 292 and C4-C6, condition is mixed, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1752 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection 1857-1975, useful
lot with many better especially used, with nice Banknotes
and Bureaus, Trans Mississippi issues, and better BOB
with good officials and postage dues, a few better cancels
noted, please inspect, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1746 m
U.S. mixed quality early used on black cards,
plenty of value here; a nice appearing used mixed quality lot
with a large amount of catalog value; including loads of
early classics, including a decent #17, lots of 1861's including 71 x (8), 75 x (2), and a dozen #73's; there a nice group
of 1869 Pictorials, and an excellent selection of 1870's
Banknote issues, many with fancy cancels; there's a large
number of 1893 Colubians to the 30c; 1898
Trans-Mississippis to the 10c, 1901 Pan American sets,
and some 1902-03 Regulars to the $1.00 Farragut; although there are many stamps with faults, a close inspection revealed many choice sound stamps that would sell
well on Ebay or a stamp shows. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1747 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection 1851-1969, excellent lot of US material, better mint includes 233-237,
328-330, 524, 630 S/S, Kansas mint except for 10¢ used,
Nebraska mint 1¢-2¢, 4¢-5¢, the rest used, 803-833, C1,
C4, C5, F1, includes ducks RW1-RW8 used, RW11 mint,
RW12-RW22 used, RW24 mint, great collection for the
internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1748 Hm)
U.S. extensive mint & used collection
1851-1990, much better than usually seen, mint includes
238, 399, Prexies complete, C1-6, C18, 10X1 reprint, with a
group of better plate number blocks and plenty of postage,
better used includes 1869 Pictorials 112-117, 119, many
NH among the mint, condition is mixed, a perfect lot for the
internet seller, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1749 H
U.S. used collection on Lindner hingeless
pages, Lindner hingeless pages loaded with mostly used
stamps; some better classics including #9 x (2); some decent 1861 issues; a few better 1870's Banknote issues including two 90c values; 1893 Columbians to the 30c; a nice
selection of Washington Franklins; Special Deliveries complete, along with a selection of used and mint Parcel Post issues; condition isn't great, but you'll find saleable stamps
for Ebay.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1750 m
U.S. 1851 Three Cent specialized holding, 46
used and one unused stamp, with #10's and #11's, some
better postmarks, and many positional pieces with captured
imprint, guidelines, corner copies, pairs, with two covers,
some mixed condition, well worth a bid, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1751 HHHm U.S. collection 1851-1954, collection mounted
in threeWhite Ace albums, better mint includes 201,
692-701, 730, 731, Prexies complete, Famous Americans
complete, Liberty Series complete, E1, J22, better used in-
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1753 Hm)
U.S. mint & used collection 1851-1990, collection in two stockbooks and two albums, mint includes
some better plate number blocks and Washington Franklins, better used includes 71, 149, 151-153, 229, 239,
397-404, a holding perfect for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1754 Hm
U.S. useful mint & used collection
1851-1990, in three albums, better mint includes O16, O18,
O25(no gum), O36, O52, O88 & O89, better used includes
230-239, 323-327, nice Banknotes and Bureaus, red &
green revenues, and a mint United Nation margin block of
four collection, should prove a bargain, o.g. or without gum,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1755 m
U.S. used collection 1851-1976, excellent collection of a few hundred in Scotts American Stamp Album,
better includes #7, 68, 69 with blue geometric cancel, 99,
116-117 & 119, 230-240, 285-291, 323-327, useful Washington Franklins, should prove to be a worthwhile purchase,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1756 Hm)
U.S. collection 1851-1976, collection somewhat messily presented in four albums and loose, a quick
perusal uncovered small group of five 1857 1¢ with some
better cancels, a O15S 1¢ Justice Official, and a Minuteman Album used collection with some better, should be a
few more hidden gems, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1757 Hm
U.S. nice collection in 2 volume Davo albums, desirable United States mint and used collection
neatly hinged in 2 volume Davo albums up to about 1986;
classics include #'s 20, and 95, 1869 Pictorials to the 12c,
some nice 1870's Banknote issues, 219-229 complete,
Columbians to the 30c, some attractive Washington Franklins; Back of the book include some decent airmails, special
Delivery, Postage Due, and Official stamps; an attractive
collection, small faults to be expected.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1758 HHHm U.S. delightful mint & used collection
1857-1995, an alluring collection with most of the value in
the mint examples, includes 238, 285-288, 296-299,
306-307, 309, 326, 330, 357-358 bluish papers, 472, Prexies complete, and much more, stamps are fresh & bright,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1759 Hm
US mint & used collection 1857-1988, in album on Scott pages, scattered early, Kansas Nebraska
complete mint, Prexies complete mint, Liberty complete
mint & used with mint 1053, plenty of postage, excellent opportunity in build on or break up, please review, o.g., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1760 HH/H
U.S. mint collection 1859-2000, fresh and
clean collection of several hundred presented in a
stockbook, better includes #35, 71, 77, 95, 112, 231-238,
240, 294-299, 300-308, 323-327, 328-330, 400, 572,
Prexie's complete, recalled Legends of the West sheet in
envelope, C1-6, C18, Q8, Q11, some faults as to be expected in a collection this size, several hundred dollars in
postage, set aside plenty of time to enjoy this lot, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1761 m
U.S. high quality 3 valume used collection
with fancy cancels, wonderfully arranged high quality
used United States collection neatly displayed in 3 quality
albums; early classics include some gorgeous 1861's, including three #72's, many with fancy cancellations; the
1867 grills include 92-98 and select 94's with fancy cancels;
there's a choice set of 1869 Pictorials, 112-122, the 90c with
a scarce red cork cancellation; the best part of this collection is the spectacular selection of 1870's Banknote issues,
with page after page of fancy, colored, or NYFM cancels, a
real treasure trove here; there's an excellent set of the
1902-03 Regular issues 300-313; and even a select unused no gum 630 White Plains souvenir sheet/25; Back of
the book issues are highlighted by an outstanding selection
of early Newspaper stamps; overall a most impressive collection that would please any collector of quality used
stamps or fancy cancels.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1762 Hm
U.S. old time collection hinged on Junior
Stamp album pages, valuable used and mint United
States collection hinged on album pages; with some nice
early classics, including a 63 strip/3, and 1869 Pictorials to
the 24c value 112-120; there's a decent selection of Banknote issues; 219-229, some Columbians, and Bureau issues, and the 1898 Trans-Mississippi's to the 50c value; the
1901 Pan Americans are complete unused, 1902-03 Regulars to the 15c, some nice Washington Franklins, and a
wonderful group of Back of book issues, including Special
Delivery issues, Postage Due, Parcel Post issues, Registration stamps x (3), Newspaper stamps, Proprietary
stamps, Wine stamps, an impressive group of Officials, and
even a nice page of Cigarette stamps; although the
presentatio is a bit "messy", careful viewing will result in
some nice finds.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1763 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection, 1861-1946,
mostly mounted in Lighthouse hingeless album, better
used include 1861-66 Issue: 1¢ (63 x3 distinctive shades),
10¢ (68), 12¢ (69), 24¢ (70 blackish violet), 30¢ (71), 1869
Issue: 2¢ to 12¢ & 15¢ (113-17 & 119), followed by 1870-71
Nationals, 1873 Continentals & 1879 Bank Notes, 1893 Columbian: 1¢ to $2 (230-42), 1898 Trans-Mississippi: 1¢ to
50¢ (285-91), 1901 Pan-American: 1¢ to 10¢ (294-99),
1902-03: 1¢ to $2 (300-303, 305-11), 1913-15 Panama-Pacific: 1¢ to 10¢ (397-400A & 401-404), also small collection
of never hinged plate blocks on loose album pages, including 1926-34 (632, 634-35, 637-42, 658-60 & 692-95), 1938
Prexies & 1940 Famous American series, condition slightly
mixed among early issues but overall F-VF, worth
exploring. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1764 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection, diverse and valuable holding, better mint includes 367 block of four, 481 &
482 plate number block of six, 505 in block of six, 547 NH,
551-570 NH, 834, 1053, C18, recalled Legend of the West
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sheet with envelope, and this is just a small part of this lot,
sure to be a money maker, a detailed review is in order,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1765 Hm)
U.S. 1861-1867 3¢ collection, 90+ stamps,
nine covers including embossed patriotic of WInfield Scott,
and mint margin block of four with very thin paper, all in a
stockbook, stamps include colored and fancy geometrics,
an interesting group that needs further research, great lot
for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1766 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection 1861-1938, collection in one album,includes used Banknotes and Bureaus, Washington Franlkins, mint 367 and 368, 370 and
372-373, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, a solid starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1767 m
U.S. choice quality used collection in album,
desirable mostly used U.S. collection neatly hinged on
homemade pages in a single album; an impressive array of
early classics including nice Pictorials and Banknote issues; 1893 Columbians to the 50c; some outstanding Bureau issues, including a GEM quality $5.00 Marshall #278;
1898 Trans-Miss issues to the 50c; 1902-03 Regulars to the
$1.00; some real pretty Washington-Franklin issues; and
even some choice Back of book, including Airmail, Special
Delivery and Parcel Post Issues; an excellent collection
formed by a very particular collector who choose only
attractive stamps for his collection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1768 HHHm U.S. mint and used collection 1869-1969,
mounted in a Scott's American Album, with better mint
620-621, 730, 731, C1-C6, C18, 19th century is scattered
and used, nice little collection for the beginner, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1769 Hm
U.S. mostly mint collection with better quality, 1883-1979, in Liberty stamp album stamps mounted in
mounts, spot checking we noticed some nicer quality and
even some never hinged, includes mint #211, 214, 219D,
222-29, 230-2, 234-5, 268, 285-88, 290, 292-293 (used),
297, 300-6, 308 (some NH), 323-27, 367-73, 382, 397-99,
414, 426-8, 430-31, 433, various coils and other Washington- Franklins, from 1924 to to 1960s virtually complete
commems and regular issues (missing the better types) including #630, Kansas-Nebraska (missing only a few
Nebraskas), airmails include #C4, C18, Special Deliveries
with #E1-3, E7-8, handfull of other BOB, remember that the
quality is in some cases a bit better than you would find,
there are occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. inspection a
must to truly appreciate this one. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1770 HHHm U.S. 1¢-30¢ Small Banknote collection
(219-228), an amazing collection of the small Banknotes,
includes mint and used singles, blocks of four and six,
shades, cancellations, precancelled, positional material, a
mint block of six of #227 showing two double transfers, and
finally several pages of different cancels on #220, spend
some quality time with this holding, worthy of an aggressive
bid, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $13,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1771 Hm
U.S. impressive collection in Scott National
album, meticulously assembled mint and used U.S. collec-
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tion neatly hinged in Scott's National album; a visually
pleasing collection that's sparse in the early issues, but really picks up from the 1890's issues on; includes 219-228,
230-238, 246-259, 264-275, 285-291, 294-299 complete,
300-311, attractive Washington Franklins, and even a select set of the 1929 Kansas Nebraskas; then virtually complete to about 1968; Airmail issues include C1-C6, and a
choice C18; there are some decent Special Delivery issues,
Postage Dues, and even some attractive Officials; there's a
complet set of 1912 Parcel Post, and even some Revenues; although not worth a fortune, this collection wins the
award for neatness; a very pleasing collection for any beginning philatelist looking for a quality base from which to
build from.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1772 HH
U.S. mint collection 1893-1970, fresh clean
mint collection, with better including 230-237, 285-290,
328-330, 397-400A, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621,
Prexies Series complete, Liberty Series complete,C1-C6,
C10A, with plenty of postage, inspection should be a pleasure, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1773 Hm
U.S. collection in overstuffed Scott National
album, nice mint and used U.S. collection in a Scott's National album; sparse in early classics, but picks up steam
from the 1893 Columbians on; collection includes
Columbians to the 30c; 1902-03 Regular issues to the 50c
Jefferson; some decent Washington-Franklins; mint 1938
Presidentials complete; decent Back of the book, including
Airmails, C1-C6 with the first 3 mint, along with a C18; complete used 1912 Parcel Post, and some Postage Dues; a
wonderful starter collection loaded with the more common
stamps, perfect for expansion.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1774 HHHm U.S. mint and used collection, several hundred mint and used stamps in three albums and two
stockbooks, with nice commemoratives, BOB especially
postage dues, and plenty of postage, condition is mixed,
please investigate, will be to your advantage, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1775 H
U.S. incredible 1894-1898 Bureau issue plate
# singles and strips (246/283), an extraordinary high quality first Bureau issue collection of plate number singles and
imprint and plate number strips in decent quality housed in
two red stock books; includes 246-250, 254, a select 258,
264-274, and 279-283 in quantities, especially the 279's
and 279B's; give extra time for viewing, as there are many
select quality stamps and strips that would normally be an
individual auction lot if broken down, including a wonderfully
fresh #271 bottom margin imprint and plate number strip of
three with two never hinged stamps; definately a worthwhile
lot with a catalog value in excess of $24,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1776 HH/H
U.S. 1¢ & 2¢ Small Bureau plate number strip
collection (247, 248, 250), forty three plate number strips,
includes five imprint type I and four imprint type II of the one
cent blue, eleven of the two cent pink, and eleven of imprint I
and twelve of imprint II of the 2¢ carmine, huge cat value, a
wonderful opportunity not to be missed, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1777 HH/H
U.S. handpicked collection neatly arranged
on stock cards (264/C18), wonderful offering of select top
quality mint stamps neatly arranged on black stock cards,
includes many better stamps, including 279-282C,
295-298, 301-303, plus 307-308, 3312-340, 343-347,
367-368, and 371 and 373 in singles and pairs, 378, 381,
397-400, 401-403, 407, 420, 424-428, 431, 435a, and 437,
466, 469-470, 496-497 coils, a lovely 524, 525-530,
532-532 and 534, 534A, and 535 in singles and pairs,
548-550 x (2) sets, C18 x (2), and a F1; the collector who
spent years buying these beautiful stamps only bought from
reputable dealers and really took the time to select pretty
stamps, one of the nicest auction lots you'll ever see, with a
catalog value in excess of $10,000, this collection should
realize a substantial price when the gavel falls at public auction, o.g., mostly never hinged, Scott $10,000. Estimate
$4,000 - 6,000
1778 Hm
U.S. collection in Scott's American album,
mint and used hinged in Scott's American album, loaded
with material; sparse early issues, but nicely presented
from the Columbians onward; including 230-240; some decent 1894-98 Bureau issues; 323-327 unused set; some
handsome Washington Franklin's; a marvelous Never
Hinged 630 White Plains souvenir sheet/25; complete 1929
Kansas Nebraskas; complete 1938 Presidentials; nice Airmail issues including C1-C6 mint, and a choice C18; plus
there's a nice group of United Nations issues, including the
#38 souvenir sheet; overall a worthwhile collection with
many saleable stamp.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1779 HH/H
U.S. mint collection 1895-1919, nice selection
that includes 264-276, 279-284, 285-290, 294-299,
300-310 with block of six of 307, 323-327, 328-330,
331-341, with a used 291, condition is mixed, inspection
suggested, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1780 Hm
U.S. useful two volume Scott album collection, somewhat scattered in the earlies, but containing a
considerable amount of face value in the later issues. We
also note a nice White Plains sheet and other better material. Great basis for expansion, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1781 HHHm U.S. 20th century mint & used collection,
fresh attractive lot, better mint includes Prexies complete,
C1-3, C5-6, C10A, C18, J77, QE1-4, good selection of Savings stamps, and a recalled Legend of the West sheet, excellent stock for the retail dealer, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1782 Hm
U.S. decent collection on album pages,
1904-70, nice U.S. collection neatly hinged on album pages
with issues from 1904 to 1970; including 323-330 complete
used and unused, a choice set of the 1922 Flats 551-573,
set of 1938 Presidentials, and 1950's Liberty series; then
virtaully complete to the 1970's commemoratives; plenty of
value present for any eBay dealer looking for a nice range of
material to list and sell; Scott catalog value over $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1783 HH
U.S. coil leader and end strip collection, extensive collection of these difficult to obtain items, includes
Scott #486, 489-490, 597-599, 601-606, 686-687, 721-723
and 839-851, includes coil line pairs and a wonderful group
of Prexies, plan to spend some time with this beauty, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1784 H
U.S. mint collection on Scott album pages,
handsome collection of better quality stamps neatly presented in showguard mounts on Scott album pages; a well
centered, predominately Never Hinged collection from
1919 to 1938, including a nice set of 548-550; the 1922 flat
plate issue 551-572, a lovely Never Hinged 630 White
Plains sheet, a gorgeous set of 1929 Kansas Nebraska issues 658-679; 692-701, Farley issues plus souvenir
sheets, and a nice set of 1938 Presidentials including the
scarcer #832b; Many Very Fine or better select stamps selected for centering and freshness, a worthwhile lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1785 H
U.S. 1920s 2¢ reds plus, interestingly mounted
selection of issues with valuable including #548-550 (two
sets of blocks); #553, 563, 614-5 (blocks of 40); 617-9
(blocks of 15); 620-21 blocks of 4 (mint and used); 627
(block of 24); 628 (3 blocks of 16); 630 s/s (margins trimmed
x 2); 642 (block of 42); 649-50 (42 sets); plus various other
issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1786 H
U.S. Harris plate block album loaded with
choice plates, niec H.E. Harris plate block album loaded
with all the cheaper and moderately priced plate blocks, including a nice group of 2c Reds, 740-748 (no 10c), some
1938 Presidentials, nearly complete 1938 Famous Americans (missing the 10c Bell), some Overrun countries,
nearly all Liberty series (missing 1053), up to about 1963;
Airmail plates include C20-C22, C25-C31, up to the 1963
issues; nice collection leaving plenty of room for further
expansion.
Estimate $200 - 300
1787 H
U.S. exceptional quality plate block collection in two Scott National albums, wonderful selection of
better plate blocks housed in two Scott National albums,
starting with some excellent 1922 Flats, including #'s 556,
565-566, and 569-572; along with 2c Reds, 692-701,
Presidentials including $2 and $5 plates, complete Liberty
series including a 1053 plate, and a wonderful selection of
Airmail plate blocks, including C7-C9, a C10 plate block/15,
a choie C18 plate, and a C24 plate block/15; much nicer
quality than usually found, with most in pristine Never
Hinged condition.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1788 HH/H
U.S. plate number block collection, useful
plate number block collection, better includes 548-549,
591, Famous Americans complete, 632-635, 637-640 &
692-700, a surefire money maker, inspection invited, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1789 Hm)
U.S. specialized collection, 1926-1945, intriguing collection of issues on annotated pages, includes
mint & used singles, plate number singles and blocks, varieties, FDC's, first flight covers,a lot that will please any collector or retail seller, worth many times our low estimate,
examination is required, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1790 Hm)
U.S. Red Cross Issue specialized collection
(702), a once in a lifetime collection representing the Red
Cross stamp in a seldom encountered depth, starts with
plate number pairs showing the different red and black plate
number combinations, then the general collection includes
mint & used singles, blocks and plate number singles and
blocks, precancelled, misperfed, and an amazing range of
varieties, there are also FDC's, submarine covers, RPO's,
and naval covers, well annotated on pages, a delightful way
to collect this issue or collect as a topical, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1791 Hm)
U.S. National Parks & Farley specialized collection, tremendous collection presented in four
stockbooks, includes FDC's, singles, and plate number
blocks mint and used of the National Parks issue, imperf
National Parks issue includes FDC's, mint & used singles
and complete positional blocks and plate number blocks for
each denomination, souvenir sheet collection with plating
examples, and a collection with #752 complete gutter set
examples and Mother's Day and Wisconsin issues, a collection with huge catalog value that would be impossible to
duplicate in today's market, inspection is invited, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Fine. Catalog value over
$20,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1792 HH/H
U.S. plate number & margin imprint collection 1935-2005, collection of several thousand stamps
neatly mounted in seven oversized Elbe albums, the owner
obtained plate number, zip code, mail early/copyright and
margin inscription singles, strips and a few sheets for most
definitive and commemorative issues from 1935 to 2005,
approximately 1,400 issues, with different plate numbers
and/or colored plate numbers, huge value represented,
face value alone is $1,500.00, would take a lifetime just to
find these, worth a good long inspection, don't miss out,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. Plate Number Singles Collections
1793 m
U.S. 1894-1898 Burea Issues, used plate
number specialized grouping (246/279B), an interesting
accumulation of used 1894-1898 plate number singles and
imprint and plate number strips of three, 70 pieces in total,
great lot for the plate single enthusiast. Estimate $150 200
1794 H
U.S. 1898 Trans-Mississippi specialized
plate # single collection (285-291), fabulous selection of
differnt plate number singles, including #'s 285 x (10), 286 x
(99), 287 x (3), 288 x (2), 289 x (3), 290 x (4), and 291 x (1);
all attractive stamps with outstanding colors, any dealer or
collector who has a liking for Trans Mississippi plate number singles with love this lot, overall Fine centering with
some better, Scott $5,759.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1795 H
U.S. mint 4th Bureau issues, specialized
plate # single collection (551//587), absolutely incredible
selection of the 4th Bureau issues handsomely displayed in
two stock books, featuring a huge number of 554's all different plate numbers, with many better values including 558's
and 560's; with a catalog value in excess of $9,000, this lot
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should attract considerable interest, as it would be nearly
impossible to even attempt to duplicate all these different
plate number singles, a great lot. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1796 H
U.S. 1902-03 Regular Issue, collection of
quality plate # singles (300-309), desirable selection of
the 1902-03 Regular issues in plate # singles and strips of
3, including a large number of 1 and 2c plate # singles; highlights include a choice 302 top margin imprint and plate #
strip/3 in pristine mint condition, numerous choice 303's
and 304's; an impressive array with a catalog value in
excess of $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1797 m
U.S. 4th Burea Issue, specialized used plate
# single collection (551//590), sensational collection of
about 1000 different used plate number singles neatly presented in a large green stock book, flat and rotary press
printings, up to plate #17975, featuring large qualtities of
the 2c value in different plate numbers; an interesting collection that would be near impossible to duplicate.
Estimate $500 - 750
1798 m
U.S. 1902-03 issue, specialized collection of
used plate # singles (300-309), wonderful selection of
over 150 used plate number singles from the 1902-03 Regular issues, with a large number of 1c, but some includes
better including 307 and 309, and even a 314, an interesting
stockbook loaded with plate singles. Estimate $400 - 600
1799 m
U.S. Shermack Private Vending, rarely seen
used plate # single collection, handsome group of 27 different Shermack private vending used plate # singles between #'s 343 and 577, some precancels, including ten
plate #'s that are currently UNLISTED in Durland,
Shermack plate number singles are seldom seen, and are
ridiculously undervalued, some with faults as normally
found, an outstanding rarely offered group.
Estimate $500 - 750
1800 H
U.S. 2¢ Washington 319-320 plate # single
specialized collection (319-320), impressive plate number single collection of 319 and 320's (230) examples of
#319 in different plate number singles and a few strips
showing an incredible progression of printings and shades,
from the common carmine type I, all the way to the distict
deep lake shade type II, including more than 10 examples
of the better non-lake type II stamps, also includes a single
and strip/3 of the imperforate #320; an irreplacable collection than would be impossible to duplicate, with a Scott catalog value in excess of $2,700 just counting the normal, not
including the better varieties, a great lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1801 m
U.S. #319, specialized used plate # single
collection (319-320), wonderful group of 179 different
used #319 plate number singles, along with a #320 x (1),
choice used examples, nicely presented by plate number,
from plate #1819 to 4736 showing a nice progression of different types and shades, great for the specialist.
Estimate $350 - 500
1802 m
U.S. Washington-Franklin, specialized used
plate # single collection of over 1400 stamps (331//543),
incredible used plate # single collection, with a few blocks
and strips included, with over 1400 pieces that would take a
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life time to duplicate, better stamps up to the $1.00 perf 10,
#478 with bottom plate no. 5732, all issues represented in
order by plate number, a remarkable holding.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1803 m
U.S. Washington-Franklin, scarce used
plaste-up plate # coil selection (385//447), impressive
group of 44 different scarce flat plate coil issues with plate
number singles on the past-up tabs, a remarkably scarce lot
for any Washington-Franklin specialist as these stamps are
rarely found in genuine used condition, includes 385 x (4),
390 x (5), 391 x (4), 393, 410 x (7), 411 x (4), plus 4 paste-up
plate # pairs, 412 x (1), plus 4 paste-up plate # pairs, 413 x
(3), 444 x (5), plus scarce used examples of 446 and 447,
overall choice Fine - Very Fine centering, small faults as
normally found on used paste up coil plate # singles, catalog value of over $1,700 in no way feflects the true rarity of
these desirable plate plate coil plate number singles, a
great lot, Scott $1,753.
Estimate $400 - 600
1804 Hm
U.S. Washington-Franklin Issues, impressive group of paste-up coil pairs, with plate numbers
(394/482V), nice group of 7 different scarce flat plate coil
plate number pairs on the past-up tabs, o.g., all Never
Hinged except the #395 pair, this lot includes 394 and 395
pairs, two 443 pairs with different plate numbers, along with
444 and 447 paste up pairs; finally a imperforate #482V vertical strip/4 with plate number on paste up tab, basically a
Fine+ group with gorgeous rich colors, catalog value of over
$700, a genuinely elusive lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
1805 H
U.S. Washington-Franklins 1909 to 1914 perf
12, specialized plate # single collection (331//420), fantastic collection housed in 4 stockbooks containing over
1050 Washingt-Franklins covering all of the perf 12 issues;
including 331-339, 374-378, 405-407, and 414-420, many
in large quantities, each a different plate number, including
two Pos. D booklet panes of 6 with plate numbers; quality
ranges from Fine-Very Fine to many select well centered
examples, including two choice #420's; virtually all with
original gum, a magnificent offering with a catalog value in
excess of $9200; a great lot for any show dealer who has
customers that collect plate # singles, Scott $9,240.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
1806 m
U.S. commemorative early issues, used
plate # single collection (285//620), choice group of early
used plate singles, some in quantities, including 286 x (16),
323 x (7), 328 x (4), 329 x (7), 367, 370 x (3), 372 x (4), 398 x
(8), 400, 400A, 403 x (3), 537 x (2), 548 x (6), 549 x (14), 614
x (8), 615 x (5), 616, 617, 618 x (2), and 620 x (3); a very impressive selection.
Estimate $200 - 300
1807 H
U.S. Washington-Franklins 1917 to 1919 perf
11, specialized plate # single collection (498//514), impressive mint collection of over 1500+ 1917-1919 perf 11
Washington-Franklin issues carefully assembled in large
red stockbook in sequential plate number order from plate
#'s 5990 to 14025, including large numbers of Scott #'s 498
and 499, along with an excellent selection of Scott #'s
501-516; the vast majority being nicely centered with full
o.g., some in pristine Never Hinged condition; this extraordinary offering has a catalog vaalue in excess of $7,600,
and would be nearly impossible to duplicate, Scott $7,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1808 H
U.S. Washington-Franklins 1918 to 1920 perf
11 Offsets, specialized plate # single collection
(525-528B), sensational specilized collection of sequentially numbered plate number singles of the 1918 to 1920
Washington Franklin offset issue, Scott #'s 525-528B; a tremendous offering of over 1500 different plate singles, numbered 8375 to 13161, including 70 examples of the the
tough 2c type VI, Scott #528A, each with a different plate
number; there are, as expected, large numbers of the 1c
and 3c values, which include some 1c values in the dark
green shade, plus a plate block of 6; with a Scott catalog
value in excess of $20,000, this handsome collection
should draw plenty of interest, Scott $20,300 (no photo).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1809 H
U.S. Washington-Franklins 1919 to 1921Coil
Waste, specialized plate # single collection (538/546),
decent collection of elusive coil waste plate number singles
of Scott #'s 538, and 540-546, over 110 examples neatly arranged in plate number sequential order from plate numbers 8327 to 14057; includes 5 plate blocks and 16 pairs;
overall Fine condition with o.g., with a minor fault here and
there; a very impressive group of these elusive stamps,
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1810 m
U.S. Scott #579 coil waste, used plate # singles (579), extraordinary selection of 18 different genuinely
used top margin plate # singles, very difficult to find in used
condition, small faults, many soundm includes one
perf-in/"NYC", impossible to duplicate, Scott $2,440.
Estimate $500 - 750
1811 Hm
U.S. 2¢ Harding, specialized plate # single
collection (610-612), tremendous holding of this popular
stamp, the 2c Harding; 173 different mint or used plate singles, and two blocks, about 60% mint, and 40% used, a remarkable offering shown by sequential plate numer from
14852 to 15028, just a great lot.
Estimate $200 - 300
1812 Hm
U.S. 1928 5¢ Beacon, specialized plate # single collection (C11), an extraordinary offering of 217 different plate # singles of the pouplar 1928 5c Beacon stamp,
#C11; most plate number singles, but some pairs included
showing all plate numbers listed in Durland except the
unique plate #19639 which is not included, nost plate number with and without "F"some duplication among the mint
and used, an amazing collection of this issue, with about
60% mint and 40% used, includes some useful varieties like
vignette shifts, and with a few plate numbers offset on face,
etc., centering ranges from Average to Extremely Fine,
most mint hinged or Never Hinged, with some small faults.
Estimate $500 - 750
1813 m
U.S. Special Delivery, used plate # single collection (E6-E14), impressive Special Delivery issues, in all
different used plate # singles, small faults, but overall a select grouping of this stamps, rarely found as used plate
number singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
1814 H
U.S. Official & Newspaper Stamps, plate
number single collection (O121//PR119), scarce group
of 13 different Official and Newspaper stamp plate # singles, including O121 x (2), O124, and O126; and Newspaper PR114-119, mostly hinged, overall Fine and fresh, with
a catalog value of $465.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1815 H
U.S. Special Delivery select mint plate # singles (E5//E13), impressive offering of 62 plate number singles with all different plate numbers, some no gum, but
most mint, hinged, including E5 x (6), E6 x (8), E7, E8 x (3),
E9, E11 x (20), E12 x (26), E13 x (30, and E14 x (7); some
excellent quality in the E11's and E12's including some perfectly centered, never hinged examples; a wonderful lot for
any dealer looking to have a nice stock of thesepopular
stamps with a catalog value in excess of $5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1816 H
U.S. Parcel Post & Parcel Post Dues, plate
single collection (Q1//Q9), impressive group of mint plate
number singles, including Q1-Q9 in quantity, and JQ1-5
complete, all with different plate numbers, a lovely fresh
group for the plate single specialist, with a catalog value
over $1,800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1817 m
U.S. Parcel Post & Parcel Post Dues, elusive
used plate # singles (Q1//Q10), impressive group of rarely
seen used plate # singles, with 17 Parcel Post Issues, including a choice 50c value, JQ3 and JQ5 x (2) each, and a
couple tough Registration stamps, F1; overall nice quality
but a small fault here or there, a select group.
Estimate $100 - 150
1818 H
U.S. Postage Dues, specialized plate # single collection (J38//J67), handsome group of better Postage Due plate # singles and imprint strips of 3, including
J38-J42, J46, J48-49, and J62-67, some in qualtities, centering ranges from Average to Fine to Very Fine, with a
Scott catalog value in excess of $3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1819 m
U.S. Postage Dues, used plate # single collection (J32//J68), choice selection of 56 different used
Postage Due plate number singles, including a few numbers marked as "rare" by the owner, an interesting lot of
these terribly challenging stamps.
Estimate $100 - 150
1820 H
U.S. Revenue overprints, impressive plate #
singles and strips (R153-155A), wonderful selection of
R153-155A plate # singles and imprint strips/3, including 42
singles and 12 different strips including inverted overprints,
a marvelous seldom seen group.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Back-of-the-Book Collections
1821 H
U.S. Airmail & Special Delivery, magnificent
plate block collection (C1/F1), impressive plate block collection neatly assembled on homemade pages, including
C1-C2 plate blocks of 6, a C3 block of 6 (not a plate block),
C4-C6 complete, C7-C12, C16-C31, including a gorgeous
C18 plate; Special deliveries include valuable E11-E13
plates, plus there's a scarce Registration F1 plate; choice
Fine to Very Fine conditon with great colors and a catalog
value in excess of $10,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1822 Hm)
U.S. airmail collection, 1947 Skymaster Issue (C33, C34-36), wonderful collection, well annotated,
Skymaster with mint and used singles, blocks, plate number blocks, block signed by the designer,engraver and
letterer, varieties, plate number singles, FDC's, airliners
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over landmarks include mint and used singles and blocks,
varieties, plate number singles and blocks, FDC's, a lot not
to be missed, please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1823 Hm
U.S. Postage Due & Official collection, excellent collection with mint O2-O3(no gum), O27, O29(x2 no
gum), O64, better used includes O30, O35, O44, O61, O63,
J4, J5(x2), J7(x2), J30, mixed condition, excellent lot for the
retail seller, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1824 m
U.S. postage dues used collection, collection
of used singles, pairs and blocks of various postage dues,
includes cancels of Ohio, and DPO's of Florida, Virginia,
Tennessee, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Oklahoma and
Utah, a wonderful specialized group, inspection invited,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1825 m
U.S. Officials, used collection (O2/O93), decent collection of these difficult used 1873 Official stamps;
many selected for centering and choice cencellations; includes Department of Agriculture O2-O5; Executive
O11-O12, Interior complete O15-O24, Justice O25-O31,
Navy complete O35-O45, Post Office complete O47-o56,
state Dept. O57-O66, plus the valuable $2.00, #O68; Treasury and War Depts. complete O72-O82 and O83-O93; and
there a nice group of the 1879 soft papers, including O95,
O97-O99, O106, O108, O109-O111, and O113-O126 complete; a remarkable offering of these difficult stamps to find
in choice used condition, nicer than usually found, Fine to
Very Fine overall, with some minor faults here and there,
with a Scott catalog value is excess of $7,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1826 m
U.S. Newspaper Stamps and Parcel Post,
scarce mint & used issues (PR9/Q12), a wonderful collection of scarce Newspaper stamps neatly hinged on Scott
National album pages, strong in the early valuable 1875
Continental
Printing,
including
PR9-PR10,
and
PR12-PR26 complete, the valuable PR21 and PR24 in mint
condition with great colors; alos includes some 1879 American Bank Note Co issue, and a few 1885 American Bank
Note Co. issues, along with 5 watermarked 1895 issues
PR120-124; then there's a complete set of 1912 Parcel
Post issues Q1-Q12, plus QE1-4, and JQ1-5 complete; excellent group of better stamps for any retailer, Choice Fine
to Very Fine condition overall with few faults if any, with a
Scott catalog value is excess of $10,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1827 H
U.S. booklet pane specialized collection in
two Scott National albums (279Bj/C79a), virtually complete, missing only the rarities, collection of choice quality
booklet panes, including #'s 279Bj, 300b (never hinged)
which catalogs for $1,150. just by itself, the scarce 301c,
319g, 331-32a, 374-75a, 405-6a, 424-25a, 462-63a,
498-502b, 552-54c, 583a; basically complete from 502b
onward all the waay up to 2009 issues, so there is an enormous amount of face value in the modern, post 1930's issues; also includes the Airmail issues including a nice C10a
pane of three; a very worthwhile lot in better quality than
normally found.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1828 H
U.S. complete unexploded booklets collection (BK42//BKC23), nice collection of over 100 different,
many retail/catalog value into the hundreds per booklet
such as #BK42, BK43, BK48, BK54, BK55-58, BK62-3,
BK85, BK94, BK101, BK111, BK114, BK153a, BK159,
BKC1-16, BKC4a, BKC18, plus others, a tantalizing selection of these hard to locate items, overall quality is above
average for these, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1829 H
U.S. booklet panes, mint lot of early, nice
fresh lot includes #319g with horizontal guideline, 331, 374,
375 and 406 with printing ink smear, excellent lot for the
specialist of retail dealer, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$690 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1830 HH/H
U.S. booklet pane collection, 1908-1970,
small collection begins with 332a, 405b, 406a, 425e with
plate number, 502b(x4, one with plate number), then a few
424d with plate numbers, and plenty of other better material, please peruse this lot, excellent lot for the specialist,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1831 Hm)
U.S. booklet pane specialized collection, Jet
Airliner Issue (C51a, C60a), smart collection of mint and
used panes, FDC's, FDC's in compliment to Convention of
Society of Philatelic Americans, plate number panes,
complete booklets, a golden opportunity to acquire a large
group of this poplar material, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1832 Hm)
U.S. booklet pane specialized collection, Jet
Airliner over Capitol Issue (C64b, C64c), tremendous selection of these booklet panes, includes mint & used,
miscut, FDC's, plate number panes, different type complete booklets, a collection whose depth and breadth will
not be encountered again, please set aside sufficient time
to investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1833 Hm)
U.S. booklet pane specialized collection,
Skymaster Issue (C39a), nice group with mint and used
panes, cancelled booklet, FDC, plate number panes, and
complete booklets, fresh clean holding, perfect for the specialist, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1834 Hm)
U.S. booklet pane specialized collection,
Star Runway Issue (C72b, C72c, C78a, C79a), nice lot of
mint and used panes, FDC's, different type complete booklets, plate number panes, miscuts, an eye opener sure to
please, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1835 Hm)
U.S. booklet specialized collection, Jefferson, Wright, Roosevelt & Holmes Issues (1278a-b,
1280c, 1284b-c, 1288c), extensive collection includes positional panes, slogan panes, mint and used panes, plate
number panes, pre-cancelled panes, FDC's, electric eye
panes, complete booklets, collection is well annotated, a
useful lot to break up for retail or to expand upon, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1836 Hm)
U.S. booklet specialized collection, Eisenhower Issue (1393a, 1395b, 1395c and 1395d), excellent
collection of Eisenhower booklets and panes, includes
FDC's, mint and used panes, positional panes,
pre-cancelled panes and complete exploded booklets, a
group that will please every specialist, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1837 Hm)
U.S.
booklet
specialized
collection,
Monticello & Liberty Bell Issues (1510b-d, 1595a-d), collection includes plate number panes, mint and used
panes, FDC's, miscuts, complete booklets, collection is
well annotated, a delight for the specialist, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1838 Hm)
U.S. booklet specialized collection, American Wildlife Issue (1889a), small but noteworthy collection
of these popular panes, includes mint and used examples,
FDC, plate number panes, and different covers, please
examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate
$100 - 150
1839 Hm)
U.S.
booklet
specialized
collection,
1985-1995, a delightful collection that includes mint & used
panes, complete booklets, FDC's, plate number panes,
presented in a stockbook, Scott numbers include 2122a,
2182a, 2201a, 2209a, 2274a, 2276a, 2277, 2283a, 2285b,
2285Ac, 2359a, 2366a, 2385a, 2396a, 2398a, 2409a,
2427a, 2429a, 2431a, 2441b, 2443a, 2474a, 2484a,
2505a, 2520a, 2514a, 2516a, 2531Ab, well annotated,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1840 Hm)
U.S.
booklet
specialized
collection,
1977-1985, collection that includes mint and used panes,
complete booklets, FDC's, Scott numbers include 1598a,
1623a/c, 1736a, 1737a, 1819a, 1896a-b, 1909a, 1948a,
1949a-b, 2113a, 2116a, 2121a, well annotated, useful material, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1841 m
U.S. Revenues Second Issue, includes R103,
R106, R108, R113, R114, R119, R121, R122, R126, R129,
R130, R131, with duplicates, fresh and bright, please plan
on examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1842 HHHm U.S. Federal and State Duck Stamps, mint &
used, collection in stockbook of mint and used federal
ducks from 1942-2003, with 1974 and 1975 plate # blocks
of 4, also a selection of mint and used Oregon ducks and
Wyoming conservation stamps, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1843 HH/H
U.S. Postal Savings specialized collection
(PS1-PS15), one of the most impressive specialized collection of postal savings stamps we have ever offered, from
select plate number, singles, to impresive blocks, to scarcer
playe blocks, this lot has it all, including several postal savings cards, with key stamps such as the $1.00 1940 issue,
Scott #PS10, four plate number singles, and a block of four
with plate number at bottom, plus a complete postal savings
card containing 18 used singles; there's page after page of
plate number singles featuring all four plate positions from
the sheet, plus five plate blocks of four of #PS14, the $1.00
1941 issue; the $5.00 value, #PS15 includes 19 plate num-
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ber singles and a handsome block of four; many Fine to
Very Fine with much better, a great lots for any specialist of
show dealer, loaded with value, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Scott $6,471.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1844 HH/H
U.S. Postal Savings Officials, 1910-11, 1¢-$1
complete (O121-O126), remarkable specialized collection
of select mint and used plate number singles, mint and used
blocks, and some gorgeous imprint and plate number
strips, along with a couple of plate blocks of six, including
the valuable $1.00 ultramarine, a wonderful group that
would be nearly impossible to duplicate, plate number singles, plates strips, and plate blocks, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $4,367 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1845 H
U.S. Savings Stamps collection (S1-S7), impressive collection, mostly plate blocks of 4, of the
1954-1957 Savings stamps, showing different plate blocks
in the round robin positions from the sheets, includes a nice
S6 misperfed block of four, along with a scarcer #S7a booklet pane of 10, well centered in immaculate never hinged
condition (Catalogs $300); an impressive Post Office fresh
lot that would highlight any back of the book collection,
choice Very Fine condition overall, Scott $1,385.
Estimate $400 - 600
1846 HH/H
U.S. War Savings Stamps collection
(WS1/WS13), meticulously assembled War Savings
stamps collection of singles, plate number singles, and
plate blocks; includes WS1 three singles, including two
plate number singles, along with a block of four, nice round
robin plate number singles of the 10c-25c 1942 issue,
choice plates of WS8-10, and six singles of the $5 sepia,
WS11, along with some line coil strips of WS12-13 showing
partial plate numbers; an impressive lot with much centered
Very Fine, with much of the better valued stamps Never
Hinged, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Scott $1,612.
Estimate $400 - 600
1847 HH
U.S. Christmas Seal extravaganza stock, for
the collector/dealer who wishes to be Master of the Xmas
Seals we offer this lot, should contain well over 75,000 seals
in complete sheets, a few in the original mailers, full sheets
includes 1932, 1936 and 1944 pads of 10,000, 1909 in a
broken sheet, 1924-1941 in full and broken sheets with duplication, a sheet file with hundreds of full sheets of 1940, a
sheet file with hundreds of full sheets of 1941, a sheet file
with full and broken sheets of 1942-1944 with heavy duplication, then three more sheet file stuffed with 1945-1978 full
sheets with heavy duplication, catalog value is easily in the
five figure range, please plan to spend sufficient time
checking this lot out, a sure fire winner, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1848 Hm
U.S. Back of the Book, substantial offering,
desirable holding of United States back of the book, including Postage Dues, Officials, and Parcel Post issues, neatly
presented on stock pages in large 3 ring binder; all
correectly identified and priced to sell; a nice retail mint and
used stock with a Scott catalog value in excess of $20,000;
although there are faults to be expected on a lot of this size,
you'll still find many nie stamps, especially in the Official
stamps.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Special Assortments
1849 m)
U.S. Black History collection, a diverse and
valuable collection, with nineteen stereoviews and twenty
seven picture postcards, includes Livermore & Knight hidden rooster card, several stereoview cards, trade card,
baseball cards, picture postcards, 1911 postal card announcing end of colored service at White's Restaurant,
1928 illustrated ad cover with racist cartoon, and several
UPSS Black History souvenir pages, collection worthy of an
aggressive bid, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Special Assortments
A special note regarding the next 11 lots..
The following lots were all part of a legendary old timers
stock which arrived to our offices in over 175 cartons and
whose other contents is fully contained elsewhere in this
sale. We have made the best selections of his United States
to place into these lots. This dealer, who started his career
in the 1940s and passed away recently, was a mainstay on
the stamp scene. We respect the consignors wishes to
remain anonymous and have coined lots from this holding
“ex- Queens”. These US assortments comprise various
collections and collection balances (as he sold out of some
of them) and were acquired over the past 10-30 years.
Containing both mint and used, there will be duplication and
quality will be mixed. These have not seen the light of day in
over a decade. We have assembled these into various units
so that everyone can have an opportunity to enjoy this vast
holding formed during a bygone era. Please note that these
lots are worth far more than their estimates, so careful
viewing is highly recommended so as to avoid
disappointment.
1850 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1851 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1852 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1853 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1854 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1855 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750

1856 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750

1857 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750

1858 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1859 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750

1860 Hm

U.S. collection assortments, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Assortments
1861 Hm
U.S. useful assortment, group of 81 mostly
used singles, five pairs, three strips of three, three blocks of
four, block of six & block of nine in presentation cards, better
used include 7, 9, 17, 25, 29, 36 x2, 71, 75-77, 86, 89-91, 92
x2, 95 x3, 96, 98, 100, 113, 115 x2, 116 x2, 117-19, 120 x2,
incl. one tied on cover fragment, 121, 137-38, 153 x2, 218,
291 x2, 315, RA22b, R51b, better mint include 65, 73, 186,
214-15, 239 x2, 240, 305 vertical pair, 310, 325 single &
block of six, 400 x3, 420 with PSE certificate, 454 x5 singles, three pairs & three strips of three never hinged, 549
block of nine never hinged, 599A pair never hinged, E3 x2,
J20, O68, R608 block of four, RD354 x2 & 1053 two plate
blocks, faults affecting some examples but overall F-VF,
well worth a careful look., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1862 Hm
U.S. premium & valuable items selected
from massive holding, contained within a small box, but in
this case size is deceiving as it is jam-packed with better individual items, commems, regular issues, 19th and 20th
Century, a few esoteric items, really a worthwhile selection
of issues that will provee to have an overall high catalog and
sales value, condition is a little mixed but there are plums to
be plucked and a careful eye will prove useful and profitable, don't miss this one, its a peach, ex- Queens.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1863 H
U.S. mostly 2¢ red & 3¢ purple era mint
sheets and part sheets holding, valuable and useful
holding with many of the 2¢ reds in sheets and part sheets,
noticed at least two sets of National Park sheets (#740-49);
many sets and part sets of Army Navy (#758-94) and
Overun Countries (#909-21) and quantities of a few to 10 or
so of the 3¢ Purples, a very useful and valuable holding, a
few we noticed in viewing were lightly tacked down but easily popped-up, this was the selection from a much larger
holding, generally fine - very fine, perf seps as one would
expect, but many clean and useful sheets abound, viewing
a must to unlock this lots true value, ex- Queens.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1864 Hm
U.S. faulty better numbers on black cards,
nice dealer lot featuring over 100 moderately priced stamps
with an owner's catalog value listed at over $15,000; nice lot
for Ebay or show dealer with Bargain boxes loaded with material, including classics #7, 30A, 70 x (5), 71 x (5), and 72;
1867 grilled issues 91, and 98 x (5); some 1869 Pictorials,
1870's Banknote issues including two 90c values;
Columbians to the 50c; Airmail issues C1-C6, and a nice
selection of Confederate States issues, including #'s 1, and
4; although almost all are faulty from one degree to another
there are nice attractive appearing stamps in this lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Accumulations
1865 H
U.S. Extremely Fine, unpicked lot of 1920's
to 1930's issues, incredible group of select GEM quality
stamps, pairs, and blocks in glassines; from the Washington franklins issues, 486 and 490 to 1932 issues including
nice #723 coils; in between you'll find impressive 1922 flats,
plus the rotary press coils, plenty of nice 2c Reds, and
lovely 692-699; this lot is loaded with many top quality
gradable stamps that would yield enormous $$ if the effort
is put forth to select the perfect GEMS, send them in to be
graded and then realize the profit; a great lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1866 Hm
U.S. valuable "No Rhyme or Reason"
olde-tyme assortment, on stockcards in a shoebox and
loaded with value, in totally random order, but upon a quick
examination we noted many better items, mint/unused in
the order we saw them include: #595, 233, 251-2, 399,
E2-3, E6 (x4), 25-6, 63, 254, 256, 258, 579, 583-91, 231 (5),
295 (14), 418, 295 (12), 156-7, plethora of 2¢ red to 3¢ purple period, back-of-the-book including Ducks, Officials,
quality is mxed but one can mine some nicer material and
still be left with a decent balance, you-name-it, it might be
here, huge value for the careful & methodical searcher and
seller, do yourself a favor and spend a few extra minutes on
this one.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1867 Hm
U.S. faulty early mint and used U.S. on three
pages, faulty group of mint and used early issues on three
pages, with a huge catalog value; highlights include used
examples of 28, 30A, 38, 72, and 119; plus there's a small
page with unused 219 and 226 imprint pairs, and even a
340 imprint and plate # strip/3; not nice quality, but value
that surprisingly adds up.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1868 HHHm U.S. mint & used schmear, excellent selection
of stamps, better includes 551-573 mint with used 572,
Kansas Nebraska complete mint, Prexies complete mint,
nice group of parcel posts mint, with plenty of mint plate
blocks and postal stationery, examination is a must, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1869

U.S. fantasies, forgeries & fakes, well over
500 stamps, labels and revenues, most appear to be forgeries, but we spied a few S. Allan Taylor creations, there may
even be a few genuine examples mixed in here and there, a
wonderful opportunity to acquire a large group of reference
material of this popular area, inspection is invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1870 H
U.S. imperforate coils and private vending
coils selection (408E/483), impressive handpicked selection of imperf coils and private vending coils, including
408-409H & V strips, plus a select group of Shermack type
III coil pairs and strips, including a #483 mint strip of 6, a
very pleasing group, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1871 Hm)
U.S. hodge podge assortment with covers,
mostly stamps but a nice stack of Foreign covers, two metal
boxes that contain various worldwide issues that were put
aside many decades ago (judging from the browning of the
glassines they are in) and contains unused US 2¢ Banknote
and $1 Columbian, seven or so pairs of #723 and others,
some Guam including Guard Mail and Special Delivery,
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spend a few minutes and you just might like this one (some
of the mentioned items are on the lot card).
Estimate $200 - 300
1872 Hm)
U.S. eclectic selection of items, includes
Bloods Local (1¢ Bronze on Black) on FL alongside red "Potomac Steamboat" postmark and matching red "10" rate
marking, #343 plate block; 1¢ 1851 used and well
centerred, #576 block of 18, #631 various gutter blocks, 2¢
Jefferson coil misperf strip of four, 3¢ Parkman misperf
block of six, 1¢ banknote with fancy cancel, ending with an
envelope of UN, useful and interesting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1873 Hm
U.S. better mint & used selection 1847-1873,
small but valuable group that includes used #1 with blue
grid, 12, 28, 30A, 67, 70b with "10" cancel, better mint includes O34, O57 no gum, O82, some faults, enormous catalog value, inspection is mandatory, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1874 Hm
U.S. select holding, better quality group of
twenty stamps with used #24, 30A, 37, 67, 69, 70 with
regis(ted) sl, 117, 119(x2) and 121, unused includes 71,
most well centered, please inspect, o.g. or without gum,
F.-V.F., Scott $7,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S. Accumulations
1875 HH/H
U.S. valuable special delivery accumulation
of better numbers (E1/E11), nice looking, valuable accumulation of 75 Special Delivery stamps from E1 to E11, all
unused nice appearing stamps including #'s E1 (3) o.g., E2
(3) o.g. (1) n.g., E3 (5) o.g. (1) n.g., E4 (5) o.g. (2)
regummed, E5 (1) N.H. (9) o.g. (2) n.g., E6 (1) N.H. (3) o.g.
(1) n.g., E7 (14) N.H. (9) o.g. (4) regummed, E9 (2) N.H. (1)
o.g. (1) regummed, and E11 (4) N.H. (7) o.g., small faults
throughout, but there are many nice saleable stamps for the
show dealer of eBay seller, o.g., some never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $17,890 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1876 HHa
U.S. 1919 2¢ Coil Waste plate blocks of 50 accumulation (540), incredibly fresh group of 8 mint, never
hinged blocks of 50 in wonderfully fresh condition, includes
plate number 13778 x (5), and plate number 13779 x (3), an
incredible holding of this tough coil waste issue with an impressive catalog value of over $11,000, eight top margin
plate blocks of 50 with plate numbers, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine, Scott $11,520.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1877 H
U.S. philatelic travesty, now rags to riches?
two cartons jam-packed with valuable and common
stamps,sheets, blocks, plate blocks, coils, booklets, you
can only imagine what else, all have been improperly stored
and are stuck down to some degree, painful to view and see
the damage to tens of thousands of $$$ worth of material. A
small to large bit of TLC could resuscitate some of to a lot of
the value. In many cases the stamps pop-off tyo what they
are adhered to, in other cases, call in the cold water, but
make no mistake, you can milk a small fortune out of this
perilous holding, ex- Queens.
Estimate $1,000 - 2,000
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U.S. Dealers Stocks
1878 H
U.S. labels, seals and poster stamps, fills a
carton or more and includes Apollo 8 pad of 500 sheets,
many are haphazardly assembled and a true mixed-baqg,
but we spotted earlier Expo (Louisiana Purchase) and others along with a organized box of Christmas seals, some
have been water damaged but there are still many thousands of seals and labels, ex- Queens.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1879 m
U.S. jumbled accumulation of revenues,
composed of thousands virtually all used thrown in a large
carton on stock pages to loose. Condition varies so a careful review is strongly recommended.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1880 H
U.S. stockbook of stamps & covers,
1851-1945, hundreds of stamps and covers better covers
include eight Blackjacks on cover, better used includes 70,
72, 73 with red cancel, 239, E3(x2), mint postal cards, and a
few picture postcards franked with parcel post or Kansas
Nebraska stamps, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1881 Hm
U.S. pre-cancel holding, contained in ten volumes, completely and utterly intact, set aside and left to
their own for the past 3 decades, many thousands, F.-V.F.,
ex- Queens.
Estimate $300 - 400
1882 Hm)
U.S. over the rainbow end of consignment,
nine binders of FDCs and Souvenir Pages, box of Worldwide duplicates variously sorted, plus whatever else was
left, mostly USA but there is some UN and the box of Worldwide, have a peek for yourself.
Estimate $100 - 150
1883 HHa
U.S. group lot wholesale offering, 1903-1913
(301//397), impressive holding of Scott #'s 301, 375, and
397 in multiples, all in pristine mint condition, #301 x (7), two
with natural straight edge, Scott #375 x (21), plus a top plate
# block of 6, and #397 x (21), 9 of which are natural straight
edges, all extremely fresh, blocks of 4 or larger, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,492.
Estimate $150 - 200
1884 HH/H
U.S. booklet pane with plate number or
guide line holding 1914-1962, terrific lot of booklet panes
with full or partial plate numbers or guide lines, tremendous
catalog value, in just the Prexies there are 21 1¢ 804b, 21
2¢ 805b, and 90+ 3¢ 807a 2½ mm with plate numbers, with
an addition 60 panes of the 807a 3mm, there are also multiples of 498e, 499e, 634d, with a few newer and a few airmails, plan to spend some time inspecting this group, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1885 HH
U.S. 1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary
coil waste wholesale accumulation (540), unbelievable
offering of 1747 examples of this elusive 2c coil waste printing, in multiples ranging from blocks of 4, to impressive
blocks of 40, all in Post Office fresh condition with deep rich
colors throughout, among the most impressive holdings of
this stamp we have ever encountered, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine, Scott $48,042.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S. Dealers Stocks
1887 Hm
U.S. massive predominantly used dealers
stock, in ten stockbooks plus pages, etc., many are bulging
and contain many multiple copies of even stamps that catalog into three figures each, 1851s, through early 20th Century a true old timers intact hoard, the likes of this sort of lot
comes about very infrequently and has been unchecked for
better varieties and cancels, the catalog value would be
staggering and may even reach six figures, but no guarantees, condition is overall quite nice although there are the
occasional faults as one would expect from a holding of this
size and depth, please allow ample time for viewing and be
careful- these books are loaded! ex- Queens.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1888 H
U.S. 20th century commemoratives - investment holding (294//621), beginning with Pan Americans
(#294-99) with at least 20 complete sets (extra 4¢-5¢, three
extra 8¢ & 10¢); Louisana Purchase (#323-27) with 12 complete sets; Jamestown (#328-30) with 9 complete sets; 2¢
Lincoln Bluish Paper (#369) three singles; #371 centerline
block of 16; #373 block of four; Panama Pacific
(#397-400A)- five sets, extra 5¢; Panama Pacific Perf 10
(#401-4) - four complete sets; A delightful holding of issues
set aside for later re-sale, unfortunately he didn't get what
he paid for as many are expertly to not-so-expertly
regummed, a few original gum or no gum, occasional fault,
but otherwise generally sound, generally a lovely fine-very
fine appearance or better, examination strongly suggested,
excellent opportunity for the astute internet seller (photo on
web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1889 Hm
U.S. incredible back-of-the-book stock, filling
a carton and containing many thousands upon thousands,
Officials, Revenues, Match & Medecines, Postage Dues,
and even more back-of-the-book, includes stocks and collections, remnants and individual items, an incredible multi
decade accumulation from an old time dealer, catalog value
would be well into five figures with many useful and
valauable items to be mined, condition can be a little mixed
but well above what one would expect to find, if you cxollect,
trade or deal in this area, plan to spend a fair amount of time
on this one as it will reward handsomely the ardent and thorough viewer, a true once-in-a-lifetime holding, ex- Queens.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1890 m
U.S. 19th and 20th century massive used
stock, barely constrained in three cartons, starts in the
1850s but its real breadth and depth is in the 1900s to
1930s, we spot-checked many stamps that catalog $10 or
more in quantity and this material has been unchecked and
is intact for nearly three decades, a real treasure trove for
the specialist loking for virgin material, approval dealer or
internet seller as there is no telling what you might come
across, condition is generally fine - very fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1886 m
U.S. bank tag accumulation, 125+ tags, all in
the 1964-1965 range, almost all franked with multiples of $1
#1052, nice range of frankings and banks, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Dealers Stocks
1891 H
U.S. Pilgrims, Huguenots & Lexington Concord mint selection (548//621), on stocksheets and completely intact as received, includes #548-50 (19 sets);
#614-16 (28 sets); #617-19 (27 sets); #620-21 (30 sets) all
nicely centered with some extremely fine examples present, a lovely lot for retail or internet sales, generally
fine-very fine appearing or better, could be some gum issues/regumming, but otherwise a select lot that has not
been cherry picked so attentive viewing may provide a few
plums for the picking (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1892 H
U.S. overflowing stockbook of mint and
used, impressive overflowing stockbook containing thousands of stamps from Scott #11 to 778 with everything in
between; mostly used through the Washington Franklins,
this incredible stockbook would take 100's of hours to duplicate, carefully placing each stamp in it's proper location;
there's a nice group of 1870's Banknote issues, impressive
numbers of 219-226, 230-237, 300-309, Washington
Franklins, and on and on; a remarkable holding of stamps
for the show dealer who wants a single stockbook full of all
the better numbers.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1893 m
U.S. used dealer stock, 1851-1990, many
thousands of stamps organized and identified on stock
pages and in glassines, some with heavy duplication,with
some better like #11(x5), 238, 239, others as well, perfect
lot for the retailer for resale, year sets or packet maker,
should prove useful stock, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1894 Hm
U.S. predominantly 20th century loaded
stock, includes some 19th Century but this is predominantly the better than postage issues from a massive old
timers holding, includes quantities of singles, plate blocks,
multiples, you name it, needs to be organized as it is currently all-over-the-place nwhich makes valuation a challenge but well worth the effort, condition is generally finevery fine with the occasional faults, but generally speaking
its pretty darn clean and contains a plethora of useful material that will not only provide hours of entertainment while
seeking the buried treasure within but will also provide a
nifty Return On Investment, viewing is a must and will be
rewarding, ex- Queens.
Estimate $400 - 600
1895 H
U.S. Errors, Freaks and Oddities (EFOs) selection, of over 80 different items, includes imperforates,
mis-perfs, perf shifts, color shifts, imperf between, solvent
washed, blind perfs, ink smears, dry prints, tagging ghost,
test stamps, a few xmas seals, local, a very interesting and
useful group, each identified and on dealer pages, from a
great old-time source, excellent retail/internet sales potential, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1896 HHHm U.S. stock, 1851-1913, excellent stock that includes five used singles and a pair of the 1851 1¢s, mint
C3(x2), C4(x6), C5(x2), C6(x2), C10a, C18, E2, E3, E5, E7,
F1, JQ3, JQ5, Q5, Q8, Q9, with a few that need proper identification, please take time to inspect, should prove a money
maker, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1897 m
U.S. 2¢ Columbian & Trans-Miss, old time
hoard (231, 286), of many thousands, unchecked for can-
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cels, varieties, quality, one should find quite a nice array to
study, ex- Queens.
Estimate $300 - 400
1898 Hm
U.S. mint & used dealer's stock, 1893-1907,
very useful stock with better used 235(x7), 238(x4),
239(x2), 287(x4), 288(x8), 289(x3), 290(x7), 330(x12), with
many better mint & used Washington Franklins, high catalog value, condition is mixed, worthy of inspection and a bid,
o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1899 HH/H
U.S. useful mint dealer's stock 1922-1925
(551//618), nice stock of 1922 series singles up to #572,
also includes #583 plate NH block of four(x19 cat value
$2090), #585 plate block of four, 616(x4), and 617 & 618
plate blocks of six, worthy of your inspection and bid, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1900 H
U.S. staggering booklet pane accumulation,
absolutely incredible booklet pane accumulation of staggering depth and quantity, this impressive hoard begins
with Scott #424c and comtinues through the Airmail issues,
up to C64b, highlights include 100's of 424d, along with
hundreds of 499e, there's a huge selection of 1922 Flat
Plate booklets including 552a and 554c, along with the
1926 rotary press 634d, incredible numbers of the 1938
Presidentials 804b, 806b, and 807a, an impreesive group
of the 1950's Liberty series, and a vaulable selection of the
tough 5c regular issue 1213a some with slogans, along with
1623Bc, strong Airmail section include 100's of C25a,
C39a, plus desirable quantities of C51a and C60a, virtually
all mint, never hinged, owner's catalog value well in excess
of $40,000+, a great lot for any dealer who specializes in
booklet panes who wants a huge quantity of better numbers
for stock (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1901 H
U.S. impressive 1920's - 1950's dealer's
stock of choice mint singles (552/1053), desirable holding of 1920's perf 11, flat plates to 1950's Liberty series of
selected quality singles neatly housed on black cards ready
to be brought to the stamp show! With a marked retail over
$3,100, this lot would be a great addition to any show
dealer's stock; highlights include 558-571, some in quantity
($1.00 x 4), some nice perf 10's, 581-584, and 589-590, decent 622-623's, some impressive 1929 Kansas Nebraska's, including a complete set, 692-698, 832-833, and
even a choice 1053 single, while most are choice Never
Hinged examples, we spotted a hinged stamp of two; overall a nice lot, already priced up for sale.
Estimate $300 - 400
1902 HHHm U.S. mint & used dealer's stock, 1857-1990,
diverse stock in three stockbooks and two sheet files, most
of the value is in the mint material, better includes 289,
C3(x2), C9(x11), C10(x12), C18(x4), C21(x9), C22(x8),
C24(x9), C31(x5), plus dozens of mint sheets, postage
alone should be formidable, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1903 HH/H
U.S. mint dealer stock, excellent dealer stock
of 1893-1940 issues, many NH, better includes 550,
619(x7), 620(x36), 621(x3), 628(x15), 656(x5 including
leader), 715(x8), 893(x9), fresh clean and bright, a great
buy at our low estimate, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Face Value Lots
1904 HH/H
U.S. dealer face value lot plus, lot of face with
plate number blocks, plate number singles, blocks and coil
line pairs, mostly 3¢-15¢ values, the coil line pairs run from
Prexies to Transportation series, excellent lot for postage,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1905 H
U.S. collectors accumulation of sheets,
booklets, plate blocks & singles, huge face, barely constrained in three bulging cartons, starts with maybe a dozen
binders with singles or plate blocks or sheets (for the modern period) starting in the 1960s, as it gets to the 1990s and
later there are sheets of many issues, coil strips including a
stockbook of PNC strips, booklets up to ten of some, some
foreign new issues mixed in (Ireland, UN, etc.) but not figured into our conservative estimate whose low end will be
well below 50% of the face value, quantities of State Flag
sheets, Birds and Flowers and other premium issues, completely intact as received on the heels of the deadline for the
auction, please spend time reviewing and you will easily
see more than $5,000 in face alone, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1906 H
U.S. modern postage issues, sheets, booklets and coils, small group of booklets (Face $1,530) including a few better, in quantities to maybe 10 of a kind or
so, Coils in mostly sealed rolls (Face $2100 +) and a stack
of mint sheets (Face $1,875+), Total Face exceeds $5,500
without any premiums for better items, completely intact as
received by the owner.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1907 HHa
U.S. 1938 /2005, sheets and plate blocks, collector formed holding which includes plate blocks of
803-34, 1030-53, plus later $5 sets with postage dues and
officals, mint sheets include values espied to $5, well over
$2000 face value alone plus all the premium, unpicked and
unchecked, plate blocks and mint sheets, o.g., never
hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1908 HH/H
U.S. face value plus more, more, more, excellent face value lot with singles, booklets, sheetlets, souvenir
sheets and full sheets, mostly from 37¢ value and up, with
over $2,000.00 face values, also includes hundreds of mint
postal stationery not counted, first day and inaugural covers,with many post office issued books and folders, also includes small collection of used US, please set aside
enough time to properly evaluate its value, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1911 H
U.S. face value lot with some premium, well
over $1250 in face value plus additional items, includes
mounted collections of singles and plate blocks, not much
else to say but have a quick peek, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1912 H
U.S. face value plus collection, in five binders,
four of which contain face value which exceeds $775 and is
a nice run of issues, also an interesting binder or two of
worldwide issues, completely intact as received.
Estimate $350 - 500
1913 H
U.S. 3¢ - 4¢ era mint mostly in sheets, unpicked for better numbers, a few in larger multiples, completely intact as received, face value exceeds $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1914 HH/H
U.S. face value lot, in singles, plate blocks,
booklets and sheets, values run from 3¢ to $1, a few better
sheets, total face $570.00, with uncounted mint postal entires, excellent lot for the retail or internet dealer, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1915 HH/H
U.S. high value face lot, small but valuable
face value lot in minature sheet book, with mostly $1 and up
denominations, booklets, plate number blocks and souvenir sheets, total face over $400.00, great way to ease your
postage costs, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Cover Collections
1916 )
U.S. postal history collection, 1857-1960, an
old time European cover collection in eight albums, extensive and valuable with each cover mounted and annotated,
better includes #119 to Germany, strip of five 114 to Germany, 241 $1 Columbian to Germany, excellent Banknotes, nice group of Columbians and Trans-Miss including
1898 PPC of NYC with 288, C13 & C14 on cover, fancy cancels, flight covers, many registered and ad covers, most are
going to Germany but we saw Austria, Brazil, Italy and Russia as destinations, bid early bid often if you want to win this
beauty, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1909 HH/H
U.S. face value lot plus more, last minute
walkin, with singles, plate number blocks, coils, sheets and
souvenir sheets, generally 3¢ to 13¢ values, but with higher
including $1, better includes NH block of 893, full sheet of
639, some moisture issues, should be worth well above our
modest estimate, inspection is necessary, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1910 H
U.S. 1993 Columbian souvenir sheets, over
160 sets, completely stuck down! Total face value exceeds
$2600, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Cover Collections
1917 )
U.S. military postal history, a very specialised and important exhibition collection, mostly
19th/early 20th century, with many rare itemanuscript Collection of 19th century to WWI military mail on exhibition
style card pages with extensive write-up and research, as
well as a 15 loose covers work in progress. Highlights from
the exhibition pages include illustrated propaganda envelopes from the Civil War, as well as a peace propaganda illustrated envelope with 1ct blue Franklin tied by blue cds.
Then very attractive covers with Army Military Station postmarks from Puerto Rico, Cuba and Philippines during 1898
war, followed by a 1901 Boxer rebellion cover sent from Peking, China to Ohio with 2cts Washington canceled by
U.S.MIL.POSTAL STA. cds postmark. Also seen early naval cancels with 1909 USS Missouri on postcard and USS
Nebraska at Vera Cruz, Mexico to rescue interned citizens
in 1914, as well as unusual WWI POW covers, including
one to a German prisoner on Malta sent February 15th
1916 and another highly unusual item from Trieste to a German prisoner in the Ras-El-Tin camp, Alexandria, Egypt
sent October 30th 1915 with security printed blue sealing
label - both covers in exceptional condition etc. The loose
covers that were awaiting presentation by the collector we
have placed on cards, with further excellent items including
a pair of all-over stars and stripes Spanish-American War illustrated covers, a soldier's letter from Cuba to Michigan
with 3cts+1ct postage dues applied, a patriotic cover 1918
this time with 2cts+1ct postage dues, 1920 2cts Washington used at Shanghai, China. Also fabulous single usage of
the Omaha 8cts tied by purple 5P in circle and purple USS
MAINE Apr. 25th 1898 cds on illustrated cover, as well as a
further cover with large illustration of the ship and 'Remember the Maine!' with single franking of 10cts pan-Am etc. A
delightful collection with nothing but good postal history,
some items worth several hundreds of dollars each (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1918 )
U.S. stampless cover collection, couple of
hundred stampless covers, great range of rates and auxiliary markings, a few manuscript town cancels, a couple of
trans-Atlantic, many with original contents, unchecked and
unread, excellent upside for this lot, please take the time to
properly peruse this group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1919 )
U.S. postal history holding, 1830-1950, eye
catching collection of early better US covers, nice range of
stampless, small group of locals, first flights, exquisite advertising with allover ads for Randolph Macon College
Ashland VA, Hack Boarding & Livery Newton Upper Falls
MA, State of Maine Educational Dept, New York Herald,
two 1939 Kentucky Derby covers, excellent first day covers
from 1928-1940, and last but not least a group of officials on
cover, includes O18(x2), O20(cat value 575.00) and O47, a
retail dealer dreamlot, please spend sufficient time reviewing this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1920 )
U.S. banknote postal history holding, seventeen covers with 3¢ #184 four with part imprint on illustrated
cover with illustrated billhead, block of four of 6¢ #159 tied
by fancy cancel, mixed Banknote cover to Argentina with
postage due on reverse, 12¢ Banknote #162 on cover,
1876 Valentine, county postmarks, great deal of value, inspection is needed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1921 )
U.S. extensive 1860's to 1950's family correspondence, comprised of approximately several thousand
or more covers, picture postcards, plus 2 photograph albums with family photos that date back to the 1860-70's
with affixed revenue stamps et. The family was a prominent
family from New Rochelle, NY and the items were kept intact for generations. While we note no great frankings and
the condition is often mixed, this holding represents an interesting glimpse into the past. The two photo albums are
quite fascinating as well, well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1922 )
U.S. cover collection, couple of hundred covers, includes first flights, cacheted events, uprated postal
stationery, stampless, better with small group of unused
Civil War patriotics, Q2 & Q6 on cover to France, and Saint
Bonaventure College cachet baseball issue first day,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1923 )
U.S. collection of FDCs including airmail,
1923-2009, and #C4 & #C15 ($2.60 Zeppelin cover faults),
in 7 volumes, plus many other premium items, 1909a, C7-9,
C10, C12 Special Delivery, Officials, much useful and valuable, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1924 )
U.S. postal history, enormous holding,
1861-1980, three boxes stuffed with thousands of covers,
includes cacheted events, first days, first flights, air races,
registered, ad covers with many illustrated, RPOs, special
delivery, and APOs, there is so much we could only take a
cursory look at it, please plan your time so you are able to investigate this lot, huge retail potential, should please some
lucky bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1925

U.S. interesting array of autographs, including 6 different Post Master Generals on a single FDC, news
commentators like Lowell Thomas, Robert Novak and
Walkter Cronkite, religious leaders like Francis Cardinal
Spellmen, Politicians like Spiro Agnew, John McCain, Dan
Quayle, George W. Bush, All Gore, Entertainers like Ernest
Borgnine, Sophia Loren, Richrd Dreyfuss, Karl Malden,
Rita Moreno, Joan Fontaine and Pratricia Neal, Writers like
Isaac Stern and Carl Sandburg, plus others. Total of about
40 items, some with printed signatures, a clean very fine
group with FDC's, photographs, letters ect.
Estimate $400 - 600

1926 )
U.S. stampless to stationery older holding, a
few hundred with better items throughout, maybe a few
dozen stampless mostly northeast, unused civil war
patriotics, bank note usages, advertising, 6¢ banknote to
New Brusnwick, and one uncancelled (VF), UX3 & UX5
mint, UX5 with fancy blue cancel, too many more to list, a
fun little lot that could produce quite a return with the right
organizer, viewing a snap.
Estimate $400 - 600
1927 )
U.S. family papers & collection, 1900-1950,
eclectic would not do this lot justice, includes photos, picture postcards and covers, ephemera, tobacco and typewriter ribbons tins and stamps, many of the postcards are
real photo with many naval scenes, three are of execution
of rebels, philatelically the best is a stockbook with used
68(x2), 71, messy but worth the effort, mixed condition, plan
on spending some time with this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1928

U.S. postage currency & fractional currency
collection, small but impressive holding of currency used
when change was being hoarded during the Civil War, includes PC5(x4), PC6, PC7(x3), PC13, PC14(x3), FR1226,
FR1256, FR1265, FR1301, condition is mixed, please plan
on spending time to correctly ascertain the lots's true value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1929 )
U.S. Paquetboat and Seapost cover lot,
1894-1970, a few hundred covers and picture postcards, includes paquetboat cancels, seapost cancels, posted on the
high seas cancels, maiden voyages, and a few picture postcards of various vessels, excellent opportunity to acquire a
large group of this popular area, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

marks, includes nice group of war department covers and
shoebox of modern US & foreign covers, inspection is
needed, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1937 )
U.S. cover collection, 1850-1945, clean lot includes several stampless with Michigan Central Railroad
cover, Blood local post acid tied, Spanish American War
patriotic, several first flight covers, and a Japan Capitulates
cacheted cover, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

U.S. Postal Stationery Collections

1930 )
U.S. naval covers, 1932-1960, 150+ covers, includes USS Pennsylvania(x4), USS Texas(x5), USS
Lexington, USS California, USS West Virginia(x4) and submarine cachets USS Tarpor, Shark, Dogfish, Sea Owl,
Spikefish and Bang, excellent group for the specialist,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1938 H
U.S. postal stationery, 1893 Columbian Exposition envelopes (U348-U351), incredible holding of
these popular envelopes, hundreds that includes 300+ of
U351 10¢(cat $21,000.00), with like amounts of the lower
values, condition is mixed, please take the time to peruse
this lot, you will be pleased, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1931 )
U.S. cover collection, 1857-2000, nice collection in two cartons, with ad covers including illustrated, nice
group of hotel and inn ad covers, special delivery, private
vending coils, Wells Fargo, RPO's, FDC's and some excellent mint & used postal stationery including mint entires of
U102 & U105, a sure money maker, inspection is necessary, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1939 Hm
U.S. postal stationery, mint & used cut
square collection, collection of cut squares and a few
postal cards, better used includes U2, U3, U4, U13,
U15-U18, U26 full corner, U60-U61, U204, better mint includes U70, U191, U207, UX15, some are cut close and
there may be a few identification issues, but overall a useful
lot, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1932 )
U.S. First Day Cover holding, 1928-1965, a
few hundred FDCs, a majority are cacheted, better includes
1928 cacheted Valley Forge, 1929 cacheted Sullivan Expedition, 1932 Winter Olympics Lake Placid cacheted with label stamp, two 1934 CE1 cacheted, and a 1953 Perry with
Dargie Velva-tone cachet, also includes seven albums with
first day and event covers, excellent opportunity for the retail dealer to break down, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1940 Hm
U.S. postal stationery, mint & used extravaganza, fabulous accumulation of several thousand postal
cards and envelopes, we did not have the time to search
through the three boxes, but what we did look at was impressive, better mint includes UO36(x36 cat val $1440.00),
UX 14(x4), UY2 mint unsevered(x28 cat val $630.00), used
includes uprated entires to registered, ad covers, fancy
cancels, naval cancels, ad postal cards illustrated, in short,
everything and anything can be expected, condition is
mixed, please set aside sufficient time to enjoy this lot, a
sure fire winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1933 )
U.S. World War II patriotics and APO's, nice
group of 50+ WW2 patriotic covers, many with multicolored
cachets, includes VE Day cacheted cover, 2/4/45 cacheted
Liberation of Manila, with small group of APO and censored
covers, also includes small group of mint Spanish American
War patriotics, mined condition, great lot for the specialist,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1934 )
U.S. first flights selection, 1926-1966, 130+
covers, includes CAMs from different routes, with nice
range of frankings, also includes some USS Akron covers
and an airship "Volunteer" cover, nice lot for the specialist
or retailer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1935 )
U.S. cover collection, 1861-1955, intriguing lot
of US covers, better includes four covers with #24, Blood's
Local on Philadelphia Railroad cover, four Blackjack covers, nice group of Banknote covers and Hawaii #39 on
cover and U4 used to Philadelphia PA, excellent lot for
breakup, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1941 Hm
U.S. postal stationery, collection of mostly
mint entires, lovely postal entire collection on stock pages,
many with identification bands, with many 6¢ & 10¢ values,
a few with express company imprints, and a fresh group of
mint 1876 centennial entires, nice group to break up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1942 H
U.S. postal stationery, striking collection of
full corner cut squares, gorgeous fresh collection on
stock pages of 350+ full corner cut squares, better includes
U179, U338, U390-W392, U393-394, U508, with nice selection of surcharged and airmail cut squares, and this is
just a small part of the collection, great lot for a collector to
build upon or for a retailer to break up, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1936 )
U.S. APO & censored cover collection,
1941-1970, approximately 350+ APO, first flight and censored covers, good range of APO numbers and censor
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U.S. and Foreign Collections
1943 Hm
U.S. postal stationery, cut squares holding,
old time holding assembling a vast array of issues and contains individual items of value as well as a nice spread of issues for stock, includes a nice stock of Columbian Issue, it
begins with the early issues and continues on through the
later period surcharges and some airmail and BOB, a useful
group, condition generally fine - very fine, some faults as
one can expect but overall pretty clean, ex- Queens.
Estimate $400 - 600
1944 H
U.S. postal stationery, 1887 Plimpton full
corner cut square selection (U336-U343, U346), beautiful fresh group of the high values, 30¢-90¢, all with full corners, great lot for retail or to upgrade your current collection,
Very Fine, Scott $630 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1945 Hm
U.S. postal stationery, collection of cut
squares & entires, a few hundred mounted on Scott
pages, doesn't appear to be any rareties, but a useful beginners collection, a few better officials, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1946 H
U.S. postal stationery, mint accumulation
(U429, U429 Die 6, U432, U533a), includes 250+ U429,
230+ U429 Die 6, 70 U432 and 275+ U533a, entires, Very
Fine, Scott $858.
Estimate $50 - 75
1947 H
U.S. postal stationery, exciting lot of mint
entires, 1853-1955, holding includes U9(x3), U19(x2),
U27(x4), U36, U46(x2), U50, U56(x4), W57, U74, W77(x2),
U218(x9), U219(x10), U221(x3), U509B(x4), UC9(x10),
UC16c(x23), generally fresh and very fine, bid early bid often to win this desirable lot, F.-V.F., Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1948 m
U.S. postal stationery, intact collection of
cut squares with better cancels, comprehensive and includes colored (red, blue, brown, magenta & purple), free,
paid all, Wells Fargo, railroad, towns, territorials, fancy cancels with stars, anchor, kicking mule, some better cut
squares not figured in valuation, worthy of inspection,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1949 H
U.S. postal stationery, mint & used cut
square collection, intriguing cut square collection of a few
hundred presented on stock pages and a stockbook, better
mint includes U219(x6), U343, U345, UO16, with hundreds
more, most need identification, should prove to be a worthwhile lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1950 Hm
U.S. postal stationery, miscellaneous lot of
entires, group of mint and used postal stationery, full of surprises, a quick look uncovers U211 mint entire, UO70 mint
and a UO71 used entire, should prove to be a money maker
at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1951 Hm)
U.S. postal card collection, 1875-2002, nice
clean collection of mostly mint postal cards, better mint unless noted includes UX4 used with certificate, UX14, UX15,
UX19, UX20, UX21, with dozens of mint postal cards up to
2002, please review, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1952 )
U.S. postal cards with bronzed reverse, 100+
cards, 1 UX5, 60+ UX7, 9 UX8, 40+ UX9, all with bronzed
reverse, some have new ad printed on reverse, mixed condition, the bronzing affected the paper of the cards, please
inspect, huge retail value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1953 Hm)
U.S. postal cards, reply cards and entires,
1870s to 2000s, housed in eight volumes, includes UX1
used, UX3, 5-7, 8a, 9, 11-16, 21, 32-3, 33b, plus many others, UY1-2, 4-5 plus many others, inspection needed as the
lot is unsequenced, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1954 H
U.S. postal cards, mint dealer's stock,
dealer's stock comprising of UX6(x100), UX15(x86),
UY2(x32) and UY5(x10 preprinted), a unique opportunity to
acquire a large stock of these popular items, take a few minutes to examine, Very Fine, Scott $8,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. and Foreign Collections
1955 )
U.S. and Foreign, dynamic cover collection,
1850-1990, diverse and valuable cover selection with many
highlights, includes group of San Francisco Earthquake
picture postcards, group of 1851-1861 3¢ covers, large lot
of Xmas seals tied to covers and cards, mint postal card collection with items in duplication i.e. UX9(x14 cat value
400.00), documents with revenues, first day covers, ad covers includes allover illustrated A.W. Gray's Sons Horse
Power with illustrated billhead and return envelope, group
of mint and used Hawaii postal cards and envelopes, and
several foreign cover and postcards,this group will need
some work but the winning bidder is sure to be rewarded,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1956 )
U.S. and Foreign, Trans-Oceanic cover collection, 1840-1940's, 90+ covers and cards, 50 are
stampless, 17 are 19th century US franked and balance are
20th century and miscellaneous, with great range of ship
markings, rates, forwarders handstamps and some better
destinations, a unique opportunity for the specialist or retail
seller, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1957 H
U.S. and Foreign, caboose lot, four cartons
packed with what was left, cheap covers, on and off paper, a
surprisingly useful section of better US, a smattering of foreign, better than the average schmere, have a look and decide for yourself, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750
1958 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, assortment, 1844-1926, intriguing lot of US and foreign material, the foreign is genally
fron the classic period with mostly British Commonwealth,
the US includes a Boyd's Local on cover, mint O45, useful
Washington Franklins with some duplication and a group of
the 1922 definative series, much needs to be correctly id'd,
condition is mixed, a great lot to research and find some hidden gems, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1959 )
U.S. and Foreign, picture postcard collection, collection of a few hundred, mostly used, mostly US
and mostly pre-WW1, better includes Gold Mining in Aus-
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Confederate Collections
tralia, two Santa Claus, a USS New Hampshire, New Motorcar on Milwaukee R.R., 1935 Baseball Game Fallsburg NY,
RPPC Sleeping Boxes Pike NH, four RRPC of Hawaiian
Hula Girls, Railroad Station Owego NY, Railroad Station
East Hampston NY, Chinese with Long Finger Nails, two
leather and a 1917 RPPC Guarding the Roads, Entrance to
Camp Funston, mixed condition,but a holding with great potential, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1963 Hm
U.S. Possessions, miscellaneous assortment, a small box packed with individual items and collection balances, includes nice Canal Zone, useful Hawaii,
Guam & Cuba, some postal history, a wonderful assortment as set aside by an old time dealer that didn't know
much about this area, condition a bit mixed but some quite
nice and overall a very useful and vauable group, exQueens.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1960 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, miscellaneous lot, in a
small box and sheet and sheet file, some foreign that needs
identification, full sheet of C26, part sheets of Overrun
Countries, plenty of postage, small but useful, take a look,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

1964 Hm)
U.S. Possessions, mint and used collection,
1877-1972, interesting collection that includes Canal Zone
covers including CO3 & CO5 on covers, Philippine covers,
a mint Ryukyu specialized collection and a collection of
complete sheets, and a collection of DWI, Guam and Hawaii with some better Hawaiian revenues, examination
should lead to a profitable conclusion, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Confederate Collections
1961 )
Confederacy, exhibition collection of postal
history from Knoxville TN, collection of fourteen covers,
all with Knoxville TN cds, includes CSA #1 with sheet margin at right addressed to Blaines Crossroads TN, #1 addressed to Coosa GA, pair #1 addressed to Truss AL, #1
addressed to Rogersville TN, #2 addressed to Atlanta GA,
#2b sheet margin at right addressed to Covington County
AL, #2 on adversity cover made from billhead addressed to
Saltville VA, #4 on turned cover addressed to Marietta GA,
#4 addressed to Georgetown SC, #5 addressed to
Kingston TN, pair #6 on cover to Morganton NC, #11 addressed to Athens GA, pair #6 addressed to Clopton AL,
and #6 addressed to Centerville AL, mixed condition,
mounted on exhibition pages and well annotated, a collection that would be next to impossible to duplicate, please set
aside sufficient time to peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S. Possessions Collections
1962 H
U.S. Possessions, valuable collection on
Scott album pages, nice quality Possessions collections
neatly presented on National album pages, including Cuba,
Guam, Danish West Indies, extensive Hawaii, and Puerto
Rico, there's Cuba 222-226 o.g., and nice cut squares,
Danish West Indies including a choice example of #4 used,
unused 31-36, 37-39, along with some interesting covers;
Guam 1-8, 10-12, M5-11, and even M7a "Graud" error;
strong Hawaii, including 30-41, 53-61, better covers, postal
cards and entires including U13 VF-unused, and UY1-2
unsevered postal reply cards (catalog $450 each); Puerto
Rico, including 210-214, and J1-3, nice cut squares including U10 VF+ only 500 issued, small faults here and there to
be expected on a collection this size, but Fine to Very Fine
overall with many better items to be found, careful examination recommended as this lot is loaded with many quality
stamps; Scott catalog value is over $8,000. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1965 )
U.S. Possessions, Postal History accumulation, 1884-1960, diverse group of a couple of hundred mint
and used covers, picture postcards and postal stationery,
better includes Cuba W1 used, Hawaii mint U2(x12) and
mint U4(x10), Philippines mint U6, U13(x2), and RPPC
posted Pago Pago Samoa, and two picture postcards from
Shanghai China, condition is mixed, great variety that is
sure to reward the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1966 Hm
Canal Zone, spectacular collection, impressive Canal Zone attractively mounted, highlighted by a
choice used #4 with P.F. certificate, unused choice examples of 4-8, 9-14, including 12 with "Panama" reading up,
16a N.H., 17g, 19, 20 with period after "cts", 16b, 21-30,
31-35, 36a with P.S.E. certificate, 38-41, used 39e inverted
center (cat. $750.), 52a with B.P.A. certificate, 58-59,
70-81, 84-95, 97-99, 100-104 on up, Back of book included
C1-C20, numerous First Day covers, and plate blocks,
CO1-C07, scarce O8 with P.F. cert. (cat. $600.), J1-J9, including elusive J3 o.g. natural SE at top (Cat. $1000.), interesting cut sqaures, Entires, Air Post envelopes, etc.; nice
quality throughout as the collector who assembled this
magnificent collection really had a eye for quality; many
Very Fine stamps, Scott catalog value in excess of $7,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1967 Hm
Canal Zone, mostly mint collection,
1904-1965, housed in two stock books, many better mint
such as 1904 (1-3; including 2¢ & 10¢ with APS certificates), 1904 (4-8), 1905-06 (18-20), 1906-07 (21-26), 1909
(27-30), 1909-10 (31-35, plus 10¢ block of four), 1912-16
(38-41), 1915 (42-45), 1917 (49-51 x2; regulars & specimen overprints), 1918-20 (52-54, including 1¢ booklrt pane
of six), 1920-21 (57), 1920 (58-59), 1921 (60-66), 1924
(67), 1924-25 (70-81, including 2¢ booklet pane of six),
1925-28 (84-95), plus several desirable airmail & postage
due sets. We also noted fourteen covers, including cover
with #47 accompanied by 1994 PF certificate and two 1929
first flights, condition is mostly Very Fine, well worth viewing, as this is an opportunity for both collectors and dealers.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1968 Hm
Canal Zone, assortment, including plate
blocks, mint & used, starting with 1904-06 overprints, followed by 1906-10 overprints, then by 1917-21 overprints &
1924-28 overprints, plus some other regular issues in the
modest range. Airmail, postage due & official sections with
several desirable stamps. Plate blocks include 1964-65 airmail sets with duplication in never hinged condition & some
others from the 1931-49 airmail issue (C6-8 & C10), also
some booklet panes issued in 1965, condition is mostly
Very Fine. Catalogue value over $5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1969 Hm
Canal Zone, mint assortment, in presentation
cards, and including 1906-07 (21 block of four; mint), 1915
(42-45; mint), 1920 (58-59; used), 1925-28 (84-95; mint &
94-95; used), 1939 (120-32 & 134-35), 1929-31 (C2; mint),
1939 (C15-20; mint, including 30¢ x3 & $1 x2), plus 1919
(J11 with "specimen" overprint), 1941 (CO8 & CO11; used),
condition is mostly Very Fine. Catalogue value over $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1970 HHHm Canal Zone, useful mint and used accumulation, composed of a couple thousand in a stock book, album pages, sheet file and a mint glassine stock, of multiples
and a few plate blocks, with some nice airmail and postage
due issues. Although overall F-VF condition can be a little
mixed, Viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
1971 H
Canal Zone, mint collection, 1921-65,
mounted in White Ace binder, and including some plate
blocks, better include 1925-26 (84-93), 1926-27 (97-99),
1927-31 (100-104), 1939 (120-35), plus 1931 set (105-14
blocks, incl. 1¢, 2¢, 5¢ & 12¢ plate blocks), also 1964 Airmails in plate blocks (C36-41), condition mostly Very Fine.
Owner's catalogue value $1,200. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1972 Hm
Cuba, Guam & Hawaii, mint and used assortment, in stockbook pages, better include Cuba 1899
(227-31; mint), Hawaii 1868 re-issue (10; mint), 1883-88
(48; used), 1893 2¢ rose showing right stamp with "GOVT"
variety (66b; never hinged), Guam 1899 black overprints (5
& 6; used), condition is F-VF. Catalogue value over $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1973 HHHm Hawaii, mint & used collection, 1859-1896,
extensive and valuable collection, better mint includes 9,
10, 19, 20, 24, 25, 29, 34, 47, O1-O6, better used includes
21, 28, 48, 49, also reprints 10RS, 11S and 29S, the perfect
collection to build upon or break up for retail, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1974 Hm
Philippines, valuable assortment, mostly
mint and fresh, arranged in presentation cards, including
many better mint such as 1901 Lincoln 4¢, Garfield 6¢ &
Sherman 8¢ (220-22), 1901 Perry $1 type I (223 never
hinged), $1 type II (223A x2; one mint, other used), $2 Madison (224 x3; two mint, other used), 1903-04 (226-35; mint),
Jefferson 50¢ (236 x6; two mint, other used), Farragout $1
(237; used), 1903-04 Jefferson 50¢, Farragout $1 & Madison $2 (236-38; mint), 1917 Rizal issue (300-302 & 304),
1925-31 Rizal type imperforates (340-51 x2; mint), plus
several other imperforate examples such as 1p x2, 2p, 4p &
10p x2 (350-53), 1940 (445 x4; two mint, one used, other
never hinged), 1945 Victory 10p & 20p (495-96 with normal
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& inverted oveprints), better airmails include 1926
Madrid-Manila (C1-2, 4-5, 9, 11 & 17 x2; mint), 1928 London-Orient (C18-28 x2; mint), Postage Dues 1899-1901
(J1-7), Japanese occupation (N7 x3; two never hinged,
other mint), condition is mostly Very Fine. Please inspect
this attractive assortment, ideal for dealer to market.
Catalogue value over $20,000. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1975 Hm
Philippines, mint & used assortment, arranged chronologically in stockbook pages, and starting
with 1899-1901 overprints, followed by 1903-04 overprints,
and then by 1906-18 famous men issues with different watermarks & unwatermarked, plus some other regular issues
in the modest range. Airmail & postage due sections include several desirable stamps issued in the 1928-41 period, and some examples issued during Japanese
occupation, condition is F-VF. Catalogue value over
$3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1976 H
Philippines,
mint
entire
collection
(U12-U27), clean fresh lot, a few minor dings, an excellent
start for these difficult to find entires, some have printed corner ads, please inspect, F.-V.F., Scott $905 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1977 HH/H
Ryukyu Islands & U.S. Possessions in the
Pacific, mint collection, several thousand stamps in five
stockbooks, with extensive Marshall Islands, Micronesia
and Palau, includes singles, pairs, blocks and souvenir
sheets, Ryukyu includes 1-7, 8-13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19-26,
C1-3, C4-C8, C9-C13 and E1, wonderful lot to build upon or
break up for retail or internet sales, please investigate, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1978 Hm)
United Nations, collection including sheets,
FDCs and stationery, 1951-2009, in nine bulging oversized and overstuffed binders, this collector kept up with every issue and then some, upon a glance it seemd
reasonably complete- including the later years which are
useful as stocks on these issues are low, Flags complete in
sheets, worthwhile, many many thousands of dollars of issue cost, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1979 Hm)
United Nations, large accumulation, filling a
large box and composed mainly of never hinged early issues. You will find plenty of Scott 1-11, some 29-30 plus
much, much more. Generally clean and F-VF, viewing suggested., o.g., hinged or never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
1980 H
United Nations, collection, 1951-95, mounted
in seven binders with abundant amount of sets in the modest range, also some stamps issued by the Geneva & Vienna offices, plus many booklets and some postal
stationery issued in the 2000s, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
1981 H
United Nations, collection, 1951-2007, in four
stock books, two mint sheet files & several glassines containing colorful modern booklets, many never hinged, including se-tenant blocks, souvenir sheets, imprint blocks of
four & some first day covers, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1982 m
United Nations, stock, 1951-1970s, in glassines, all organized, quantities to around 50 of an item, useful and seldom seen used stock.
Estimate $100 - 150

British Commonwealth Cover Collections
1983 )
British Commonwealth, Royal first day
cover & stamp collection, including 1972 Silver Wedding
album with stamps from several Commonwealth nations,
1977 Silver Jubilee Appeal album with covers, including
some from 1960s, three 25th Anniversary albums of the
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II (sets, souvenir sheets,
booklets & uncut blocks of four sheets), we also noted an
extra album with three covers addressed to Chef in charge
of the Royal Kitchen at Buckingham Palace in the 1978-80
period, followed by two Postal Heritage Society albums,
plus a scrap book assembled by the previously mentioned
Chef when he travelled with the Royal Entourage to Expo
1967 in Canada & Olympic Games (the book contain his official travel credentials, photos of the Royal Family and several "tourist" items). Collection of first day covers from
nations around the world in honour of the 25th Anniversary
of the accession of Queen Elizabeth II, plus four boxes filled
with first day covers (Box 1: 1979 Royal Visits; palace postmarks, historic buildings, opening of jubilee celebrations;
Box 2: military covers, King George Coronation and 1937
tours, visit to troops, commemorative booklets, North
Queensferry first day cover & Sovereign Series; Box 3:
Royal Wedding, Omnibus booklets and sets, assorted first
day covers, commemorative coinage; Box 4: covers and
first day covers, including silver jubilee, royal wedding &
royal birth), condition is Very Fine throughout, highly
recommended for topical collector.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1984 )
British Commonwealth, assortment of covers, 1930s-60s, in two cartons, better areas represented
include Great Britain, Australia Canada, including first
flights & India, plus many other Commonwealth countries
such as Bahamas, Bermuda, Hong Kong, Ireland, New
Zealand, Trinidad & Tobago. We also noted some censored mail to the U.S. during WWII, condition varies but
overall is Fine, don't hesitate just take a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1985 )
British Commonwealth, Royal first day
cover & stamp collection, including 80th birthday of the
Queen mother album with souvenir sheets & sets, Prince
Charles & Lady Diana album with some Royal Wedding
stamps, three Silver Jubilee albums with sets, souvenir
sheets & booklets from British Commonwealth nations,
three folders published by the British Library with stamp reproductions from famous collections (numbers 1 to 3),
Royal Wedding album with Commonwealth stamps issued
during November 1973 to commemorate the wedding of
Princess Anne & Captain Mark Phillips, 1977 Kings &
Queens of England album with a collection of first day covers featuring official commemorative covers, 1978 Royal
Houses of Europe album with a limited edition of philatelic
covers honouring ten reigning sovereigns, two souvenir Silver Jubilee cutting books, including stamps, sheets & travel
programs, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1986 )
British Commonwealth, aerogrames assortment, approximately 150 unused items with some duplication, includes Abu Dhabi, Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain,
Bangladesh, Egypt, Fiji, Ghana, Great Britain, Guernsey,
India, Isle of Man, Jersey, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Nepal, New Zealand with colorful views, Nigeria, Pakistan, Papua & New Guinea, St. Vincent & Usa, condition is mostly
Very Fine, a collector or dealer should take a look!.
Estimate $200 - 300
1987 )
British West Indies, inter-islands assortment of covers, 1970s-80s, approx. 870 covers showing
rates & cancels, including Antigua (150), Bahamas (100),
Dominica (200), Montserrat (200), St. Cristopher (50), St.
Lucia (50), St. Kitts (20) & St. Vincent (100), many with tropical condition is F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
1988 )
Prince Edward Island, cover collection (1),
fourteen covers and one front with single franking and one
cover with a pair of the perf 9 rose, most of the cancellations
are eight or ten bar grids, there is a front with a clear stike of
the very rare P36 Tignish cancel, the pair is pen cancelled
and has the earliest recorded use of P7 November 28 1861,
an exciting lot that will please any collecotr or specialist,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1989 )
Canada, semi-official airmails, 1924-1932,
balance of collection consisting of about 50 stamps and 15
covers, most in the $20-$60 range with a few better numbers in less-than-Fine condition; nice variety, generally
F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1990 )
Canada, 19th century ephemera lot, box of
several hundred items, all from 1800-1900 Canada, includes newspapers, receipts, shipping documents, accounts of sales, current prices and stampless letters, some
with postal markings, a unique opportunity to acquire a
large lot of this intriguing material, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1991 )
Canada, steamboat & overland stampless
covers, 1835-1909, an interesting group of 28 covers or
folded letters with nice array of rate & instructional markings, many transported on inland waterways, we noted several from Montreal to Quebec and vice versa, but also
others such as Montreal to Kingston, L'islet to Quebec, excellent state of preservation.
Estimate $300 - 400
1992 )
Canada, first day covers assortment,
1937-73, approximately 500 covers in a box, nicely arranged in chronological order, better include 1946 (273),
1950 (294), 1951 (302) & 1953 (321), condition Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1993 )
Great Britain, Scottish postal history, an original correspondence late 18th through to 19th century. Over
120 covers with many of interesting strikes not just manuscript markings, with particular focus of the postage dues
add ½ in large and small, in and outside of boxes, red and
black postmarks, etc. Much of this is the Romanes correspondence to Edinburgh and of course there are lots of different postmarks including straightlines, circular date
stamp, rhomboids, double concentric circles, large numerals, etc. We have had no time to read any of the contents but
that too will no doubt tell its own story. A great lot for the specialist to spend time on researching not just for the diversity
of the postmarks, but also primary sources.
Estimate $500 - 750
1994 )
Great Britain, RAF Aviation Medals on
signed covers, produced in 1984 in a complete set of 19
oversize covers picturing each of the historically important
medals with each being signed by seven winners of such
medals and including Air Force Cross; Distinguished Flying
Cross; Victoria Cross to Airmen; Appointment to the Distinguished Service Order; Distinguished Service Cross;
Award of the Military Medal; Appointment to the Excellent
Order of the British Empire; Appointment to the Most Honourable Order of the Bath; Award of the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal; 1939-45 Star with battle of Britain Clasp;
Award of the Aircrew Europe Star; Award of the Military
Cross to Airmen; Air Efficiency Award; Award of the Distinguished Flying Medal; George Medal to Airmen; Mentioned
in Dispatches; Air Force Medal; Knight's Cross of the Iron
Cross; Defence Medal, also includes "Spirit of Indiana" B-2
Stealth Bomber signed photo from 1999 at Grissom AFB
and finally an autographed book To Fly and Fight by Col.
Clarence E. "Bud" Anderson the author. Original cost of just
the 19 RAF covers was £895.
Estimate $500 - 750
1995 )
Indian States, postal envelopes accumulation, 1890s-1900s, approximately. 250 items, including a
large group of Travancore 1ch ultramarine envelopes to domestic destinations (H&G B5), also a group of 108
Hyderabad 1/2 anna yellow envelopes, plus a group of 25
Gwalior State 1/2 anna green envelopes. We also noted a
group of 40 1/2 anna green with postal markings in English,
and addressed to Calcutta, Delhi & Patiala, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

British Commonwealth Country Collections
1996 HH
Aden and States, collection of souvenir
sheets, all pre-1970 with owner's catalog value of over
$31,000 housed in three counter books. There are many
scarce imperforate sheets and great topical material such
as space, art, Olympics, horses, car racing, animals, costumes etc to be foundas well as a Trucial States catalog.
Fresh and overall Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1997 Hm
Australian States, an old time collection of
considerable interest, extensive in scope, mint and used,
focusing on 3 states, Queensland, South Australia and
Western Australia. Beginning with Queensland imperf and
early perforated types the chalon heads of 1860, followed
by small star watermarks to 1/-, followed by the
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unwatermarked 1862 to 1/-, further issues of 1866 with
Queensland watermark 1868/74, leading on to 1875 mint
6d and 1876/78 again to 1/-, more scarce stamps with
1875/81 to key chalon head high value to 20/- rose through
to various green pound types 1882 through 1885, watermark crown and large crown, onto turn of the century with
back of the book with the registrations 1861/64. Then South
Australia again strong in chalon heads from 1860 onwards
with various different types to 2/- through to 1893, long
types as well of lots of good individuals O.S overprints. Finally, Western Australia 1861 swans through 1885/89 to
1/-, on to various turn of century swans to 1/- and Victoria
profile to 2/6d mint with plenty of good items here, all
completely uncatalogued but will be enormous.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1998 Hm
Australian States, mostly used collection,
mounted on loose album pages, and including New South
Wales 1850-63 (38, 40-42) & 1885-86 (75), plus some examples with perfins, South Australia 1858-59 (11-12) &
1860-69 (25), and several stamps with perfins, Tasmania
1857-69 (13) & 1871-76 (59). We also noted some New
Zealand postal fiscal stamps (4s, 5s, 7s, 9s, 10s & 30s),
mixed condition but overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1999 HH)
Australia, modern issues stunning holding,
1980s-2000s, in three cartons bulging with singles, sets,
souvenir sheets, regular booklets, prestige booklets, first
day covers & many souvenir books issued by the Australian
Post Office, condition is Very Fine, face value approx.
A$3,000, including about half of the value in booklets., o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2000 Hm
Australia, mint & used assortment,
1910s-90s, in stock pages with duplication, and unckecked
in detail, we noted some better such as 1929-30 (98 mint)
1934 (142-44 used), 1935 (152-54 used), 1937-46 (177-79
used) & 1949-50 Arms of Australia used group (5s x32, 10s
four blocks of four & pair, £1 block of 6 & £2 x10), plus several modern issues, condition is slightly mixed but overall
F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2001 HHHm Australia, useful mint and used collection to
1998, in three albums, well filled from 1940, a stock book
with also a bit of states and a small selection of loose. Solid
little group with good value, clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2002 Hm
Australia, nice officials collection on pages,
composed of about 120 almost all used with perfin "OS" including scarce first issues, overall clean and F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2003 Hm
Australia and States, collection to 1990, mint
or used, housed in a nice Scott 3-ring binder. We note representative to good selections of New South Wales, Western Australia, Victoria, South Australia, Queensland and
Tasmania plus good Austrialia proper, which includes
some Roo's and KGV issues, mint or ures commemorative
sets, like Scott 147-49, 218-21, some worthwhile BOB and
more. Useful collection for further expansion or breakdown,
worth a careful review, F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2004 Hm
Bahamas, mint & used collection,
1860s-1990s, mounted in Scott album with many sets &
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souvenir sheets in the 1940s-90s period, and mostly mint
from 1950s onwards, condition is mostly Very Fine, excellent basis for further expansion.
Estimate $300 - 400
2005 Hm
Barbados, mint & used collection,
1852-1956, collection mounted on pages, better mint includes 67-68, 80, 85-89, 124-126, 138, better used includes 2, 5, 6, 9, 43, 150, nice collection with plenty of sale
able material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2006 Hm
Bermuda, mint and used collection,
1865-1956, fresh and beautiful collection mounted on
pages, better mint includes #1, 5, 20, 49-50, 52, 54, 55-60,
68-69, 94, 128, 134, better used includes 2, 6, 53, 95-96, includes some reveune use of high values, excellent collection to build upon or break up for retail, inspection invited,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2007 H
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, mint
collection, 1857-1931, mounted on White Ace album &
stock pages, better mint sets & part sets include 1857 (1),
1861-62 (18, 20 & 23), 1894 (30 x2), 1880-86 (44, 46, 48 &
54), 1887 (59), 1897 (78-85), 1908 (86), 1911 (104//114),
1923 (131//44), 1928 (145//159), 1932 (183-99 & 208-10),
1931 (C6-8), condition is mostly Very Fine, many fresh &
desirable stamps, viewing advised. Estimate $500 - 750
2008 Hm)
Canada, large mint and used collection,
mostly mint to 1974 with strength beginning in about 1912
with good value to be found throughout including, mint unless noted, Scott 122 NH, 217-27, 228-30 NH pairs, 241-45,
249-62, excellent group of about 460 plate blocks including
321 NH, matched sets of 294 plate 1, O38 plate 1, O39a
plates 3 and 4, a few hundred FDC's plus some interesting
Victoria franked and 15 FFC's all with C1 franking. Some
sticking noted although most appear to pop off the pages,
otherwise clean and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2009 H
Canada, booklet specialized assortment,
1912-69, arranged chronologically in envelopes, and accompanied with useful information, including Unitrade BK3
x11 & BK5 x8, incl. some with rate change overprint on covers, followed by 1928-29 KGV booklets, 1930 Arch Issue,
1937 KGVI Issue, 1942-47 War Issue, plus 1953 QEII Issue
and several other, all booklets presentable but many with
stamps stuck to interleaving pages so a good look is advised, catalogue value around $10,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2010 H
Canada, valuable mint glassine stock, filling
a #1 glassine box with better including 42, 43, 45, 46, 50 (2),
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 70, 71, 72, 79, 81, 83, 91, 92, 93, 94,
plus nice BOB and a owner's catalog value of over $15,000.
Condition can be mixed although appearance is overall
F-VF, viewing strongly suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2012 HH
Canada, modern issues hoard, 1980s-2000s,
one carton filled with sheets, singles, souvenir sheets,
pre-paid postcards, booklets & some intact cards with
phone cards, plus some souvenir books issued by the Canadian Post Office, condition is Very Fine, face value
approx. C$2,500, including about half of the value in handy
booklets., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2013 Hm
Canada, extensive consignment balance, filling a good size carton with various stock books, stock
cards, covers and FDC's, etc. Vast majority of coverage is
in mint 20th century material including plate blocks and
blocks of 4, coils and booklets, strong BOB, including Official issues plate blocks and much, much more. Excellent
value throughout, largely F-VF or better, well worth
inspection.
Estimate $600 - 800
2014 Hm
Canada,
mint
&
used
collection,
1850s-1980s, mostly mounted on White Ace album pages
and including many never hinged singles & sets, better mint
include 1898 (73), 1903-08 imperforate pair (90a), 1927
(141-45), 1928-29 (149-57), 1930-31 (162-75), 1942-43
(249-62), plus 1922-38 special delivery stamps (E2//E8),
overall condition is F-VF, recommended for continuation or
dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
2015 Hm
Canada, mint and used remainder accumulation, filling 2 large cartons with a few albums, some stock
pages, ID'ed glassines and bundleware. Condition varies
from fresh and VF to stuck down so a careful review is
strongly suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2016 H
Canada, mint assortment, 1870s-1970s,
many hundreds of stamps in stock book with some duplication, better singles & sets include 1897 (54 x2), 1911-25 Admiral (104-09, 111, 113, 126, 128-29 & 131), 1927 (141-45
x4), 1935 (211-16 x3), 1935 (217-27), plus airmails, postage dues and special delivery stamps, condition is mostly
Very Fine, recommended for dealer. Estimate $400 - 600
2017 Hm
Canada, specialized assortment, 1859-64,
group of 13 mounted and identified on page, and depicting
distinctive shades, comprising 1859 (15 x10; including two
used, other mostly mint) & 1864 (20 x3), condition is F-VF,
excellent reference material, and highly recommended for
specialist.
Estimate $400 - 600
2018 m
Canada, used assortment, 1859-64, group of
42 stamps and two covers, including 1857 (9 plate proof on
india paper with clear to ample margins), 1859 (15 x25, including one depicting "leaping" fish variety corresponding
to pos. 54, other showing pitted plate), plus two 1864 covers
with single frankings, 1859 (18 x3, including one extremely
well centered) & 1864 (20 with some interesting details:
dash in lower right "2" & extended frame line at lower left),
condition is slightly mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $350 - 500

2011 Hm)
Canada, including booklets, sheetlets and
FDCs, 1990's thru 2010, housed in five bulging books,
looks like everything is here, includes the period that most
are low in stock on, a huge amount of new issue and Face
value, inspection worthwhile as our estimate is conservative, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2019 Hm
Canada, sister companion to the "No Rhyme
or Reason" old-tyme US assortment, and not the uglier
of the two, we espied singles, plate blocks, quantities, mint
Jubilees 5¢, 8¢ & 10¢, Admirals (some NH), and later
definitives, BOB, this one seems to have more of a stocky
feel with more used than mint, but useful none-the-less,
mixed quality with some very useful to be found, inspection
a must as our estimate is really cheap.
Estimate $300 - 400
2020 Hm
Canada, Large and Small Queen specialized
grouping, 22 mostly used stamps in stock cards, including
1868 (Unitrade 21i thicker paper), 1868 (24 with major
re-entry), 1868 (27 x2; one corresponding to first printing,
other to the second), 1868 (29 x2; both corresponding to
first printing), 1873 (37 variety with target cancel and dramatic ink smudge in front of nose, and accompanied by
2009 Graves Greene certificate) & 1891 (43a chocolate),
plus a used group of unchecked stamps (27 x3 & 28 x8),
condition is slightly mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2021 H
Canada, mint assortment, 1898-1971, fresh
and mounted in several stock pages, we noted several
better such as 1932 (195-201), 1935 (217-27), 1938
(241-45), 1942-43 (249-62), 1946 (268-73), plus some airmails such as C1-8, postage dues & tobacco revenues,
condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2022 Hm
Canada & Provinces, mint & used collection,
in Scott album, including Canada 1859 (14-19), 1864-76
(20-30 used), 1897 (55-57 mint), 1897 (58 never hinged,
$650), 1908 (96-103 used), 1924 pair (136), 1928-30 (C2
mint & C4 never hinged), 1950 (O16-25 mint), 1951 (O27
mint), plus Newfoundland better stamps such as 1857 (1),
1860 (11A), 1861-64 (17-18, 19, 19a & 21-23), 1865 (28),
1897 (69-71 & 73), 1910 (91, 92, 92A, 93-94 mint) & (94-95
& 97 used), 1911 (111-14 mint), 1919 (120-21 & 123-26),
1920 (128 never hinged, $360), 1920 (129-30 mint),
1923-24 (135//42), 1928 (150//59), 1931 (177-80 & 182),
condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF, many desirable
singles, sets & part sets, but if you don't believe me, take a
look yourself.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2023 Hm
Canada & Provinces, decent accumulation,
including a representative Canada proper collection on
Scott pages to 1960, plus good Newfoundland and lesser
British Columbia, Vancouver Island and New Brunswick on
album leaves. We also note some more modern mint Canadian issues including plate blocks, etc. Nice mix, condition
ranges, though much is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2024 Hm
Canada & Provinces, mostly used accumulation, mounted in stock pages and some album pages,
starting with small & large Queens representation, followed
by 1897 5¢ & 10¢ (54 & 57), 1897-98 1/2¢ to 8¢ (66-72),
then by Admiral issue representation, and last by registration stamps and some postage dues, plus couple of postal
cards, overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2025 Hm
Canada & Newfoundland, starter collection,
mostly used and mounted on album pages, Canada section
starts with some 1850s examples, followed by large and
small Queens, 1897 Jubilee examples and a good representation of XX Century issues up to 1950s, including some
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airmails, Newfoundland section with some earlies stamps
issued in the 1880-96 period, plus some Nova Scotia &
Prince Edward Island examples, condition varies but
overall F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2026 Hm
Cayman Islands, mostly mint collection,
1900-87, in one binder, better (mint unless noted) include
1901-03 KEVII (3-7), 1905 KEVII (8-12 x2), 1907 KEVII (15
x2), 1907-09 KEVII (21-28 & 30), 1912-20 KGV (32-44),
1913 KGV (45-47), 1921-26 KGV (50-63), 1921-22 KGV
(67-68 used), 1932 Kings (69-79), 1935-36 KGV (85-96) &
1938-43 KGVI (100-11), also several other useful sets such
as 1953-59 QEII (135-49) & 1962 QEII (153-67), plus modern issues, an attractive lot in Very Fine condition.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2027 H
Cayman Islands, mint assortment, many
fresh & colorful sets mounted in several stock pages, better
noted include 1901-03 KEVII (3-7), 1905 KEVII (11-12),
1907 KEVII (13-16), 1907-09 KEVII (21-28), 1908 KEVII
(29-30), 1912-20 (32-44, incl. extra 10s color variety),1921-26 (50-63), 1932 Two Kings (69-80), 1935-36
KGV (85-96), 1938-43 KGVI (100-111), 1950 KGVI
(122-34), 1956-59 (135-49) & 1962 (153-67), plus many
other modern sets up to 1988, condition is Very Fine, collectors & dealers should take a look of the opportunity afforded
here.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2028 Hm
Cayman Islands, small but valuable mint and
used collection, on album pages plus loose or in glassines
with a number of better like mint unless noted Scott 30, 43,
63, 79-80, 96 mint and used and a Rare MR3, overall fresh
and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2029 HH/H
Falkland Island, Dependencies & British
Antarctic Territories, beautiful old time mint collection,
mounted in Lindner hingeless albums with a few in glassines, first volume starts with useful Queen Victorias, 39,
65-72, Silver Jubilee set NH, 84-96, 100 NH,128-142, then
on to 1987 with souvenir sheets, FDCs and a one pound &
five pound mint currency, second volume contains the Dependencies, and South Georgia, the third volume is mint
NH collection of British Antarctic Territory with 1-15, 25-38,
39-42, and is complete to 1991 except for 68-70, finally
there are dozens of glassines with sets and singles, an important step towards completing this ever popular area, or a
chance to break up for retail, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2030 Hm
Falkland Islands & Dependencies, mint &
used collection, mounted on album pages, and including
1878-79 (2-4 used), 1883-95 (5-6 used), 1886 (7-8 used),
1891-96 (17-18 mint), 1898 (20-21 mint), 1912-14 5s (37
used), 1923 (48 x2; mint), 1938-46 KGVI (84-96 used, including. extra 5s & 10s mint), 1952 KGVI (107-20 mint) &
1960 QEII (128-42 mint), plus Graham Land, South Georgia, South Orkneys & South Shetlands sets, condition is
F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2031 Hm
Falkland Islands, mostly mint assortment,
1890s-1970s, mounted in stock book, starting with some
Queen Victoria examples, including 1886 (7 x2 tied on registered cover fragment), followed by several KEVII & KGV
fresh stamps, including 1s brown 1912 (35), 1929 (60), plus
several XX Century part sets such as 1952 KGVI (107-18 &
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120) and Dependencies sets, condition appears mostly
F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2032 H
Falkland Islands, mostly never hinged assortment, mounted in stock pages, and including several
better such as 1935 (77-80), 1948 (99-100), 1952 (107-20),
1960 (128-42) & 1968 (166-79), plus several sets issued for
the separate islands, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2033 Hm
Fiji. mint & used collection, 1870s-2000s, in
Scott album, better include 1881-82 (44 mint & 45 used),
1948 (139-40 mint), plus many other mintg sets such as
1968 (240-56), 1969 (260-76) & 1971-72 (305-20), condition slightly mixed among early issues but overall F-VF,
many topical desirable sets, take a quick look.
Estimate $350 - 500
2034 H
Gibraltar, mint collection, 1912-2006, in two
stock books with many never hinged sets, including 1912
KGV (73), 1921-32 (84, 87 & 89), 1938-49 KGVI (107-18),
1953 QEII (132-45), 1960 (147-60), 1967-69 (186-99), and
many others sets and souvenir sheets, we also noted fifteen year pack folders, corresponding to stamps issued in
the 1995-2010 period, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2035 Hm
Gibraltar, lovely mint mostly QEII collection,
composed mostly of never hinged with many blocks of 4
and numerous sets to the £1 like Scott 160 (3) and 199 (4).
Nice clean, fresh lot with good value, F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2036 HH)
Great Britain, Channel Islands & Ireland,
modern isssues accumulation, 1970s-2000s, four cartons containing a wealth of new issues, first day covers,
booklets, presentation packs & picture postcards, plus
nineteen souvenir books issued by the post office, we noted
value in the intact booklets from Great Britain, Ireland,
Guernsey, Jersey & Isle of Man, condition is Very Fine, face
value of the lot approximately. £1,800, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2037 Hm)
Great Britain, useful old time collection, assembled on album leaves, nearly all used, with coverage
mostly through KGV. The emphasis lies in cancellations,
plus some covers, many identified by town or type. While
there is not much mint to speak of, the obvious highlight is
mint blocks of 4 of Scott O67-68.Useful vintage mix, condition ranges, but generally Fine or better, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2038 m
Great Britain, used assortment with some
used abroad, and including 1840 1d penny black (1 x5),
1841 QV 2d pair (4a), plus several other such as Scott 39
x4, 43 x10, 44, 45 x3, 49 x10, 50 x2, 51 x4, 60, 61 x10, 62
x7, 64, 96, 108, 139 x8, 140 x3, British stamps used in Turkish Empire 12pi on 2s6d surcharge tied on cover fragments
(11 x2), we also noted 23 examples with obliterators used
abroad, and including 1867 QV 5s (57) with B32 (Argentina), and several other stamps with A03, A04, E88, B01,
C30 & C35 obliterators, condition varies but overall
Fine-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2039 Hm
Great Britain and Offices Abroad, mint and
used collection, mounted on album pages, better noted
(used unless noted) include Great Britain 1848 10d (6),
1856 (28 x2), 1864 (33 x44 different plates), 1865 (43 x3),
1867 5s (57), 1873-80 (3d x7), 1873-80 (62 x4 & 64 x3),
1880-81 (82 x3, 84, 87-89), 1883 (96), 1883-84 (108-09),
plus some postage dues & officials. Offices in China, Middle
East Forces, East Africa Forces in Somalia & Tripolitania
mint & used representation, and also offices in Morocco &
Turkish Empire issues, condition varies but overall Fine.
SG catalogue value about £14,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2040 Hm
Great Britain & Bermuda, mint and used collections, mounted in several binders, Great Britain collection including several desirable singles & sets such as 1883
(96 used), 1884 (108-09 used), 1883-84 (98-107 used),
1887-92 (111-22 mint), 1900 (125-26 mint), 1913-18
(173-75 used) & 1934 (222-24 used). We also noted a couple of binders with plenty of XIX Century stamps with county
postmarks (Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, Shropshire,
Surrey, Warwickshire, Yorkshire), Bermuda collection
starting with XIX Century representation, and including several nice sets & singles such as 1921 (71-79 mint) &
1938-51 (128 & 128b, former mint, latter used), plus some
other better fresh sets and some covers, overall condition is
F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2041 Hm
Great Britain, interesting used and unused
postal stationery collection, of couple hundred entires in
3 binders. Begins with a 1844 letter sheet used in 1846 then
a couple Penny Post Jubilee items and on to nice usages
like censors, registered, special cancels ect. A overall clean
collection with snice strikes and a good possiblity for expansion, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2042 HH
Great Britain, face value lot, in the form of
handy booklets (mostly prestige type, but also some first &
second class mail types), excellent opportunity to minimize
your postage expense, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Face
value £790=$1185.
Estimate $500 - 750
2043 H
Great Britain, booklet assortment, 1935-70,
arranged chronologically in envelopes, and accompanied
with useful information, we noted 1935 Silver Jubilee (SG
BB28 x2; Nos. 295 & 303), 1936 booklet numbered 373,
1951 KGVI (BD7), 1954 KGVI (BD10), followed by 2s booklets issued in the 1963-69 period, then by 2s6d booklets issued in the 1953-56 period, 3s booklets issued in the
1959-60 period, plus several 3s9d, 4s6d, 5s, 6s & 10s booklets. We also noted several Guernsey & Jersey booklets issued in the 1969-70 period, conditon varies so a good look
is recommended.
Estimate $500 - 750
2044 H
Great Britain, mint collection, 1935-1973, in
stock book, including many never hinged sets in the modest
range, we noted some better such as 1924 (187-200),
1934-36 (210-20), 1937-39 (235-48), 1939-42 (249 &
251A), 1948 (268 & 275) & 1951 (286-89), plus several
postage dues, condition Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
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2045 Hm
Great Britain, mint & used collection,
1840-1973, mounted in Scott album, starting with XIX Century used stamps such as 1840-41 (1 & 3-4), 1856 (27-28),
1858-70 (29-32), 1862 (34 & 39), 1865 (45), 1867-80
(49-51 & 54), 1872-80 (59-62 & 64), 1876-80 (69-70),
1880-81 (78-87), 1883 (98-107), 1887-92 (111-22),
1902-11 (127-38), 1924 (187-200), 1934 (222-24), plus
many other mint sets from 1953 onwards, condition varies a
little bit but for the most part is F-VF. Estimate $500 - 750
2046 Hm
Great Britain, mint & used collection,
1841-1970, in Stanley Gibbons album, starting with section
with many better used stamps such as 1841 (3 used),
1855-57 (26-28), 1862 (40 & 42), 1865 (44-48), 1867-80
(54-55), 1872-73 (59-60), 1873 (64-65), 1880-83 (78-87),
1883-84 (98-107) & 1934-36 (222-24), plus many modern
mint sets from 1940 onwards, condition is slightly mixed on
the early issues but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2047 Hm
Great Britain, mint & used assortment, in
presentaion cards, better used include 1840 1d (1 x2), 1847
(5), 1854 (7), 1870 (58 x16), 1883 (96), 1884 (108-109),
1912 (141), better mint include 1887-92 QV 1/2d to 1s
(111-122) & 1958 (312), condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2048 m
Great Britain, used collection to 1940, few
hundred on album pages with owner's catalog value of
£9,500. Nice range of material, F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
2049 HH/H
Great Britain: Channel Islands, locals collection, interesting collection in album of Alderney Forerunners, Calf Of Man, Isle Of Stroma and strike mail issues,
includes 61 labels and 4 S/S of Alderney, 105 labels and 11
S/S of Isle Of Man, and 30 labels for Jersey with several revenues overprinted "Specimen", unusual to find this large a
lot of these elusive labels and S/S, plan to spend some time
inspecting this, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2050 HHHm Hong Kong, almost all never hinged modern
stock, useful mostly QEII material in glassines. Begins with
a nice run of all most all used Victoria, Edward and George
V & VI including mint Scott 166 then many NH QEII with
useful coil strips, some gutter pairs and high value derivatives. Nice clean stock, F-VF, viewing invited, o.g., hinged
or never hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2051 Hm
Hong Kong, mostly used collection,
1860s-1950s, mounted on album pages with some better
mint throughout, starting with 1863-80 examples, including
48¢ rose carmine, 48¢ brown & 96¢ gray QV (21-22 & 24
used), 1874 $2 & $3 QV (26-27 used), 1876 (30 used), 1891
(65 used), 1891 Jubilee (66 used), followed by 1903 KEVII
(76-78 mint), 1904-11 KEVII (91-101 mint), 1925 KGV $5
(146 used), 1948 Silver Wedding $10 (179 never hinged) &
1962 QEII (213-17, incl. extra $20 stamp), condition is
F-VF, take a careful look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2052 HH
Hong Kong, never hinged assortment,
1935-95, in three stock pages and glassine envelopes, including 1935 (147-50), 1968 (237-38), 1968 (239-44), 1969
(249-50), 1970 (253-54), 1973 (275-88) & 1976-81
(324-27), plus many other saleable sets in the $5 to $20
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range, condition is Very Fine, highly recommended for
dealer or collector., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
2053 Hm
Hong Kong, useful mostly used accumulation, including some mint, such as Scott 168-73, plus a
complete, 1962 Annagoni definitive set, 203-17 plus a good
variety of used, including KEVII-KGVI definitives, a Silver
Wedding set, mint or used New Year and Omnibus issues,
etc, Generally F-VF, worth a review. Estimate $300 - 400
2054 Hm
India, mint & used collection, presented in
Scott album, British India section starts with 1850s-60s
used representation, followed by 1880s-90s QV, 1900s
KEVII & 1910s KGV issues, plus some airmails, officials &
military stamps, Convention States section contains
Chamba, Gwalior, Jhind, Nabha & Patiala mint & used examples, Feudatory States section includes Alwar, Bamra,
Bhopal, Bussahir, Cochin, Dhar, Faridkot, Hyderabad,
Indore, Jammu-Kashmir, Sirmur & others, plus some Republic of India issues, condition is mixed on some but
mostly F-VF, must be seen to be appreciated. Owner's catalogue value approaching $8,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2055 Hma
India, extensive and useful mint or used accumulation, comprised of many hundreds, overall mostly
used, arranged on a stack of Scott numbered stockcards,
plus a second group of sheets and part sheets. We note
many highlights such as 1½a Gandi (203), a complete
sheet of 50 (interleaving adhers) plus several blocks, 12a
(204), block of 16, crease on row, 244-45 blocks of 31 and
others. The stockcards feature better such as mint 15, 15a,
19, 123, 168-79, 203-06, plus excellent used with premium,
lots of officials and extensive States as well. Much of used,
condition varies, but bulk F-VF, well worth a careful review
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2056 m
India, massive bundle ware holding of
mid-50's thru early 1960's, composed of 17 pounds of
mostly derivatives and filling a medium sized carton. A
neatly bound group with the vast majority appearing sound
and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2057 Hm
India, collection, 1855-1955, about 200 mostly
used stamps mounted on loose album pages, starting with
1855 1a with clear margins, and rhombus of dots numeral
cancel, followed by Queen type stamps, we also noticed
representation of KGV & KGVI stamps, including some officials, some stamps stuck to page but overall Fine. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2058 H
Indian Convention States, KGVI selection,
1938-42, mostly never hinged, and very fresh, comprising
Chamba (Stanley Gibbons 94, 98, 102-105, O68-71 &
O83-86), Gwalior (112, 114-17 & O92-94), Jind (121-25 &
O83-86), Nabha (91-92) & Patiala (93-94 & O82-84),
F.-V.F. SG £2,040 ($3,160) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2059 H
Ireland, mostly never hinged collection,
1929-2010, approximately 1,800 stamps housed in eleven
albums, include many better such as 1922 (15, 16, 16b,
17-18), 1923 (59-62), 1933-34 (87 two vertical pairs),
1940-42 (106-17, including 107a & 111a), 1941 (119), 1953
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(149-50), 1957 (161-62), 1960 (175-76), 1961 (179-81 gutter pairs), 1971-75 (290-304), plus many souvenir sheets,
se-tenant pairs, sheets & booklets, condition is Very Fine,
recommended for collector or intenet trader.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2060 H
Ireland, mint collection, 1922-99, in a stock
book with many never hinged, starting with 1922 "Rialtzar"
black overprints (1-8), 1922 red or carmine overprints
(8-11A), 1922 (12), 1922 (15-18), 1922 (19-22), 1922
(23-35), followed by 1922-23 "Saorstat" overprints (44-58),
and then by 1922-23 (65-76), 1937 (96-98), 1940-42
(106-17), plus many other valuable and saleable sets, including 1948-65 airmail set (C1-7) & postage dues, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2061 H
Ireland, mint collection, 1922-2005, mounted
on White Ace pages, and housed in six binders, virtually
complete from 1937 onwards and including a wealth of
never hinged sets, souvenir sheets & singles from 1940s
onwards, we noted several better sets such as 1922 (1-8),
1922 (11A), 1922 (15-18), 1922 (23-35), 1922-23 (44-55),
1922-23 (65-76), 1925 (77-79), plus some prestige booklets & first day covers, condition is Very Fine, don't hesitate
to see this collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2062 H
Ireland, mint collection, 1920-60s, in White
Ace album, and including many never hinged singles &
sets, better include 1922-23 (44-55), 1922-23 (65-76),
1940-42 (106-17), 1943-45 (121-23), 1953 (147-48), 1953
(149-50), 1957 (161-62) & 1960 (175-76), plus 1948-55
(C1-7) & 1925 (J1-4), condition is Very Fine. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2063 H
Ireland, booklets assortment, 1971-2010,
group of 56 booklets, including twenty issued before 2002,
and 36 issued after 2002, condition is Very Fine. (Hibernian
HB17, 20-22, 25-27, 30-31, 32 x2, 33 x2, 38, 41-42, 47-48,
51, 55 x2, 56, 59, 63, 65-66, 85, 93, 103, 110, 112, 120, 123,
127-28, 132-34, 143, 145, 152 & 154, plus many others).
Estimate $300 - 400
2064 Hm
Ireland, Saorstát overprints specialized collection, 1922-23, approx. 370 mint & used stamps
mounted on album pages, including singles, pairs, blocks of
four with varieties such as "2" raised, "2" dropped", raised
"S', raised "S" & "t", plus 10d & 1s (54-55; two blocks of four
each), condition is for the most part Very Fine, recommended for specialist.
Estimate $200 - 300
2065 H
Malta, mint collection, 1886-2003, in well-filled
stock book, including 1886 (14), 1903-04 KEVII (21-27),
1904-11 (28-38 & 40), 1914-21 KGV (49-62), 1922-26
(98-108, 110 & 112-13), 1926 (116-29), 1926-27 (131-43 &
145-46), 1928 (148-66), 1938-43 KGVI (191-205), 1948
(208-22), plus 1925 postage dues (J1-10) & many other
sets in never hinged condition, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

191-205; J11-20 plus a few later dues, a no excuses delightful collection,viewing a breeze, F.-V.F., Scott $2,200+.
Estimate $500 - 750
2067 HH)
New Zealand, modern issues accumulation,
1980s-2000s, one carton loaded with singles, souvenir
sheets, booklets, first day cover packs & some souvenir
books issued by the New Zealand Post Office, condition is
Very Fine, face value approx. NZ$2,000, including about
half of the value in easy to use booklets., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
2068 H
New Zealand, mint collection, 1920-68,
mounted in a Seven Seas album, including many never
hinged singles & sets, better noted include 1920 (165-70),
1925 (179-81), 1935 (185-98), 1940 (229-41), 1940
(O76-86) & 1953-59 QEII (288-301), plus many sets in the
modest range & 1958 Health sheets of six, condition is Very
Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2069

Palestine, forgeries of Mandate stamps and
postmarks, a fabulous lot of 32 (including. block of 9) forgeries including the early Blues 5 m overprint inverted,
"Speciemns" & overprints as well as a lot of about 100 rare
cancellations on piecce, all marked "Forgery" on the reverse, an important group for the student and specialist,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2070 H
Papua New Guinea Area, mint collection,
1935-99, in stock book with many never hinged, including
1910 (41-48), 1952 (122-36), 1964-65 (188-98), 1966
(209-20), and many other topical sets (birds, fish, reptiles &
insects), plus some souvenir sheets, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2071 Hm
St. Helena, mint & used assortment, in stock
book, better mint include 1868 (18-19 & 23-24), 1890-97
(40-45), 1935 (111-14), 1948 (130-31), 1953 (140-46 &
148-52), plus several other useful sets such as 1961
(159-72) & 1968 (209-23), overall condition is F-VF, viewing will be quick.
Estimate $200 - 300
2072 m
St. Vincent, town cancels collection,
1870s-50s, about 90 stamps in a Lidner hingeless album
with majority issued in the XIX Century, and arranged by
datestamps from different post offices: "A10", Barouallie,
Bequia, Calliaqua, Colonarie, Georgtown, Kingston, Mesopotamia, Rabacca, Stubbs & Union Estate, condition varies
but overall F-VF, excellent opportunity for collector.
Estimate $150 - 200
2073 H
Singapore, mint collection, 1948-2004, in two
stock books with many never hinged sets, better material
includes 1948 KGVI set of 15 (1-20), 1949-52 KGVI set of
18 (1a-20a), 1948 (21-22), plus many sets & souvenir
sheets in the modest range, also several glassine envelopes with promotional folders & first day covers, condition
is Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

2066 H
Malta, mint collection, 1914-1957, hinged on
Scott album pages, colors are quite fresh and overall nicely
centered, includes #49-54; 58-62 + extra 1sh; 63-64; 66-73;
86-93; 97-114, 114a; 115-29; 131-47; 148-66; 167-83;
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2074 H
British Africa, mint collection, 1930s-60s, in
a Scott specialty album with many never hinged singles &
sets, better noted include Ascension 1963 (75-88),
Bechuanaland Protectorate 1938 (124-36) & 1961
(180-93), Gold Coast 1938-41 (115-27), Mauritius 1965
(276-90), Nyasaland Protectorate 1938-44 (54-67), 1945
(68-81) & 1953 (97-111), St. Helena 1953 (140-52) & 1961
(159-72), Swaziland 1956 (55-66), Tristan da Cunha 1961
(42-54), also Basutoland, Cape of Good Hope, Gambia,
Great Britain offices in Morocco, Malawi, Nigeria, Northern
Rhodesia, Rhodesia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somaliland Protectorate, Union of South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, Tanganyika, Tanzania, Traansval,
Uganda, Zambia & Zanzibar representation, condition is
Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2075 Hm
British Africa, attractive Scott Album collection, mint or used, neatly assembled in a like-new album,
comprised of "N to Z" countries. There are hundreds of
items in all, including useful section of Nigeria and area,
Nyasaland, Sudan, good Transvaal, South Rhodesia,
South and South West Frica and other. Ideal basis for expansion, fresh and F-VF, examine. Estimate $250 - 350
2076 Hm
British Africa, mint & used collection, in Scott
album, including Bechuanaland Protectorate, Egypt, Great
Britain offices in Morocco, Mauritius, Nyasaland Protectorate, Rhodesia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, South West Africa, South Africa, Swaziland & Zanzibar, condition is F-VF,
excellent for continuation.
Estimate $200 - 300
2077 Hm
British America, mostly used collection,
mounted in a Minkus album, starting with Anguilla 1960s
sets, and followed by several better sets from Antigua
(167-82), Bahamas (185-200) & Barbados (193-201A),
Bermuda (55-60, 67-69 & 105-14), British Guiana (103 &
105), British Honduras (28-32), and then by Canada,
Cayman Islands, Dominica & Grenada representations.
We also noted many other better such as Falkland Island
Dependencies (2L1-8, 3L1-8, 4L1-8 & 5L1-8), Jamaica
1860s-70 issues & 1919-21 (84-87), Montserrat (159-75),
St. Vincent (141-51 & 156-69) & Virgin Islands 1922
(49-52), 1922-28 (53-66), 1938-47 (76-87) & 1964
(144-58), plus Newfoundland, St. Christopher-Nevis, St.
Lucia, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks-Caicos useful singles &
sets, condition is a little mixed on a few earlies, otherwise
F-VF, ideal for dealer to replace stocks or internet
marketing.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2078 H
British America, mint collection, 1930s-60s,
in a Scott specialty album, including many never hinged,
highlights noted include Antigua 1953-56 (107-21), Bahamas 1938 (100-113), 1942 (116-29) & 1954 (158-73), Barbados 1950 (216-27), Bermuda 1938 (128), British Antartic
Territory 1963 (1-15), British Guiana 1938-52 (230-41) &
1940-55 postal tax blocks of four (J1-4), British Honduras
1962 (167-78), Cayman Islands 1962 (153-67), Falkland Islands 1960 (128-42), Grenada 1934 (114-23) & 1938
(132-42) & Jamaica 1938-51 (116-28), also Dominica,
Montserrat, Newfoundland, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St.
Vincent, South Georgia, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks & Caicos
& Virgin Islands representation, condition is Very Fine.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2079 Hm
British Asia, useful holding, with strength in a
large holding of Ceylon and small mounted collection of
post 1961 Nepal. There can also be found some hundred of
losse Pakistan. Overall clean and F-VF, through inspection
suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2080 H
British Asia, mint collection, 1930s-60s, in
Scott specialty album with most sets & singles in the modest range, including some better such as Aden 1937 (1-9),
1939 (16-27a) & 1964-65 (66-75), State of Seiyun 1942
(1-11) & 1951 (20-27), State of Shihr & Mukalla 1942 (1-11)
& 1951 (20-27), Hong Kong 1941 (168-73) & Singapore
1963 (62-69), also Burma, Ceylon, India, Kuwait, Malaysia,
Strait Settlements, Maldive Islands, Nepal, Pakistan &
South Arabia representation, condition is Very Fine. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2081 Hm
British Commonwealth, dealer's stock of
mint & used, mounted in two books, better mint include
Barbados Scott 1, Canada 50-54, Nyasaland 1-9, Strait
Settlements 1, better used include Antigua 1, Bermuda 1-6,
British East Africa 1 signed by H. Bloch, Canada 1 & 4,
Great Britain #1-4, including extra penny black, 5-7, 26-29,
209, 222-24, Grenada 1-2, Hong Kong 2-4, New Britain 1
tied to cover fragment, New Brunswick 1, Nova Scotia 1-2,
Queensland 1-2, St. Helena 1, St. Vincent 1, South Australia 1 & 3, Tasmania 1, Trinidad 1a, Western Australia 1,
small faults on some but overall Fine-Very Fine. Useful
holding with many desirable items, ideal for the internet
seller.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2082 H
British Commonwealth, mint collection,
1930s-90s, presented in twelve stock books with modern
issues in never hinged condition, better noted include Aden
1953-59 QEII (48-61A), Ascension 1934 KGV (23-32)),
Australia 1935 (151), Bahamas 1930 (85-89) & 1954
(158-73), Bermuda 1921 (71-79), Brunei 1924-37 (43-58),
1924-31 (59-61), 1947-51 (62-74), Cyprus 1934 (125-35),
1955 (168-82) & 1960 (183-97), Falkland Islands 1952
(107-20) & 1960 (128-42), Gold Coast 1948 (130-41), Grenada 1937 (131-42), North Borneo 1950 (244-58) &
1954-57 (261-75), Norhern Rhodesia 1953 (61-74),
Nyasaland 1945 (68-81), Pitcairn Islands 1940-51 (1-8),
Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1954-56 (141-55), Tonga 1942
(73-81), Tristan da Cunha 1938 (1-12), 1954-58 (14-27),
1960 (28-41) & 1961 (42-54) & Virgin Islands 1964
(144-58), also Anguilla, Antigua, Aitutaki, Barbados,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Belize, Cayman Islands,
Cocos Islands, Dominica, Fiji, Gambia, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Jamaica, Kenya, Kiribati, Kuwait, Leeward Islands,
Lesotho, Malawi, Malaya (Johore, Kedah, Kelantan,
Malacca, etc.), Maldive Islands, Mauritius, Montserrat,
Nauru, Newfoundland, New Hebrides, New Zealand, Niue,
St. Helena, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Samoa, plus stock book
filled with souvenie sheets, condition is Very Fine, useful for
collector or internet selller, inspection will be a pleasant
experience.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2083 Hm
British Commonwealth, old time stock, in
several binders and on pages as they were for the past 30+
years when the dealer called it quits, many useful items including used: GB #1(5), 2, 74 (faulty), 109, 124 VF, 141 Bermuda #13, BEA Ceylon #24, #108, Falkland #19, Trinidad
#13 pair and single, a nice sele3ction of Cape triangles,
then some Unused GB #1, 68 Falklands #19A (should be
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expertised), a very useful group with many interesting
Countries, the owner put everything into little glassine envelopes and taped them to pages, fortunately those that we
xamined were not damaged by the tape eventhough the
tape has badly discolored, owners conservative 30+ year
ago catalog values exceeds $20,000, surely good appreciation since then, viewing a must for this worthwhile compact
lot, faults as one might expect but, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2084 Hm
British Commonwealth, gainful assortment,
a hodge-podge style lot with many mint & used stamps,
housed in Stanley Gibbons album for issues of the reign of
KGVI, eight stockbooks & dealer's presentation cards with
majority of sets & singles up to $20, and several higher
(mint unless noted) such as St. Helena 1935 (111-14), British Guiana 1889-1903 (146 used), Falkland Islands 1935
(77-80) & 1955-57 (122-27), Gibraltar 1886-98 (16). We
also noted a fair amount of Aitutaki Cook, Niue & Tokelau
islands new issues, condition slightly mixed but generally
F-VF, an interesting holding for the intrepid internet seller.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2085 Hm
British Commonwealth, mint and used accumulation with some foreign, with value concentrated in
the British Commonwealth modern never hinged issues,
and including hundreds of sets & singles arranged in glassines, and corresponding to different countries such as Ascension, Cocos Islands, Falkland Islands, Gibraltar, Hong
Kong, Pitcairn Islands, New Zealand, St. Helena (Scott 1
used), Tristan Da Cunha. We also noted Australia collection in two Lindner albums, condition is mostly Very Fine,
recommended for the intrepid internet dealer.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2088 Hm
British Commonwealth, mint and used collection, in a Scott album with many desirable sets & part
sets such as Cook Islands 1920 (61-66 mint) & 1967-68
(209-19A mint), Gibraltar 1889 (22-28, including five high
values in used condition) & 1960 (147-60 mint), Gilbert &
Ellice Islands 1939 (40-51), Ireland 1950s several mint sets
in the $20 to $40 range, Malta mostly used representation
but including some better mint: 1930 (167-80 mint), also
Labuan 1883 (24 used), 1885-86 (19-21 & 23 mint) & 1904
(112-18 mint), condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2089 Hm
British Commonwealth, excellent mint and
used collection, of a few thousand, loaded with souvenir
sheets, on album pages with useful runs of Great Britain,
Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Dominica, Falkland Islands, Grenada, Ireland, Jamaica, Malta and Pitcairn Islands. A bit mixed up but good value and overall clean and
F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2090 Hm
British Commonwealth, useful little selection, comprised of a clean, mostly mint Leeward Islands
collection on pages to the early QEII years, a Hong Kong
Victoria to KGVI collection on Scott pages with some better
values, plus an attractive Virgin Island collection on Scott
pages to the late 1960's. Worthwhile lot from a popular trio
of countries, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2091 Hm
British Commonwealth, useful mint and
used collection group, hundreds housed in album of on
album pages with nice sections of Bermuda Cover, used
stationary and specialized Caravel collection and good
omibus mint collections. Overall F-VF with viewing
suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2086 H
British Commonwealth, booklet assortment,
1960s-80s, several hundreds in glassines with duplication,
and including Great Britian 1s to 10s booklet assortment issued in the 1950s-80s period, Anguilla 1981 Royal Wedding $14, Ascension 1963 QEII 10s6d, Antigua 1966 QEII
$1.20, Australia 1942 KGVI 2s6d (SG SB28a), 1949 KGVI
2s6d, 1952 KGVI 3s6d, plus a group of modern booklets,
Bahamas 1954 QEII 3s & 6s, 1965 QEII 3s & 6s, Canada
1943 KGVI 25¢ (Unitrade BK35), 1943 KGVI 25¢ (BK38 x3;
English, French & Bilingual), and many booklets up to 1972,
Falkland Islands 1978 Ships, Fiji, Gibraltar, Hong Kong
1962 QEII $2 & $5, Ireland 1964 3s (SG SB14), 1966 (SG
SB15-17), 1969 (SB18 x4), followed by several Isle of Man
booklets, also Jersey representation, Malaysia, Malta,
Montserrat, New Zealand, St. Helena, Tanzania, Tristan da
Cunha & Uganda, condition is Very Fine, excellent for the
internet seller.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2092 Hm
British Commonwealth, mint & used collection, in a Global album with strength in the 1960s-80s issues, starting with Christmas Islands mint sets, parts sets &
souvenir sheets, Cocos (Keeling) Islands issues, followed
by Cayman Islands representation, then by Cyprus mint &
used sets & part sets, Cook Islands, Burma, and then by
British Honduras, British Solomon Islands & Brunei sections, plus some better Canada stamps, condition is slightly
mixed in the early material but overall F-VF, recommended
for internet seller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2087 Hm
British Commonwealth, mint & used assortment, group of 48 singles & two blocks of four in presentation cards, better used include Great Britian #7, 59b plate
12, 64, 95 x2, 107, 139d x2, 140, Bechuanaland #28, Ceylon 6, 7 x2, 7a & 9, Cyprus 108, Fiji J5, India 6 & 6a, New
Zealand 19, Queensland 77 & South Australia 3, better mint
include Bahamas #112b, Canada 25, 27 with traces of original gum, 37, 39, 40b, 60, 66 block of four, 153 block of four,
& F3, New Zealand 30, Queensland 54 & 55b, St. Helena 6
x2, 8, 28 & 51, small faults affecting some stamps but overall F-VF, excellent choice for internet trader., F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2094 H
British Commonwealth, lovely mint KGVI six
volume collection, housed in old Gibbons binders. Includes good 1946 Peace and 1937 Coronation omnibus issues, plus a very solid array of mint sets and singles from
the former colonies, including a fine range of both definitive
and commemorative issues. Fresh and F-VF, nice lot of the
popular reign.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2093 Hm
British Commonwealth, clean useful mostly
mint accumulation, with better sections of Malaya and
Straights Settlements, Jamaica, modern Great Britain, Bermuda, topicals like Royal Birthday collection and sheets of
25th Anniversary of Coronation. Overall clean and fresh,
F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2095 Hm
British Commonwealth, interesting collection, of couple thousand running to the early 1960's housed
in a single album. There are nice groups of Bahamas, Bermuda, Canada, Cyprus, Gold Coast, Ghana, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Montserrat,
Nigeria, Pakistan, St. Kitts and Nevis, Sierra Leone, Rhodesia and Swaziland. Except for a small percentage in
mounts, mostly high values, stamps are adheared to pages
with adhesive tape which appears to come off easily and
leaving stains that can be removed, F-VF, viewing a must.
Estimate $500 - 750
2096 Hm
British Commonwealth, mid-range mint and
used stock fill two red boxes, with identified and priced
GK102 cards almost all with retail value to $5.00. A nice
clean and useful group, F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2097 Hm
British Commonwealth, interesting predominately used selection, of many hundreds, bulk arranged
in 5 stock books, comprised mostly of Australia and Tasmania, plus India. We note a good range of imperf and perforated Tasmania Chalon head issues, lots of used Australian
Roo's and runs of later items, plus strong India from the
classics on. Many nice pickings throughout, generally
F-VF, well worth inspection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2098 H
British Commonwealth, mint collection,
mounted on pages with peelable tape, including sets & souvenir sheets mostly issued in the 1986-2006 period from
Antigua & Barbuda, Grenada, Jamaica, Nevis, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks & Caicos, condition is mostly Very Fine,
recommended for dealer or collector. Estimate $350 - 500
2099 HH
British Commonwealth, Coronation issue,
1937, an unchecked group of several hundreds of stamps
in glassine envelopes, including an almost complete set in
vertical pairs (Falklands, Hong Kong, etc.), condition is
mostly Very Fine., o.g., never hinged.Estimate $200 - 300
2100 Hm)
British Commonwealth, mainly mint, 1970s
to modern, includes GB better Wedgwood booklet, plus
another £100 face value including many prestige booklets,
then Ireland #118-9, then about £100 Irish many booklets,
Hong Kong definitives and booklets, a few sheets, and then
BAT #1-15, a very useful little group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2101 H
British Commonwealth, mint collection,
1912 onwards, mainly Barbados, Leeward & South Africa,
with FSAT and Wallis and Futuna bonus, Barbados solid
group on Scott album pages includes mint # 116-26;
127-39; B1; B1b; MR1 (cat over $350), plus Leeward Islands £1 George VI uncjhecked for better printing or flaws,
South Africa bilingual pairs with 10sh and officials to 5sh,
plus a nifty selection of modern issues of FSAT mostly with
quantities of up to ten, very useful for re-sale, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2102 HH
British Commonwealth, Coronation issue
complete, 1937, Omnibus issue (58 countries, 202
stamps), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG £190 ($290).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2103 m
British Commonwealth, interesting used selection of mostly Great Britain, with a nice group, all
reigns with owners catalog value of £2,700, F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $150 - 200
2104 Hm
British Europe, mint & used collection, in a
Minkus album, starting with Great Britain mostly used section that includes 1840 (1), 1883 (96), 1884 (108), 1913
(173-75), 1934 (222-24), followed by Cyprus, Gibraltar &
Malta representations, plus some Ireland sets & singles in
the modest range, condition varies but overall Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2105 Hm
British Oceania, mint & used collection, at a
quick glance, we were able to see Aitutaki sets, Australia
Kangaroos, including 1934 £2 (129 used), British Solomon
Islands 1939-51 (67-79 mint), followed by Cook Islands &
Fiji representations, then by Gilbert & Ellice Islands 1911
(1-7 mint), 1912-24 (14-25 mint) & 1939 (40-51 mint), also
Nauru & New Hebrides sets & part sets. New Guinea portion includes 1932-34 (32-43 used). We also noted New
Zealand & Niue representations, followed by Papua, including 1906 (16 used), 1907 (23 & 26), Pitcairn Islands
1940-51 (1-8), plus some Queensland, New South Wales,
South Australia, Tasmania & Victoria display of sets & part
sets mostly in used condition, and finally Tonga & Western
Samoa material, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2106 Hm
British Oceania, mint & used collection, presented in a fat International album and containing many
never hinged sets & singles, starting with Aitutaki 1974-75
(82-95 never hinged), followed by Australia section up to
1968, and including Kangaroos & 1914-24 KGV used set,
plus some other useful such as 1937-46 (177-79, including
178 with specimen overprint). We also noted interesting
sections of Queensland, New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania, Western Australia & Victoria used stamps,
then Solomon Islands, Nauru, Cook Islands, Cocos Islands, Christmas Island, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Gilbert &
Ellice Islands. The New Zealand section with regulars, airmails, semipostals and some officials. The collection continues with Niue & Norfolk Island mint sets, and then by
Papua & New Guinea representation, also Penrhyn &
Pitcairn Islands sets. Samoa portion with many topical sets,
Tonga with several mint & fresh stamps issued in the
1920s-30s period, plus several die-cut self-adhesives,
overall condition is F-VF, a collection offering collector
many hours of indulgence, or profit opportunities if you are a
dealer.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2107 H
British Oceania, mint collection, mounted in
Seven Seas album, and including many never hinged sets
& singles issued in the XX Century, better noted include
Australia 1927 booklet (Stanley Gibbons SB22), 1928 pane
of four (95a), 1934 (142-44), 1934 (147-49), 1935 (152-54),
1938 (177-79), 1949-50 (218-21), 1963-65 (379), Australian Antartic Territory 1966-68 (L8-18), Christmas Islands
1968-70 (22-33), Cocos Islands 1963 (1-6), Nauru 1916-23
(1-12), 1924-28 (17-30a), New Guinea 1939 (C46-55), Norfolk Island 1953 (13-18), Papua New Guinea 1938-41
(C5-15) & 1952 (122-36), condition is Very Fine. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2108 Hm
British Oceania, lovely M-W mint and used
collection, of several hundred in a Scott Specialty album
with better including, used unless noted, Malta 5, New Zealand 185-98, useful Tasmania including 86-93 and Victoria.
Generally clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2109 H
British Oceania, mint collection, 1930s-60s,
in Scott specialty album with many never hinged, majority of
sets & singles in the modest range with some better such as
British Solomon Islands 1935 (60-63), 1963-64 (113-25) &
1965 (128-42), Cook Islands 1963 (148-58), Gilbert & Ellice
Islands 1939-42 (40-51) & 1956 (61-72), New Hebrides
(66-76), Pitcairn Islands 1940-51 91-8), Sabah 1964 (1-16)
& tonga 1942 (73-81), plus Fiji, Niue, Samoa & Sarawak
representation, also as a bonus Cyprus 1962 (206-18),
1964 (244-46) & 1965 (257-59 blocks of four), Gibraltar
1960 (147-60), condition is Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2110 Hm
British Oceania, collection, in Scott album
with many sets, we noted Aitutaki, Cook Islands, including
many issues from the 1970s-80s, also Niue & Penrhyn sets,
plus some Tokelau Islands examples, overall condition
F-VF, ideal for continuation.
Estimate $250 - 350

Foreign Cover Collections
2111 )
Danish West Indies, British Forerunners, select group of nine covers to or from St Thomas in the Danish
West Indies, nice range of markings including two
"Crowned Circle" cancelled with one forwarder handstamp,
four half double ring cancels, a forwarder cover to Hamburg
Germany, a cover to Madeira probably carried outside the
mails to London, and a 1858 cover to St Thomas with boxed
"Not Paid", generally strong strikes, a rare opportunity to
acquire this many forerunners at once, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2112 )
France, picture postcards, 1890s-1920s,
group of approximately 400 mostly unused postcards in
shoe box, including views of Paris, Grenoble, Marseille,
Nancy, Saint Malo, Versailles & many others, we also noticed some used picture postcards mostly used in the 1940s
to 1970s period, Condition is VF. Take a look.
Estimate $50 - 75
2113 )
Germany, Seepost cover assortment, 1931,
approximately 100 covers mostly franked with Hindenburg
single frankings, and tied by German seepost datestamps;
Bremen-La Plata (S.S. Sierrra-Morena, S.S. Sierra-Ventana, S.S. Madrid, S.S. Weser & S.S. Werra), Bremen-New York (S.S. Stuttgart, S.S. General Steuben, S.S.
Berlin, S.S. Bremen & S.S. Europa), plus group of covers
with multiple frankings tied by "Schiffspost/ Hamburg-Sudamerika" cancels, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2114 )
Greece, postal history collection, 1900s-30s,
mounted on album pages, and housed in Schaubek folders,
value concentrated in fourteen covers with multiple
frankings, including one addressed to photographic reporter Heinrich Hoffmann, also there is a large number of
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multiple frankings tied to cover fragments and some mostly
used stamps, condition is F-VF, take a careful look.
Estimate $300 - 400
2115 )
Guatemala, 1897 Central American Exposition postal stationery collection, on exhibit pages composed of about 125 items (93 used). Full range of material
including a specimen, an expo cancel, plus many other specialized items, an Impressive collection worthy of either expanding into a new collecting area or breaking down for
re-sale with desireable and valuable items throughout,
clean and overall Very Fine, a pleasure to examine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2116 )
Japan, first day cover & maximum cards assortment, 1915-2002, hundreds of covers & cards arranged by year, starting with two 1915 postcards, one with
Scott 148, other with 150, and tied by special cancels,
better first day covers noted include 1947 (400a), 1948
(401), 1948 (410-11), 1948 (421a x2), 1948 (422), 1948
sheet (423), 1949 (439-41), 1949 (450-53), 1949 (457),
1949 (460-63), 1949 (479), 1950 (501-04), 1950 (508b),
1950-52 (521), 1951-52 (C14-15 & C18) & 1961 (712-23
set, each on individual cover), plus a large group of maximum cards with stamps issued in the 1970-84 period, condition is mostly Very Fine, excellent lot for collector or
dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2117 )
Japan, group of 5 "manufactured" covers
and one front, group of genuine stamps used on faked
covers composed of 48m pair and a single, 100m, 200m,
500m, ½s 2 singles, and 5s. stamps clean and Very Fine.
Scott 1/8.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2118 )
Japan, first & special flight cover assortment, 1926-70, about 130 items housed in small box, better
include two 1926 postcards; one Keijo-Osaka, other
Keijo-Tokio (AAMC 13), 1927 postcard Darien-Tokio, 1929
two postcards; one Fukuoka-Osaka, other Darien-Keijo,
1931
two
covers;
one
Tokio-Shimoda,
other
Tokio-Shimizu, 1935 Tokio-Toyama & 1947 two covers Tokyo-San Francisco, also large group first flight covers carried by Japan Airlines to worldwide destinations such as
San Francisco, Paris, London & Korea, plus several incoming first flights from Australia, Greece, Korea & Mexico,
condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2119 H)
Japan, postal stationery accumulation,
1878-2000, stunning lot with hundreds of mostly unused
postal stationery items, modern picture postcards and
some covers with stamps (Scott 427a & 430a booklet
panes on unaddressed covers), including a small section
with special cancels such as 1902 25th anniversary of Japan's joining the UPU, we noted some mint & used postcards in the 1878-98 period, followed by many other XX
Century designs such as Warrior, New cherry blossom,
boats on sea of Seto, Diet building and many others, also
section of aerogrames, letter cards & Mihon (samples or
specimens) postcards, plus some three-dimensional picture cards, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2120 H)
Montenegro, unused postal stationery assortment, 1890s-1913, group of 62, including 36 postal
cards, including several reply-paid double postal cards,
nine letter cards, ten envelopes, six wrappers & parcel post
form, F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2121 )
Ryukyus, first day & postal stationery collection, a few hundred items, better includes #14 FDC, 18
FDC(x2), 19-21 FDC, C4-C6 first day covers, C9-C13 FDC,
a small group of first flight covers, then postal stationery
mint unless noted U2, UC1, UC2, UC3, UX1, UX5, UX6,
UX9 used, and this is but a small sample of the collection,
please examine, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2122 )
Switzerland, postal history collection,
1920s-60s, housed in a binder with several better such as
1932 airmail set on cover to Germany (C16-18), 1942 souvenir sheet on registered cover (B116), 1951 Lunaba sheet
first day cover (B206), 1952 semipostal set on first day
cover to France (B212-16), 1952 semipostal set on first day
cover (B217-21), 1953 semipostal set on first day cover
(B222-26), and several others such as 1957 first day covers
(363-64 & B263-66), condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

Foreign Country Collections
2123 HH/H
Andorra (French), useful hinged and never
hinged stock, in a stock book and on album pages. A
clean, fresh stock, F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2124 Hm
Austria, attractive & valuable collection,
1850-1990, mounted in two albums and mint from 1890 onwards, starting with a nice section of 1850 Coat of Arms and
some newspaper used stamps, followed by 1858 Franz
Josef type I & II used stamps, including 2kr (Michel 10 I accompanied by 1996 Babor certificate), 1890 (51-65), 1899
(70-85, incl. 83a), 1904 (86a-105a), then by 1908 Anniversary (110a-27, including examples on both ordinary and
chalk-surfaced paper), 1910 Jubilee (128-44), 1922 1000k
perforated 11-1/2 (294a never hinged), 1931 Rotary set
(B87-92), 1932 (B100-105), 1933 (B106-109), 1933 (B110)
& 1946 imperforate singles from souvenir sheets
(B185a-88a), plus airmails (C12-31, C32-46 & C54-60),
postage dues & 1915-18 fieldpost issues, condition is Very
Fine. Frankly speaking, a very nice collection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

as 1915 blocks of six (B3-7), 1936 (B138-41) & 1946
Renner sheets (B185-88 never hinged), 1925-30 (C12-31)
& 1935 (C32-46) & 1950-53 (C54-60), plus postage dues,
military stamps, offices abroad & occupations, condition is
mostly Very Fine, attractive and loaded with many desirable
itemanuscript.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2127 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection, 1850-1995,
mounted in KaBe album with most sets never hinged from
1950s onwards, starting with a nice representation of XIX
Century issues in used condition, including postage dues &
newspaper stamps, we also noted many XX Century fresh
sets, including semipostals, occupations, condition is
mostly Very Fine, recommended as starter collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2128 Hm
Austria, accumulation, 1850s-2000s, mint &
used in stockbook, stock pages, loose album pages & some
glassines, starting with some mostly used XIX Century
stamps, majority of the XX Century sets & singles in the
modest range with some better such as 1937 Railways
(Scott 385-87 singles & blocks of four never hinged). We
also noted a collection mounted in Lindner pages with
never hinged stamps issued in the1963-2003 period, plus a
shoebox literally filled with 1970s-90s first day covers, condition slightly mixed on some early issues, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2129 Hm
Austria, dealer's stock, 1860s-2000, mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in two red boxes, majority of sets &
singles in the modest range with some higher such as
1908-16 Franz Josef 10k (Scott 127 used). We also noted a
fair number of XIX Century stamps with legible cancels,
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2130 Hm
Austria, semipostal assortment, mostly mint,
and mounted on stock pages, better include, 1930 (B81-86
x2; mint & used), 1931 (B93-98 x2; mint & used), 1932
(B100-105 used), 1933 (B106-09 mint), 1933 (B112-17 x2;
mint & used), 1935 (B138-41 x2; mint & used), plus several
other sets & singles in the $20 to $40 range, condition is
mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2131 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection, 1850-1986, in
a Davo album, including XIX Century issues, followed by
several XX Century mint sets such as 1918-19 (181-99),
1919-20 (200-18), 1919-20 (219-26), 1920 "Karnten" &
"Hochwasser" sets, 1922-24 (288-98), plus many others,
including semipostals, airmails, postage dues & newspaper
stamps, condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400

2125 Hm
Austria, lovely and valuable mostly used collection to the late 1990's, housed in two well filled Scott
Specialty albums with excellent classics most broken down
by perf types and excellent back of the book. Loaded with
clean, fresh sets, overall VF, viewing suggested to appreciate the value to be found here. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2132 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection, 1850-1982, in
a Scott album, and beginning with XIX Century used issues,
followed by a fair number of XX Century mint sets such as
1918-19 (172-75), 1945 (432-54) & 1945-46 (455-81), plus
mostly mint sets from 1948 onwards, including semipostals
& airmails, we also noted postage dues, military & newspaper stamps, condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400

2126 H
Austria, mint collection, 1850s-1990s, in two
Scott albums with many fresh sets & singles, starting with
XIX Century representation, and followed by many XX Century highlights such as 1908-16 (110a-124 & 126-27),
1916-18 (145-163), 1929-30 (326-39), 1932 (340-53),
1934-35 (354-73), 1948-52 (520-56), also other better such

2133 Hm
Austria, nice all mint, after about 1910, collection to 2001, of hundreds, with mostly used 19th century
and loaded with complete sets. Clean and fresh, overall VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2134 Hm
Belgium, mint collection, 1849-1991, sets,
part sets & singles in three Lighthouse hingless albums with
many never hinged from 1950s onwards, starting with a few
XIX Century stamps, followed by many XX Century regular
sets, and several semipostals such as 1935 (B170-77),
1936 (B180-87), 1937 (B200-207), 1938 (B209-13) & 1939
(B241-48), condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2135 Hm
Belgium, massive mixed mint and used collection, of couple thousand housed in 2 homemade albums wiht many better including, used unless noted, Scott
3, 8, 9, 12, 17, 22, 108-22, a nice group of 1970's booklets,
plus a nice range of mint semi-postal sets and souvenir
sheets. Appears clean and overall F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2136 Hm
Belgium,
mint
&
used
collection,
1850s-1940s, old-time style collection mounted in Letra
folder, beginning with some XIX Century used stamps, and
including several semipostal (mint unless noted) sets such
as 1927 (B64-68), 1936 (B180-87), 1937 (B189-96), 1937
sheet (B199 used), 1937 (B200-207), 1939 (B256-63), plus
some airmails, parcel post and railway stamps.
Estimate $300 - 400
2137 Hm
Belgium,
mint
&
used
collection,
1850s-1940s, sets, part sets & singles mounted in
Schaubek album, stock book and loose album pages with
duplication,we noted some early classics and some better
sets such as 1925 (172-84), plus postage dues & railway
stamps representation, condition is F-VF, recommended
for collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
2138 Hm
Belgium & Colonies, collection and assortment, mint & used, housed in three albums, two
stockbooks & some loose album pages, most sets, part
sets & singles in the modest range with some higher such
as 1925 Kings Leopold I & Albert I (Scott 172-84 x2 mint),
1928 semipostal (B69-77 mint), 1937 Queen Mother souvenir sheet (B199 x2 mint), 1960 World Refugee Year souvenir sheet (B662a x2 mint), plus a colorful representation
of Belgian Congo & Ruanda-Urundi, condition is a bit mixed
on some but overall F-VF. We have spent very little time on
this and we invite a close inspection. Estimate $500 - 750
2139 Hm
Bulgaria, exciting collection, 1880s-1980s,
attractively mounted in Yvert album & loose album pages
with most sets & singles in mint condition, and highly complete from 1930s onwards, value concentrated in the XX
Century, an including several better mint sets such as 1931
(237-43), 1935 (273-78), plus a nice section of airmails issued in the 1927-80 period, also postage dues, officials &
souvenir sheets, condition is Very Fine, we are sure that
you will like it.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2140 Hm
Bulgaria, mint & used assortment,
1870s-1980s, in two stockbooks, and also including two
Lindner hingeless albums with stamps issued in the
1971-82 period, better (mint unless noted) include 1879 5¢
& 10¢ (Scott 1-2 faulty), 50¢ (4 used), 1882 50s on 1fr (22
used), 1920 imperforate pair with inverted surcharge
(B1var), 1924 10s on 20s & 10s on 30s vertical pairs, imperforate between (182var & 185var), 10s on 1s block of four
with inverted surcharge (186var), 1925 4L vertical pair im-
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perforate between (197var used on cover fragment), 1931
Sports 10L to 50L (241-43), 1933 Sports 12L (249), some
faults on early material, otherwise F-VF, definitely worth a
look.
Estimate $500 - 750
2141 Hm
Bulgaria, dealer's stock, 1879-1977, mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in two red boxes, better (used unless
noted) include 1879 Lion 1fr (Scott 5), 1881 Lion 25s (10),
1947 Sports blocks of four (578-82), plus some officials,
postage dues, parcel posts & Eastern Rumelia stamps,
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2142 Hm
Bulgaria, mint and used collection,
1879-1982, mounted in binder, better (used unless noted)
include 1879 (Scott 5), 1881 (6-11), 1882 (12-18), 1884
(19), 1885-86 (23-27), 1911 (89-100), followed by many XX
Century mint sets, part sets & singles in the modest range
with some better such as 1932 (C12-14), 1935 (267-72),
plus postage dues and postal tax stamps. We also noted a
mostly mint Montenegro section and some Cilicia stamps,
condition is F-VF, nice starter collection., o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2143 Hm
Burma, mint and used collection, 1937-1996,
small, mainly used collection of about 200 different plus 18
covers and eight revenue documents; nice variety and
some scarce usages.
Estimate $400 - 600
2144 H
Cambodia & Laos, mostly never hinged collection, 1950s-60s, in a three ring binder, Cambodia section includes 1954-55 (18-37) and Laos section includes
1951-52 (1-17), plus many sets & souvenir sheets in the
modest range, condition is Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2145 Hm
Carpatho-Ukraine, one mans lifetime collection, well written up on every album page, a fascinating
and extraordinary collection of 100s of stamps, mint and
used including postal history with much specialised back of
the book and other material seldom seen. This is a last minute entry, with an estate instruction to sell. It is exceptional
in its content and will be difficult to find again in such depth.
There are many individual items here of significance, probably the most valuable part is the 1945 red army liberation
overprints, copiously written up for the different settings including multiples and rare material such as Chuster liberation 1944, as well as scarce postal stationery overprints, the
Hitler Head revolutionary overprints of 1945 with many different types, as well as important red army soldier mail,
again with lots of errors through to the 1945 broken chains
issues similarly with many varieties and yet further specialisation such as the Regensburg camp perf and imperf, the
so called exile groups, underground posts, etc, etc. There is
also much power in earlier material culminating from the
stampless postal history of the 19th century with straight
line cancels such Munkats, Unghura, Tetso, circular date
stamps Huszt, leading on to postage dues, Hungarian occupation, as well as end of WW2 transition material, not just
1944/45. Everything is well researched and this represents
an extraordinary stamp history of this region, all neatly categorised. A most important collection of Carpatho Ukraine,
offered intact as received. An opportunity for the specialist,
seldom available.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2146 Hm
China, mint & used dealer stock, 1940s-60s,
housed in red box with duplication, arranged in a large
amount of presentation cards with singles, sets & part sets
in the $2 to $12 range, excellent for the intrepid dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2147 Hm
China, extensive collection of thousands,
mint or used, assembled on album pages and a few stock
cards. We note duplicated, used Coiling Dragons, 1¢ and
2¢ Red Revenues, lots of Junk issues, commemorative issues, extensive SYS issues with surcharges, Provincial issues, some Taiwan and PRC and more. Useful lot of issus
from this popular country, F-VF, well worth a careful review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2148 Hm
Colombia,
mostly
mint
collection,
1860s-1990s, mostly mounted in Scott album, with value
concentrated in the XX Century, and including several
better mint sets such as 1926-29 (400-05), 1937 (445-47),
1938 (457-63), 1940 (475-84), plus 1923-28 (C38-50),
1932-39 (C96-110), 1941 (C121-33), 1937 (O1-13) & many
souvenir sheets, also some Bolivar, Santander & Tolima
examples, condition is slightly mixed on some earlies but
otherwise Very Fine, view to appreciate.
Estimate $600 - 800
2149 Hm
Colombia and States, lovely Scott Album
collection, comprised of many hundreds, mint or used, assembled in a Specialty Series album with coverage to the
early 1970's. Begins with a lovely range of imperf classics,
especially strong from the mid-1860's on and continues on,
very nicely filled, through the regular issues plus airmails,
postal tax issues, registration stamps, decent States and
more. Attractive lot, F-VF, examine. Estimate $400 - 600
2150 Hm
Costa Rica, very nice almost all mint collection to 2000, many hundreds of stamps in a well filled Scott
Specialty album and loaded with complete mint sets. A
clean and fresh collection, V-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2151 Hm
Czechoslovakia, mostly mint collection,
1918-2000, housed in four stockbooks, binder, loose stock
pages & glassine envelopes, including a large amount of
never hinged sheetlets issued in the 1957-91 period, plus
several better items such as 1918-20 Hradcany issue
shades and perforation varieties, 1920 Airmail sets (Scott
C1-3 x2, one unused, no gum, other used), also 1951
Karlovy Vary sheetlet of ten (C39 used), plus 1920 Breaking Chains imperforates (40h, 60h, 100h &185h mint, two
signed by Gilbert), 1919-26 semi-postal selection (B137-43
mint), condition is mostly Very Fine. The lot includes valuable & useful duplication for the dealer, and should be
inspected. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2152 Hm
Czechoslovakia, mostly used collection,
1918-90, mounted in Minkus album, two Scott albums &
some loose album pages, starting with 1918 Hradcany issues, followed by 1919 semi-postals, well-filled in the
1945-79 period, and including many sets with some duplication, plus some mint souvenir sheets & sheetlets. Condition is F-VF. Recommended as basis for further expansion.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2153 H
Czechoslovakia, mint collection, 1918-60s,
mounted on old-time springback album, beginning with
1918-19 imperforate & perforated examples, followed by
many XX Century issues, including 1929-31 (165-83 mint),
also several souvenir sheets & gutter vertical pairs, plus
some back-of-the-book issues such as 1918-20 (J1-14
mint). We also noted a stockbook with mint & used duplicates, including some Hradcany blocks, condition is mostly
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2154 Hm
Denmark, mint & used useful assortment, arranged in stock book with duplication, starting with a good
representation of early issues with interesting cancels, followed by many XX Century sets & part sets including some
better mint such as 1929 (B3-5 x3), 1935 (246-51 x3), 1936
(252-56 x3) & 1937 se-tenant blocks for booklets (B6-8),
plus some officials & Faroe Islands examples, condition is
slightly mixed on some earlies but many F-VF, recommended for collector or dealer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2155 Hm
Denmark, mint & used assortment,
1851-2004, mounted in chronological order in a stockbook,
and with better material in used condition, highlights (used
unless noted) 1851 4rs (Scott 2 x3, one in yellow brown),
1864-68 Issue (11 & 15), followed by Post Horn issues,
1904-05 King Christian (65-69, including 100o mint), 1912
surcharge (80), 1913-28 King Christian X (97//131), 1915
General Post Office (135) & 1925-29 First Airmail set
(C1-5), condition is a little mixed among early material, otherwise F-VF. Don't miss this one.
Estimate $500 - 750
2156 Hm
Denmark,
mint &
used
collection,
1850s-1950s, mounted in Lighthouse springback album
with some earlies, followed by King Christian X used representation, we also noted some better mint sets such as
1927 (192-97), 1929 (B3-5) & 1934 (C6-10), plus some officials, condition is mostly Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
2157 Hm
Denmark,
mint &
used
collection,
1850s-1980s, mounted in Davo album with most issues
mint from 1940s onwards, beginning with some earlies, followed by King Christian X used representation, we also
noted some better mint sets such as 1927 (192-97), 1929
(B3-5) & 1934 (C6-10), plus some newspaper stamps & officials, condition is mostly Very Fine. Estimate $250 - 350
2158 Hm
Dominican Republic, interesting collection,
1879-1958, mint & used, mounted in two Scott albums, majority of sets & singles in the modest range, including pairs,
blocks and some varieties such as 15¢ San Cristobal Hotel
imperforate at bottom. We also noted semipostals, airmails, postage dues & postal tax stamps, condition varies
but overall F-VF, viewing will be pleasurable.
Estimate $500 - 750
2159 HHHm Finland, small but useful mint and used selection to mid 1970's, couple hundred arranged in a stock
book with good never hinged value in the form of many
complete sets. Very clean and fresh, F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2160 Hm)
France, massive specialized Type Sage covers and stamps collection, composed of thousands of
stamps and a few hundred covers were can be found a
volumn of covers with some nice railway cancels, a volumn
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of stationary and two volumns of mostly used stamps one of
which is sorted by cancel. As expected with a lot of this magnitude condition can vary so a careful review is called for.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2161 H
France,
splendid
proof
collection,
1995-2006, comprised of approximately 780 different
items, all housed in 13 special La Poste binders. The run
might in fact be complete for the period, and many lovely,
topically related motifs are present. A wonderful, highly attractive collection, routinely Very Fine, worth an inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2162 H
France, mint collection, 1900-1999, with
many never hinged, and presented in four stock books with
plenty of fresh sets and some souvenir sheets, we noted
many better items such as 1923-26 (185-96), 1924
(198-201), 1936 (315-20), 1937 (329a-d), 1940-41
(400-414), also nice semi-postal section: 1922 (B19), 1931
(B38), 1935 (B43), 1937 (B66-67), 1954 (B285-90), 1955
(B294-99), plus some airmails & postal tax stamps, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2163 Hm
France, valuable assortment (1a//226b,C15),
group of twelve stamps, individually in presentation cards,
and comprising 1849-50 Ceres 10¢ (Scott 1a used), Ceres
20¢ (3 unused, no gum), Ceres 25¢ (6 unused, no gum),
Ceres 1fr (8a used), Ceres 1fr (9 x2 used), Napoleon 1fr (21
used), 1863-70 Napoleon III 2¢ (30 never hinged, and
signed Calves), Napoleon III 20¢ (33 mint, lightly hinged),
Napoleon III 5fr (37 with "3" in dotted star cancel), 1925
(226b never hinged) & 1936 Banknote 50fr (C15), some
small faults but overall condition is Fine to Very Fine, including most of the imperforates with clear margins., F.-V.F.,
Scott $29,957 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2164 Hm)
France, hefty assortment, including 1937 Victory of Samothrace group of ten sets tied on Louvre souvenir cards (B66-67), 1951 Famous Men in blocks of fifteen
(B258-63 never hinged), 1952 Red Cross booklet (B274a),
1947 airmail gutter pair (C22 never hinged), 1950 Air View
(C27 x80; used), 1949 Bridge four blocks of 25 (C28 never
hinged), plus a large group of used classics in stock pages
(50-51, 53, 55-56, 58, 61 & 62). We also have to mention
eleven folded letter covers dispatched in the 1860s & sheet
file with some saleable sheets & part sheets, condition is
F-VF, needless to say but any dealer should take a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2165 HH
France, exceptional all mint accumulation,
1938-1969, many, many hundreds housed in two stock
books with owners catalog value of €8,000 and appears to
be all never hinged including 475-76H (2), 630-32 (5),
650-54, 757-62 (5), 807-09 (4), 1100 (5), B73 (5), B97-100,
B224-31 (3), B238-43 (5) and B291-92 (5). Generally clean
and fresh and overall VF although a bit of toning requires a
bit of careful review, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2166 Hm
France,
extensive
dealer
stock,
1880s-1990s, in eleven stock books bulging with thousands of mostly used stamps, comprising regulars, air
mails, semi-postals, pre-canceled, postal tax & parcel post,
we also noticed a valuable section of 1944 liberation issues
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(singles & blocks), large group of training stamps for new
postal employees, and without denominations, excellent lot
for cancels or varieties. usual mixed condition though better
than usually seen, F.-V.F. Well worth a close look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2167 H
France, mostly mint collection, including
booklets, presented in Scott specialty album,and including
many never hinged singles & sets issued in the 1920s-60s
period, better include 1924-25 (220-25), 1940-41
(400-414), and many semi-postal sets up to $12 with some
higher such as 1956 (B303-308), 1957 (B313-17), 1960
(B341-46), 1961 (B350-55), plus some airmails, postage
dues & officials. We also noted a nice group of Red Cross
booklets issued in the 1956-76 period (Dallay 3-26) that deserves your attention, condition Very Fine. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2168 H
France, old-time collection, 1849-1966, with
XIX Century stamps used, starting with 1849-50 Ceres examples, and followed by 1850s-60s Napoleon issues, also
Peace & Commerce representation, and then several early
XX Century sets. We noted mint issues from 1930s onwards, including several better semipostals sets such as
1936-37 (B48-53 mint), 1938 (B54-59 mint), plus some airmails, precancels, postage dues & some occupation
stamps, condition is slightly mixed on early issues but
otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2169 H
France, strong used collection running to
about 1944, composed of a couple hundred arranged in a
stock book including 29-36, 95a unused, 64-76 less 65 and
French Colonies 1-6, overall sound and F-VF, with a nice
range of commemoratives, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2170 Hm
France, mint & used collection, 1870s-1970s,
mounted in spring back album, starting with 1870s-1890s
Peace & Commerce used representation, followed by
some early XX Century issues, and mostly mint from 1920s
onwards, plus some semipostals, airmails & postage dues,
condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2171 HH
France, high quality assortment, 1920s-80s,
arranged in stock book with many fresh sets & part sets in
the $10 to $20 range, including regulars, semipostals &
some airmails, condition is Very Fine, ideal for the discriminating dealer or collector., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
2172 Hm
France, well presented virtually all used collection to 2000, of many hundreds neatly arranged in 3 albums with exceptional coverage from 1934 and nice group
of classics. Lots of catalog value to be found and loaded
with clean complete sets and F-VF + this is a lot that deserves its far share of viewing so do not pass on this one.
Estimate $400 - 600
2173 m
France, Emperor Napoleon 20c grouping,
1854-60 (15-16), mounted on several pages and depicting
distinctive shades, including two singles, strip of three &
cover franked with pair (Scott 16, Die II), plus several strips,
pairs, singles & four covers with single frankings (Scott 15,
Die I), condiiton F-VF, recommended for specialist. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2174 Hm
France, mint & used collection, 1900-68, in
Fil-I-Safe album with many never hinged stamps from 1944
onwards, starting with regular issues, plus many semipostal
sets & part sets scattered through, and some airmails, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2175 Hm
France, mint & used collection, 1850s-1940s,
in binder, starting with used representation of the early issues, followed by Peace & Comerce type I & II examples,
and mostly mint from 1926 onwards, also semipostals issued in the 1940-48 period, plus some airmails, postage
dues & parcel post stamps, condition is F-VF, great base for
further expansion.
Estimate $300 - 400
2176 Hm
France & Colonies, massive collection, composed of thousands of mint and used, which sadly had
some storage problems, housed in two collections. The first
collection runs to the mid 1940's and is mounted in 4 Scott
Specialty albums and is clean but with some sticking problems although most appear to pop off with little trouble. The
second collection is on Scott pages and mostly in mounts
with a high degree of staining although a great deal of clean
usable mint sets remain. This is definitely a lot that must be
viewed so be sure to set aside time to take a look at this one
for there is plenty of value to be found here.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2177 Hm
France & Colonies, mint and used collection, presented in Scott album with some duplication, and
starting with France XIX Century representation, including
Ceres & Napoleon issues, followed by 1870s Peace &
Commerce issues, semipostal section with many mint fresh
sets, plus some airmails, postage dues & newspaper
stamps. French Colonies with issues used in all French
possessions except Algeria, also Offices in China, Egypt,
Morocco & Turkish Empire representations, plus Indo
China regulars, airmails & postage dues, finally as a bonus
Monaco collection with many mint & fresh sets, condition is
slightly mixed on some but many F-VF, an opportunity not
to be missed.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2178 Hm)
France & Colonies, Peace & Commerce,
postal history & stamps interesting assortment,
1870s-90, including France 89 covers & 33 postcards
mostly with single frankings, and addressed to domestic
destinations, Mexico, Cuba, London & United States, also
nice group of seventeen covers from Senegal, including a
couple of mourning envelopes, plus small cover posted at
the French Post Office in Shanghai. The stamp section includes a fair number of used stamps on presentation cards
with notations on small paper pieces, regarding small plate
flaws, condition varies but for the most part is F-VF,
recommended for specialist.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2179 Hm
France & Colonies collection, thousands of
mint & used stamps, including France collection mounted
on loose album pages, and starting with Ceres & Sage issues, we also noticed group of mint semi-postals in stock
cards, album with French North Africa (Algeria, Morocco &
Tunisia) stamps issued in the 1890s-1960s period, French
Colonies stamps mounted on pages, with General issues
1859-65 to 80c, Peace & Commerce types, Djibouti
1894-1902 values to 1fr; Ivory Coast 1892 most values to
1fr including 50c, Martinique 1888-91 15c on 25c overprinted "Specimen"; New Caledonia couple of inverted sur-
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charges & Tunisia 1888 set to 25c, 1888-98 values to 75c.
Condition is a little mixed, overall mostly F-VF. Please
inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
2180 Hm
France & Colonies, useful group, of several
hundred mint and used in a few albums overall clean F-VF
group with some value to be found by the careful viewer.
Estimate $200 - 300
2181 Hm
French Colonies, powerful collection, mint &
used issues presented in four Scott Specialized albums,
and including plenty of valuable sets & singles (mint unless
noted) such as French Offices in China 1907 (57-64), Canton 1901-04 (9-11, 13 & 27) & 1908 (64 x2; one mint, other
used), Hoi Hao 1903-04 (28), Kwanchowan 1906 (1-9),
Mongtseu 1906 (31), Pakhoi 1903-04 (12), Offices in Turkish Empire 1885-90 (1-7 used), Dedeagh 1893 (1-7) &
1902-03 (9-11 & 15-18), Port Lagos 1893 (1-6 used),
French Guiana 1902 (50), French India 1923-28 (54-79),
French Polynesia 1929 (72-75) & 1934-40 (80-116),
Guadeloupe 1884 (1) & 1935 (142-47), Algeria 1926-39
(61-67), 1927 (B1-13) & 1930 (B14-26), Benin (J1-2 &J4
used), Cameroun 1916 (116-19, 123-24 & 127-28), Chad
1922 (1-18), 1924-33 (19-50), Dahomey 1904 (13),
1906-07 (30-31), Diego Suarez (2-3 & 5 used), Offices in
Egypt (Alexandria) 1899-1900 (1-7 & 11-13) & 1902-03
(16-30), Obock 1894 (46-61 mint & 64 used), Reunion (C1),
Senegal 1906 (57-72), Somali Coast (5), and similar coverage for many other countries, small faults on some but general condition is Fine to Very Fine, well worth the time to
view as this collection is literally loaded with an abundant
amount of desirable sets & singles, Scott catalog value
approaching $75,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2182 Hm
French Colonies, particularly the classics
through to the 1920s, one album with plenty of interesting
items and strength in the 19th century, many used on piece
especially the navigation and commerce types and the earlier overprints issues, this applies to both the postage dues
and definitives. Beginning with the general issues of the
French colonies, including the 1859/65 Eagles first series
complete mint and used to 80cts carmine rose (#1/6), then
1ct Napoleon imperf mint (#7), through to 80cts used four
margins (#15) and a range of the Peace and Commerce
imperfs and perfs, followed by the general colonies Ceres
imperfs and further Peace and Commerce issues with attractive cancels including blue Saint Pierre cds on 1886
25cts pair on piece (#54), “MQE” lozenges on 5cts imperf
strips of 3 (#31). Then further Martinique starting with the
1886/91 surcharges with over a dozen including the 1888
5cts on 4cts (#11), the 1891/92 surcharges on postage
dues complete with red 15cts on 20cts black used x6 (#28),
the 1892 15cts surcharges in mint pairs (#30), then Navigation and Commerce including combinations on piece, multiples, etc. through to the 20th century with scarce inverted
surcharges on pictorials 05cts on 1ct Martinique Woman
used on piece and mint (#105b), 10cts on 2cts mint and
used on piece (#106b), 25cts on 15cts used (#107b) and
the double surcharge 05cts on 1ct used on piece (#105a)
and 25cts on 15cts used (#107a) etc. Time and space do
not permit further description, far more here to discover, an
enjoyable collection to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2183 H
French Colonies & African Independent
Countries, mint collection, in five stock books with plenty
of never hinged sets, incuding Afar Afars & Issas, Algeria,
Angola, Congo, Dahomey, Egypt, Ethiopia, Liberia, Morocco, Mozambique, Niger, Somali Coast, Libya, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Mali, Spanish Guinee, St. Pierre &
Miquelon, Togo, Wallis & Futuna, plus many souvenir
sheets,condition is mostly Very Fine, great opportunity for
internet seller or collector.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

best, often accompanied by signatures on the better issues
including the late 1940s early 1950s, similarly there is comprehensive DDR with Debria m/s on cover as well, also the
postal also has good WW2 occupations including Lithuania, Memel and various wir sind frei etc. Berlin is also excellent, again with quality, i.e. virtually everything never hinged
as well as parallel superb used. There are also several 100s
of euro in face value, again accompanied by superb used.
We have only taken an average figure per volume, clearly
there are many books worth than several hundred dollars
each and few worth less than a hundred. Our valuation
range reflects an opportunity for a collector or dealer to buy
a great holding that will fill a couple of shelves (they are all
big books) with retail potential that must easily run into six
figures. Dealers, make sure this is on your list of lots to view.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

2184 H
French Colonies, nice almost all mint collection in 4 volumes, with strength in Dahomey, Gabon, Niger
and Niger Territory, Reunion, Senegal, Somali Coast,
Syria, Togo, Upper Valta and Wallis and Futuna islands,
overall clean with good color and F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2185 H
French
Polynesia,
mint
collection,
1930s-2000s, in a well-filled stock book, and many never
hinged from 1968 onwards, including 1934-40 (80-116),
1941 (126-35), 1948 (C17-19), 1953 (C21), 1958 (C24-27),
1965 (C37), 1969 (C54), 1970 (C55-56), 1970 (C63-67),
1971 (C78-82), 1972 (C88), 1973 (C100-104), 1974
(C107-11), plus some deluxe die proofs & souvenir sheets,
condition is Very Fine, a very popular collecting area.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2186 H
French Southern & Antarctic Territories,
mint collection, 1956-2001, in a stock book with many
never hinged, including many fresh & colorful sets such as
1960 (16-19), 1963 (23-24), 1968 (31-32), 1971 (37-44),
1972 (46-51), 1976 (58-63), followed by several better airmails such as 1956 (C1-2), 1959 (C3), 1963 (C4), 1963
(C6), 1965 (C7-8), 1968-69 (C13-14), 1969-71 (C19-23),
1972 (C26-27), plus many other sets and some souvenir
sheets, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2187 m
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, overprint errors, 1891, scarce group of 20 mostly used stamps, including three singles & horizontal pair with "GNADELOUPE"
(Scott 15c, 19c, 21c & 24c), three singles with
"GUADBLOUPE" (14d, 19d & 21d), six singles & pair with
"GUADELONPE" (15e, 17e, 19e, 20e, 21e, 23e, 26e) &
four singles with "GUADELOUEP" (15f, 19f, 20f & 22f), condition F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2188 Hm
French Colonies: New Caledonia, attractive
collection, 1859-1946, mounted on Scott album pages,
better (mint or unused unless noted) including 1859 10c
Napoleon III (Scott 1), 1881-83 25c on 75c (5 used)
1883-84 Inverted Surcharges (6a unused & 7a used), 1892
20c bottom right corner example (16) tied on cover fragment, 1900 Navigation & Commerce 50c (55), plus airmails, postage dues & parcel post stamps. We also noticed
a "Deluxe Proof" of the 1959 souvenir sheet (317a). Condition is mostly Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2189 Hm
German Area, up to and including Eurozone,
a substantial estate, offered as received, a last minute
entry with a must sell instruction, this represents 64 volumes inc a good number of well filled albums, representing
a collector who also was a wannabe dealer. These are parallel collections with stocks, with an eye for quality virtually
throughout. The collections themselves are probably the
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2190 Hm
German Area, provocative collection,
1870s-1970s, mounted in a Scott Specialty album, beginning with Germany XIX Century mostly used representation, followed by inflation & Third Reich sections, including
several better semipostal sets such as 1933 Wagner
(B49-57 mint), 1934 (B59-67 mint), 1933 (B58 reduced but
center strip in good condition), 1935 OSTROPA sheet
(B68), 1945 imperforates (B292-93 mint), 1949 (B310-13),
1951 (B316-17 & B318-19), and then by some desirable
mint sets such as 1926-27 (C27-34), 1928 (C35-37), 1930
(C38-39), 1933 (C43-45), 1934 (C46-56) & Federal Republic (670-85), and then Berlin 1948 black overprints (9N1-20
mint), 1948-49 red overprints (9N21-34 mint), 1949 UPU
(9N35-41 mint), 1949 (9N42-60 mint), 1949 (9N61-63
mint), 1949 (9NB1-3), plus Russian Occupation Goethe
sheet issued in 1949, condition is slightly mixed on some
early issues but otherwise Fine to Very Fine, well worth
taking the time to view.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2191 Hm
German Area, one mans comprehensive collection, housed in 16 Lindner albums all well filled from
German empire onwards, also some colonies and interesting collateral the latter with a book devoted to currency including fascinating notgeld. Much of the value is in the
superb mint never hinged 20th century, for example Berlin
has good Goethe mint never hinged though to the key 70pf
definitive 1954, all the Bells, etc. There is much of the same
used with contemporaneous cancels, the collection also
has 19th century Empire through to inflation, Third Reich,
related areas such as Upper Silesia, etc. Similarly with the
allied occupations, all zones represented and like everything else here we stress well filled. Ideal to build on for the
scarce items and rarities, and a solid basis upon which to
complete.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2192 Hm
German Area, mint & used collection,
mounted in Minkus album, starting with valuable representation of Baden, followed by Bavaria, Prussia, Saxony,
Thurn-Taxis & Wurttemberg, plus some World War I locals
from Berlin, Bochum, Essen, Leipzig & Lloyd, Germany
Empire section starts with 1872-74 eagles with small &
large shields, and many other XX Century sets & part sets,
including airmails, semipostals & officials, then by Anglo-American & Soviet Zones issues, we also noted Federal Republic representation. DDR 1949-59 issues,
including some better sets such as 1950 (58-67) and some
German Colonies & World War I & II occupations, condition
is F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2193 HHHm German Area, lovely mostly mint collection
to 1967, composed of couple thousand housed in three albums including, mint unless noted, excellant Bavaria. 22,
25 (2), 28 used, strong inflation period with blocks of 4,
B49-57, 9NB1-3, 10NB11 NH and used, DDR 54-57A, plus
much more. A very clean well represented collection, F-VF
+, viewing invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2194 Hm
German Area, mint & used assortment, group
of 33 singles, two pairs, two blocks of four & block of ten,
better used include Germany #8, 11-12, 22, 25-26, 267 x2,
Bavaria 3 x4, Brunswick 5, Mecklenburg-Schwerin 1 x3,
Saxony 13a x4 & 14, better mint include Germany #8a
signed Richter & 446-47 never hinged blocks of four, German Offices in China 36A, Bavaria 2 & 4 horizontal pairs,
Hanover 24, Prussia 1 & 4-5, Saxony 9 block of ten & Saar
91c, small faults affecting some stamps but overall condition F-VF, highly recommended for dealer., F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2195 Hm
German Area, mint and used accumulation,
in a album and a stock book with good mid range value including, used unless noted, 659a-61a mint, B310-13 (6),
B337 (5), useful airmails, 9N81-83 (10 NH), as well as some
tete bache. Condition overall F-VF with numerous blocks,
viewing suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2196 Hm
German Area, mint & used collection, in three
Davo hingeless albums, starting with 1871-72 eagles with
small & large shields, followed by some XIX Century issues
and a good representation of the XX Century, including inflation & Third Reich periods, we also noted 1947-49
French Occupation issues, plus Federal Republic well-filled
section & many Berlin sets issued in the 1950s-80s period,
well worth checking.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2197 Hm
German Area, collection and accumulation,
housed in three cartons, including, Germany collection beginning with 1872 eagle issue, followed by some XIX Century issues and many XX Century sets, part sets & singles,
including semipostals, airmails, Berlin, German States,
Danzig, & Saar, also a wealth of glassines filled with Germany stamps in mint & used condition, plus DDR mostly
mint collection in nine stock books including Mao set, Marx
imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets, condition is
slightly mixed on some but generally F-VF, highly recommended for the internet dealer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2198 Hm
German Area, mostly used collection,
1870s-1990s, in two Davo albums, starting with XIX Century representation, followed by early issues of the XX Century, and then by inflation & third reich issues, including
some semipostals, airmails & officials. Berlin section with
sets & part sets issued in the 1948-90 period, also Federal
Republic section up to 1999, overall condition is F-VF, a
good basis for further growth.
Estimate $600 - 800
2199 m
German Area, used collection, 1870s-1990s,
in three Schaubek albums, beginning with useful States including Baden, Bavaria, Hamburg, Hannover and others
with some nice cancels, followed by Germany XIX Century
representation, inflation & third reich periods and then running to 1990s with few empty spaces, also Berlin, Saar,
1947-49 French occupation & DDR, condition is F-VF, good
basis for continuation.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2200 H
German Area, mostly mint collection,
1920s-80s, mounted in Lighthouse & two Scott albums, including many singles, sets & souvenir sheets up to $20 with
some better such as 1935 (B68-78), 1936-37 sheets (B92 &
B104) & 1938 franchise (S1-11), plus some occupations
such as Bohemia-Moravia, General Government (N30-55),
Luxembourg & Ukraine, overall condition F-VF (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2201 Hm
German Area, mint & used collection, housed
in Scott album, and starting with Northern & Southern Districts representation, plus North German Postal District examples, German Empire starts with eagles with small &
large shields, followed by many other sets & part sets in the
modest range, including semipostals, plus some airmails,
officials & occupation stamps. We also noted DDR section
and some offices abroad examples, overall condition F-VF,
recommended as basis for further development.
Estimate $400 - 600
2202 H
German Area, mint collection, in two stock
books, Germany section include many sets in the modest
range with some higher such as 1935 (459-62 never
hinged), 1935 (B69-78 never hinged), 1948 inverted overprints (621var & 625var), DDR section includes 1951 Mao
(82-84) and many other sets, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2203 Hm
German States: Bavaria, a wonderful old
time accumulation of 1000s of imperforate stamps,
loaded with postmarks. Housed chaotically in old brown envelopes, as well as various album pages, stockcards
stuffed to capacity, there are many thousands of imperfs
here and postmarks galore, completely unprocessed and
original, waiting for an expert to catagorise and find the
scarce strikes of which there are no doubt many. Once this
lot is presented as it deserves to be and written up accordingly, it will be worth many times our valuation range. The
stamps are primarily the 3kr coat of arms red imperf with
many 4 margin examples. There are other values too, primarily it is the postmark interest that determines how extraordinary a lot is, they just dont exist today like this today,
crusty dusty to the core. Dealers, an absolute must for you,
collectors looking for postmarks, this is it.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2204 Hm
Germany, collection, 1872-1932, mostly used
in a Lighthouse hingeless album, with Used 1-6, 11, 25, 76,
115-17, B34-37, C25-26, C27-34, C42, Mint 65A regum,
C35-37, C40-41, etc., mixed condition throughout esp. in
19th century issues with some of the mint unused or
regummed, generally F.-V.F. excellent for continuation.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2205 Hm
Germany, interesting collection, 1850s-70s,
mounted in an old German album, value of the lot concentrated in a mostly used representation of the 1872 eagle issue with small and large shields, followed by some stamps
issued by the early German States such as Baden, Bavaria,
Hannover, Prussia & Wurttemberg, condition is a liitle bit
mixed on some but generally F-VF. Estimate $350 - 500
2206 Hm)
Germany, airmail mint & used collection,
1912-62, including 1912 Flight Rhein-Main (Michel III & IV
used), 1928-31 (Scott C35-37 used), 1930 (C39 used),
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1931 (C40-41; former used, latter mint), 1933 (C44-45
mint), plus two catapult covers to U.S., condition F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2207 H
Germany, Nazi Disability Insurance revenues, 1940-44, a group of sheets with duplication, and
housed in original envelopes, comprising disability insurance revenues: 60 Rpf, 240 Rpf, 300 Rpf, 360 Rpf, 420 Rpf,
480 Rpf, 540 Rpf, plus Nazi worker vacation saving revenues 1.65 RM, some sheets stuck but overall F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2208 m)
Germany: Saar, impressive and valuable
used collection, 1920-1957, includes most of the key issues and S/Ss albeit mounted on pages a little out-of-order,
and with most items signed or with certificate, incluing 1-17
each value used on small piece, 19-20, 22 each signed
NEY BPP(Michel A31, B31, C31 €7,150), 35-9, various
middle value sets including 85-116, 139-54, 155-71, plus a
few more modern issues, Semi Postals B1-14, B16-B64
complete, B67-B98 apparently complete, Airmails C1-12
complete, CB1, 255-7, CB1 on FDC with cert (cat €1200),
plus B64a cert and CB1a a very nice selection including
some powerful issues, extremely high catalog and reatil potential, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2209 H
German Democratic Republic, predominantly never hinged collection, 1949-77, mounted in a
Lighthouse & Safe hingeless albums, better mint noted include 1950 (58-67), 1951 (82-84), 1953 Marx perforated &
imperforate sheets (144a & 146a), plus Russian Zone 1949
Goethe sheet (10NB11), condition is mostly Very Fine, a
nice starter collection, requiring little effort for completion.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2210 Hm
Germany - Federal Republic, mint & used assortment, 1949-95, presented in a thick stockbook with
some duplication, better (mint unless noted) include 1949
Reconstruction (Scott 665-66 never hinged), 1954-60
Heuss (702-21), 1951 Frescoes (B316-17 x2, one set never
hinged, other used), 1952 Portraits(B327-30 never hinged),
1952 Youth Program (B325-26 x2 never hinged), 1953
Thurn & Taxis (B332-33 never hinged), plus many sets &
singles in the $10 to $30 range, condition is mostly Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2211 Hm
Greece, Large Hermes Heads collection,
1861-76, approximately 500 stamps of the coarse printings,
mostly used and housed in binder, 1L, 88 examples; 40
used & 48 unused in chocolate to brown shades, 2L, 47 unused examples in bister brown shades, including three
pairs, and some privately perforated, 5L, 43 used examples
in green shades, 10L, 46 used examples in orange shades,
including pair, 20L, 115 used examples in blue to deep blue
shades, 30L, 19 used examples in brown shades, 40L, 34
used examples in red violet shades & 80L, 62 used examples in carmine shades. The collection ends with an intriguing group of 52 used stamps of the 20L on blued paper.
Condition is a little mixed on some but the majority are
F-VF. Excellent opportunity for the plate specialist or cancel
collector. We show the whole collection in our website.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2212 H
Greece, exceptional mint and used collection to 1981, hundreds housed in a single Scott Specialty
album with many better including, mint unless noted,
321-34, 338-43, 344-61, 480-81 NH blks 4, 520-22 NH,
574-81 NH, 582-85 NH, C5-7, C15-21, C49b blk 4, C50e
NH and C71-73, neatly arranged and overall F-VF, viewing
invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2213 Hm
Greece, mint & used collection, 1861-1993,
mounted in two Lighthouse hingeless albums with many
never hinged sets from 1940s onwards, starting with
1861-62 Hermes Paris & Athens first prints in used condition, followed by several examples depicting diverse control
numbers on reverse, then by 1862-67 Hermes Athens second print & Athens printings after the plates were cleaned.
We also noted 1870 Hermes special printing examples
made in Athens under supervision of German workmen,
plus some later printings on different papers, including
many distinctive shades. The collection includes a wealth of
sets in the modest range with some better such as 1959
(639-48 & 649-55), plus postage dues & postal tax stamps,
condition is F-VF, excellent basis for further expansion.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2214 Hm
Greece, valuable mint and used collection to
1989, several hundreds mint and used to 1966 then appears complete mint from there. Starts with an excellant
range of Hermes Heads then continues with many better including, used unless stated, Scott 198-213 and finishs with
strong back of the book. A clean, fresh collection with much
of the mint never hinged, F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2215 Hm
Greece,
mint
&
used
collection,
1860s-1940s, in Lighthouse album and some stock pages,
starting with a Large Hermes mostly used representation,
plus small head issues, and some postage dues, postal tax
& occupation stamps, condition F-VF, please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
2216 H
Greece, mint collection, 1939-82, housed in
Scott Specialty album, including many complete sets & singles up to $20 with several better such as 1952 (545-48),
1955 (582-85), 1956 (587-600), 1961 (691-707), plus 1935
(C22-30), 1952 (C67-70) & 1954 (C71-73), condition is
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2217 m
Greece, useful almost all used collection, off
hundreds on album pages starting with a nice range of Hermes Heads and continues to 1985 with many complete
used sets. Useful group, overall clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2218 H
Greece, Turkey & Middle East assortment,
1930s-90s, in two stock books, Greece section includes
many never hinged sets up to $24, followed by some airmails & postage tax stamps, and then by Turkey modern issues & three 1960 legal documents with revenues, other
stock book containing Iran, Israel & Syrian Arab Republic
modern issues, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2219 H
Greece, useful mint and used collection to
1969, nice representative colloctionin a Davo album composed of several hundred with plenty of mid-range value
and some complete mint sets. Overall very clean and F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
2220 Hm
Greece, mint & used collection, 1861-1967, in
Scott album, and value concentrated in the large & small
Hermes heads in used condition, we also noted some mint
sets issued in the 1940-50s period, plus some airmails,
postage dues, postal tax & occupation stamps, condition
slightly mixed but overall F-VF, we didn't have the opportunity to inspect this collection carefully, but you do.
Estimate $300 - 400
2221 Hm)
Guatemala, interesting collection with
postal history, mostly mint, mounted in two binders, and
some stock pages, mint highlights include 1935-37 airmails
(C32-46), 1947 Roosevelt (C151-56 blocks of four & six),
1948 Soccer (C158-62 blocks of four & twenty), 1950
Sports (C171-76 blocks of four & twenty), 1953 National
Fair (C188-96 blocks of four), postal history section includes several mint & used postal stationary, fourteen covers mailed in the early XX Century, and several modern
usages, also prephilatelic cover with "Guatemala"
handstamp and some first day covers, condition is mostly
Very Fine, great choice for a collector or internet seller.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2222 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets, 1930-90,
housed in two White Ace sheet albums, including a large
amount of 1930 Los Altos Railway 2¢ sheets (Scott 252),
1953 National Anthem sheets & part sheets (350-53), 1954
Odeca in sheets (C204-06), 1962 Physicians in sheets
(C259-64), 1965 Marroquin in sheets (C316-18),1965 Boy
Scouts in sheets (C328-32), 1968 Presidents Meeting in
sheets (C390-40 x2), 1968 Mexico-Guatemala Presidents
in sheets (C422-24), 1979 National Coat of Arms in sheets
(C691-713), plus several Antigua Issue sheets, condition is
Very Fine. Ideal for dealer, we couldn't list all the stamps, so
please take a look. Owner's catalogue value $6,000, o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2223 H
Guatemala, interesting asssortment of
sheets, 1926-74, mostly never hinged and housed in
oldtime sheet binder, including 1926 Waterlow 12-1/2c
three sheets (Scott 220), 1930 Los Altos Railway fair
amount of 2¢ sheets & part sheets (252), 1928 Provisional
sheets & part sheets (230 & 232), 1932 air mail surcharge
four sheets & four part sheets (C22), 1936 perforated diagonally sheet (277), 1953 Ceremonial Stone in sheets
(C182-84), 1959 Castillo Armas in sheets (C223-29), 1961
overprints in sheets (C251-54 x2), 1967 Camporee overprints in sheets (C376-80), 1971 OIT overprints in sheets
(412-15) & 1974 Antigua 20¢ sheet (C540-45), plus several
others, condition Very Fine. Owner's catalogue value
exceeding $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2224 Hm
Guatemala, assortment of sheets & multiples, 1895-1942, housed in navy blue multi-ring binder,
and comprising 24 full sheets & nine part sheets, better
noted include 1894-96 1c on 5c surcharge sheet of 100 with
multiple "El Porvenir" octagonal datestamps (Scott 57),
1898 "Correos Nacionales" overprint block of 50 (86) &
1902 2¢ on 1¢ block of fifty (112), 1919 Radio Station sheet
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of 100 (162), 1920 surcharge sheet of 100 (167), 1928 Issue in sheets of 100 (230-32), 1929 Eastern Railroad
sheets of 100 (245-46), 1928 5¢ on 15p surcharge sheets &
part sheets (C5), 1931 inverted overprint block of 35
(C14b), also incl. an old English Rapkin map of Central
America in color, condition is Very Fine. Owner's catalogue
value $2,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2225 Hm
Guatemala, souvenir sheets stock, 1938-79,
mostly never hinged, and housed in a Danish spring bound
stockbook, including over 440 souvenir sheets (25 different
regular & air mail). We noted 1938 U.S. Constitution (Scott
C92 x65), 1938 Philatelic Exposition (C99 x20), 1950-51
Health (337a x35 & C180a x11) 1951 UPU (338 x30), 1969
Moon Landing (C446 x25), 1971 sheet with 1974 Munich
overprint mentioned and priced in Scott &1974 UPU overprint (C523 x38), condition is mostly Very Fine, recommended for internet trader. Owner's catalogue value
$2,850.
Estimate $500 - 750
2226 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets, 1959-76,
never hinged and housed in navy blue multi-ring binder,
comprising 66 sheets, better noted include 1942 postal tax
(RA20), 1963 Ceiba (C273), 1964 Buildings (C274-78),
1964 City Hall & Social Security Buildings (C279-80) 1964
"Habilitada" (C287-90), 1964 New York (C291-94), 1964
(C304-09), 1965 Marroquin (C316-18), 1965 "Ayudenos"
overprint (C323-27), 1966 Scouts (C328-32), 1976
Amrican Bicentennial (C601, C604-05 & C609), condition is
Very Fine, Owner's catalogue value $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2227 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets & part
sheets, 1928-90, housed in a Lighthouse sheet album, including 1928 Provisional 1c on 2.5p block of 60 (Scott 232),
1929 Air Mail surcharge two left & two right half sheets (C5;
only 8,838 sold), 1945 Zakuleu sheet (310), 1954 Liberation Army set in sheets of 24 (C197-203), 1963 Presidents
Meeting irregular block of 38 (C266), plus a fair number of
Antigua Issue sheets, incl. three sheets of the 20¢
(C540-45). We also noticed 1968 Child Issue in sheets
(404-07),1977 Bicentenary Issue in sheets (C621-23 &
625), plus some 1980s-90s Theather Issue sheets, condition Very Fine, recommended for internet dealer., o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
2228 Hm
Guatemala, mint & used starter collection,
mounted on album pages, starting with a good XIX Century
representation, followed by several provisionals, and including some better sets issued in the 1930s such as 1935
(264-72) & (280-91), plus some airmails, semipostals &
postal tax stamps, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2229 HH
Guatemala, Antigua Ruins Issue, assortment of sheets, 1972-73, never hinged, group of thirteen
large sheets of 90 (Scott C480-85), as well as two part
sheets of 54 & five part sheets of 36 of the lilac rose
"Interfer-73" overprints, condition Very Fine, catalogue
value approaching $1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2230 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets, 1919-57,
never hinged, and comprising sixteen sheets, better noted
include 1911 Cabrera (Scott 142), 1919 Postal Tax (RA1),
1921 12-1/2¢ on 25¢ surcharge (176), 1924 Columbus
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Theater (204), 1940 Postal Tax (RA15), 1942 Quirigua
(302), 1956 Red Cross (361-62), 1957-60 semipostals
(B8-11), condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2231 H
Hungary, highly attractive collection,
1914-81, nicely mounted in two Yvert albums with high degree of completion for the period, highlights include 1914
(B18-34), 1932 (462-65), 1958-63 many imperforate sets
such as Scott 1183-88, 1195-1202, 1203-09, 1212-18,
1233-40, 1308-22, 1346-55, 1381-82, 1437-46, 1465-72,
1539-47, plus 1933 airmail set (C26-34). We also noted a
nice section with several better souvenir sheets such as
1934 (486), 1948 (CB1D & CB2), 1949 (C66) & 1951 (C95
x2, one in olive green as issued, other in rose lilac, &
CB13-14), condition is Very Fine, it is definitely a beautiful
collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2232 Hm
Hungary, collection & accumulation,
1870s-1980s, mostly used, and mounted in three Minkus
albums, loose album pages and large amount of glassines,
collection opens with some early used stamps, better (mint
unless otherwise noted) include 1925 Sports (Scott
B80-87) & 1932 Madonna (462-65 used), some small faults
on early issues, other F-VF. Highly recommended as a
starter collection or to be broken down into smaller units
and offered on the internet. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2233 Hm
Hungary,
mint
&
used
collection,
1870s-1950s, mounted in Schaubek album, highlights
noted include 1914 (B33-34 used), 1925 (B80-87), 1931
(C24-25 mint), 1932 (462-65 used), 1934 souvenir sheet
(486 used) & 1949 (C66 never hinged), plus some officials
& postage dues, condition is mostly Very Fine, certainly
worth viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600
2234 H
Hungary, mint collection, 1950-82, mounted
in Scott specialty album, and highly complete for the period,
including plenty of complete regular sets in the $3 to $20
range, plus several semipostals & airmails, condition is
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2235 Hm
Hungary,
mint
&
used
collection,
1870s-1940s, mounted in Scott album, starting with Crown
of St. Stephen used stamps issued in the 1870s-80s, followed by some better XX Century (mint unless noted) sets
such as 1918-19 (153-73), 1919 (198-202), 1920 (311-30),
1938 souvenir sheet (528), 1925 (B80-87 used) & 1938
souvenir sheet (B94), plus some airmails & postage dues,
condition is a little mixed on some but overall F-VF, please
inspect.
Estimate $300 - 400
2236 m
Iceland, exceptional all used collection to
1989, coposed of several hundred on album pages cataloging about $20,000 including 1, 3, 6, 12 (3), 13 (2), 15-20, 27,
34-44B, 59, 66-68, 71-85, 97 (2), 99-107, 108-28, 130-38,
140-43, 149, 176-87, 213-16, 232-35, 240-45, B5 (1 and
FDC), C2, C4-8, C9-11, C12, C15-20, CO1, O4-9 (with 2
extra copies of O8), O26, O29, O31-38, O40-49, O50-51,
and then complete from1931. A number of perf faults noted
otherwise a very clean fresh collection, F-VF, with good
value throughout.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2237 Hm
Iceland, inverted watermark specialized collection, an outstanding, clean and valuable, keenly assembled by issue, mint or used, housed on 10 album leaves.
Includes over 140 items including a few scarce multiples,
with a sampling of better highlights such as (mint) 1(perf
flaws, 2, 3, 10, 12, 15-18, 81 block of 25, 142, plus premium
used officials and much, much more, each selected to show
inverted watermark varieties. An extraordinary specialist
lot, with a correspondingly substantial aggregate Facit catalog value. Review the scans on the web, F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2238 H
Iceland, lovely mint collection to 1989, of several hundred on album pages loaded with premium items
including Scott 4, 9-10, 12, 14, 19, 20, 21, 27, 30, 33A unused, 34-44B, 40a (5 mint and 3 used, from singles to in
strips of 3), 126, 138, 140-43, 144-48, 149, 150, 170-75,
203-08B, 213-16, 217-28, 232-35, 273, B5, C2, C4-8,
C9-11, O2 unused, O3, O4-9, O12, O31-38, O40-49, then
complete from 1956. Overall a clean fresh appearing collection, F-VF + and a pleasant lot to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2239 Hm
Iceland, mint and used collection,
1873-2004, mounted in Ka-Be hingeless album, starting
with some better used such as 1873 Coat of Arms 4s & 16s
(Scott 2 & 4), 1876 Coat of Arms (12 & 14), 1882 Coat of
Arms (17 x2; two distinctive shades), 1892 Coat of Arms
(19), followed by some better mint such as 1939-45 (229-31
never hinged), plus some semipostals, airmails & officials.
Also including two stockbooks with duplicates, condition
slightly mixed among earlier issues but otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2240 Hm
Iceland, "I Gildi" overprint varieties,
1902-1903, Excellent, clean and valuable specialists selection of approximately 40 mostly mint items for both regular
issues and officials, selection to show a fine range of
Facit/Scott listed overprint varieties. We note a desirable
range of inverted overprints, missing letters, double overprints and lots more, including some striking multiples, etc.
Wonderful lot of scarce material, F-VF, specialists delight.
See scans on web.
Estimate $600 - 800
2241 Hm
Iceland, the balance of a major collection,
with many nice groups such as 8 pages of specialized
"Tollur" fiscal cancels, various seals, labels and revenues,
C4-8 with special Pinguellar cancels, a lovely page of
scarce collecting office cancels, a small group of sheets
and part sheets, payment tax stamps with varieties, a
splendid group of paquetbot cancels and more. A wonderful
holding of the eclectic and unusual, F-VF, inspection
invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2242 m
Iceland, stamps used with Danish cancels,
fantastic, clean and well presented mounted collection of
approximately 220 stamps assembled on 15 album leaves
and a stockcard, each selected to show Danish cancels.
Begins with a nice range of early posthorn issues, cancelled
by Danish style Reykjavik cds's or "236" ring cancels, Copenhagen "1" ring cancels, many Fra Island straightlines on
a variety of issues, machine and slogan cancels etc. Wonderful specialist lot, with a fine range of individual stamps
noted as well, F-VF, be sure to view scans on the web.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2243 Hm
Iceland, fascinating and extensive varieties
collection, comprised of several hundred or so items, mint
or used, assembled on a group of stockcards. The great
majority are identified by either Facit of Afa numbers and include plate flaw spots, bent frames, "tuft of hair" varieties on
the Two Kings issue, broken frames, joined letters, offsets,
shifted overprints and much, much more. A wonderful specialist lot not easily duplicated, generally F-VF, be sure to
view this lot on the web.
Estimate $500 - 750
2244 m
Iceland, numeral cancellations, marvelous
selection of approximately 350 items, including a few with
certificates, all numerically assembled with minimal duplication. Includes a wonderful range of different for the 300
known offices, including overlays from the government Archives. Ideal specialist lot not easily duplicated, largely Very
Fine, be sure to view scans on the web.
Estimate $500 - 750
2245 m
Iceland, used with foreign cancellation,
lovely and extensive mounted collection, neatly presented
and annotated on album pages, offering approximately
several hundred stamps cancelled abroad. Includes extensive ranges from Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and Leith, plus
lesser offerings of London, Newcastle, Grimsby,
Granmouth etc. We also note nice usages in Norway, including examples from Stavenger, Christianssand and
Bergen, plus a few Canadian and US itemanuscript Nice
specialist lot, F-VF, see scans on the web.
Estimate $400 - 600
2246 Hm
Iceland, useful clean mint and used stock,
identified and priced in 4 counter books with good value including, used unless noted, 17 (5, shades), 44A, 96, 128
mint and 232-35. Generally clean and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $350 - 500
2247 m
Iceland, provincial cancellations, lovely
mounted collection of over 80 items, neatly assembled by
province on 10 album leaves. Includes examples from
Akureyre (7), Bjarnarnes (3), Baer (8), Dalasysla (3),
Djupivogur (3), Egilstadir (5), Eskifjordur (9),
Grenjardarstadur (5), Hjardarhold (7), Hraungerdi (9),
Isafjordur (9), Kirjubaejacklaust (6), Miklaholt (3) and
Miklibaer (5). Many nice strikes noted, be sure to view the
lot on the web, F-VF, specialist's delight.
Estimate $300 - 400
2248 H
Iceland, Holiday Stamps, 1943-1944, nice selection of 24 items with a great showing of different including
the key kroner values like Scott 120, etc. Ideal specialist lot
of scarce, seldom offered issues, F-VF, please see scan on
web.
Estimate $300 - 400
2249 H
Iceland, mint collection, 1933-2004, in two
Davo hingeless albums, highlights include 1935 (195-98),
1938 (209-11), 1938-47 (203-208B), 1938-40 (217-28),
1939-45 (229-31), 1944 (240-45), 1952 (274-77), 1953
(278-82), 1934 (C15-20) & 1952 (C27-29), condition is Very
Fine, excellent basis for further expansion.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2250 H
Indonesia, collection of about 600 mint local
issues, 1947-1948, mounted on blank pages or in a couple
glassines, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2251 m
Iran, Ahmad Shah Qajar issue, 1911-13, an
old-time accumulation of 250 stamp packets (25,000
stamps), including 5k (1,600), 10k (1,600), 20k (1,600) &
30k (1,600), Scott value exceeding $20,000, F.-V.F., great
opportunity for cancel collector. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2252 Hm)
Israel, massive holding, 1949-1970s, contained in over 30 binders, sheet files, new issue envelopes
as received, a huge holding, espied various singles, blocks,
plate blocks, tab blocks, tab strips, sheets, booklets, coils,
tête-bêche, first day covers (many are from 3 different Cities), commemorative covers, commercial covers, PO announcements including 1-9 and other earlies, UN General
Assembly ticket for May 11, 1949, Israel-Palestine Philatelic Society of America 1948-1959- you name it and it is
likely here. Highlights include #16 FDC, 25 tab and tab
block, 55 tab and tab block, C1-5 tabs and tab blocks, C16
tab and tab blocks plus many others, there are many interesting and better items the owner must have spent a small
fortune on new issues. Also noted some interesting earlier
postal history which would merit individual consideration,
overall condition was very nice, huge retail potential,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2253 Hm)
Israel, the mother of all collections,
1948-2010, housed in 9 bulging- brace yourself- these are
"too heavy to lift with one hand" binders containing just
about every stamp, most are with tabs (missing 7-9, J1-5),
but there are plate blocks, tab blocks, sheets, souvenir
sheet, specialty issues, covers, FDCs, tabbed FDCs (early
ones!), Artist signed limited edition FDCs, postal stationery,
errors (such as #PCV 20; 3b-4b, double perfs on #582-4,
phosphor errors as well on others) you-name-it and it is
likely contained within, this lot represents a lifetime of
searching and aquisition, so make sure you look closely, inspection not only invited but an absolute must so as to appreciate its true value, F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2254 Hm)
Israel, the fascinating Interim Period and beyond, an exceptional one volume, old-time collection comprised of scarce postal history and select items of interest
from the 1948 Arab Occupations, official mail etc. Begins
with tickets of Admission to the 11/29/47 UN General Assembly, which was the session which passed the partioning
of Palestine and continues on to include a nice range of interim stamps and covers, Scott 1-6 cover signed by the first
Prime Minister, the Minister of Defense, the Chief of Staff
and the PM General, a 1948 IMABA booklet (Bale SB1), a
1948 Jun 31 (!) "Palestine Emergency" US-Israel cover, a
marvelous, unfranked cover Tel Aviv to US sent to Cypress
from Louis Agency, franked there on 5/20/48 and sent on to
the US, a splendid registered cover, interim period franked,
from jerusalem on 5/12/48, arriving at Tel Aviv 6/21/48, various scarce official mail items, POW mail, a July 27, 1955
cover from the El Al jet shot down by Bulgarian fighters, this
cover survived and arrived Tel Aviv 9/9/55 and much, much
more. A wonderful, nicely annotated lot formed nearly
"eye-witnes" to the events, see images on web, specialists
delight (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2255 HH
Israel, predominantly never hinged collection with tabs, 1948-2006, neatly mounted in four White
Ace albums, we noted the following (never hinged unless
noted) highlights: 1948 (7-9 used), 1948 (10-14), 1949 (25),
1950 (33-34), 1951 (48-50), 1952 (55), plus 1950 (C1-6),
1949 (J6-11), and virtually complete for the period, including a wealth of sets, singles & souvenir sheets, condition is
Very Fine or better throughout, and a delightful presentation well worth consideration., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2256 H
Israel, mostly never hinged collection,
1949-2008, mounted in Minkus album and several binders,
better with tab include 1949 (15 x2), 1949-50 (23-25), 1949
(27 x2), 1950 (35-36), 1950 (37), 1951 (46-47), 1951
(48-50), 1952 (55), plus 1950 (C1-6), 1953-56 (C9-17),
1949 (J6-11). We also noted some tete-beche blocks of
four, tete-beche gutter blocks of four & tete-beche gutter
strips, plus many booklets issued in the 1960s-80s period,
condition is Very Fine, an ideal starter collection with many
desirable itemanuscript.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2257 H
Israel, early complete unexploded booklet
collection, in a small binder including #B1, B2a, B3b, B4,
B4a, B5-6, B6a, b, B7, B9 SB2 plus others, F.-V.F. Bale
$2,000 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750
2258 HHHm Israel, comprehensive mint collection, assembled on White Ace pages in 2 binders to 1980. The collection, while apparently complete for the perid, is
comprised of singles, tabs, part-tabs, plate number singles
etc. Includes 1-9 NH, with 9 a plate number single, J1-5, 16
24 tab, 17-22 tabs, 31-32 tabs, 37 tab, 55 part tab, C16 tab
and apparently complete with tabs from there. Fresh and
very fine og, all we checked NH, nice lot. Estimate $500 750
2259 Hm)
Israel, Interim Period collection, both mint
and used and a handful of covers, starting with over 60 different all pre-1948 and including charity labels and continues with Bale listed #5c, 7d, 17b, 18c, 19, 20 gutter pair,
blocks of 22e, 27, 29, singles 29-31, 31a, 32, 32c, 32e, 33a,
34, 32-4, 35b-41b blue, 35e-41c blue, 66, 66b, 67, 67a,
68b, 69a, 70a, 71a, 108-10 tête-bêche sheetlets of 8, souvenir sheet and cover, 13 radio tax stamps, Jerusalem in
Siege (#2-5), Palestine Tower and Stockade self taxation
stamps plus others, a very nice selection oif these seldom
encountered yet popular issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2260 Hm
Israel, attractive collection and accumulation, 1948-69, Minkus album housing a collection of mint
stamps without the tabs, also several better never hinged
singles with tabs such as 1950 airmails (C1-6), 1951 Jewish
Fund (48-50), 1952 Menorah (55), 1953-56 1000p airmail
(C16), plus a couple of stockbooks filled with modern mint &
used sets, overall condition F-VF, recommended for the
internet trader.
Estimate $300 - 400
2261 HH/H) Israel & Related Areas, mint collection,
1951-1986, collection in four albums, the first has 1-6 with
tab, then 1951-1979 with tabs, the second album is a mint
with & without tabs, missing 7-9 & 16 for completion and
with airmails complete, the third album has 1952-1969 mint
with tabs and the fourth album is a nice collection of Pales-
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tine, and then prominent Jewish figures on worldwide
stamps, inspection is invited, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2262 H
Israel, mint tab stock with souvenir sheets,
1960s & 1970s, several hundred different housed in three
glassine boxes, up to 100 or so of each plus 500 of the tabul
coin souvenir sheets (can you remember when these first
came out and everyone was rushing to buy them?) all fresh
and never hinged, catalog into four figures, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2263 Hm)
Israel, eclectic collection of mint & used, intriguing collection presented in nine albums or stockbooks,
with plenty of FDC's, complete sheets including airmails
and postage dues, and hundreds of singles and souvenir
sheets, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2264 HH/H) Israel, collection with tabs, 1952-1988, presented in three albums, first album is FDC's, most with tabs,
the second is a mint collection with tabs 1952-1988, and the
third volume is airmails with tabs 1960-1968 and officials,
with a selection of FDC's, all stamps appear NH, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2265 H
Italian Area, mint collection, 1920s-80s, with
value concentrated in the Italy section that includes several
highly saleable sets such as 1922 (140-42), 1929 (232-37),
1930 (248-56), 1931 (258-64), 1932 (268-79, 280-89 &
290-305), 1934 (324-28), 1934 (331-41), 1935 (345-48),
1935 (349-54), 1936 (359-66), 1937 (367-76), 1937
(377-86), 1938 (400-409), followed by some better airmails
such as 1927 (C10-11), 1932 (C28-33), 1932 (C35-39),
1934 (C62-65), 1934 (C73-78), 1935 (C79-83), 1937
(C89-94 & C95-99), then San Marino representation, plus
Vatican City collection on Minkus pages, and housed in two
binders, condition is mostly Very Fine, definitely worth
viewing.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2266 Hm
Italian Area, mostly used assortment, thirteen stamps & cover, including Italy 26 with original gum,
plus several better used such as Italy 87 & 105 with advertising labels (Sassone 17 & 19; Tagliacozzo & Columbia),
Tuscany 5a, 18, 18a, 20a, 21a & 22, Two Sicilies 1 & Italian
offices in Turkish Empire 7, plus folded letter cover with Sardinia 40¢, and addressed to Rouen, France, small faults affecting some stamps but overall F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2267 Hm
Italian Area, dealer's stock, mint & used Italy,
San Marino & Vatican stamps, mounted in presentation
cards, and housed in red box and smaller box, including
regulars, postage dues, some military stamps & Trieste,
majority of sets, part sets & singles up to $10 but including
some higher such as Italy 1890-91 Postage Due 20c on 1c
(J26 mint), 1934 Soccer (C64 x2 mint) & 1945 Arona overprints (Sassone 1-10 & 16 never hinged), mixed condition
as usual but most F-VF. Ideal for the internet seller.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2268 HHHm Italy & Vatican, nice selection, comprised of a
lovely & nicely filled, nearly all mint Vatican collection
through the 1970's on Scott pages, plus a useful mint of
used range of Italy sets & singles on an group of stockbook
pages, lots of good pickings included, examine, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2269 HHHm Italy, strong 20th century collection, composed of hundreds almost all mint, with good never hinged
value, housed in a single album. A overall clean and fresh
collection, F-VF +, with good value to be found by the careful viewer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2270 Hm
Italy, almost all used collection to 1982, of a
few hundred neatly housed in KABE album beginning with a
nice run of classics then on to a nice group of mid-range
used sets, overall clean, fresh and F-VF, viewing strongly
suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2271 HHHm Italy, nice parallel mint and used collection,
housed in a mint album, 1959-1990 and a used album,
1950-1995. Nice pair of albums with complete sets and
good value, clean and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
2272 H
Italy: Trieste Zone A, mint collection,
1948-54, mounted on Bush pages, and including several
attractive sets such as 1948 (18-29 never hinged), 1949-50
(58-69), 1949 (36-39), plus 1949-54 (Q13-25), condition is
mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2273 Hm)
Japan, large almost all new issue accumulation, with very little before the mid 1960's. Packed with mint
never hinged with the majority in sheets, nice groups of unused postal stationary, solid selection of specimen, first day
covers and more. A clean overall very fine group, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2274 H
Japan, mostly mint collection, 1915-78, presented in three White Ace albums, with majority of sets up
to $30, and including many higher such as 1925 (190-93),
1927 (198-201), 1929-34 (C3-7), many National Parks sets
issued in the 1936-65 period, 1947-48 (385a), 1947 (400a),
1948 (407-408), 1948 (422), 1948 (437-38), 1948 (421a),
1949 (448b), 1949 (456-57), 1949 (479), 1949-52 (480-97),
1950 (508b), 1950 -52 (517a, 519a & 521c), 1950 (C9-13),
1951 sheet (522), 1952 sheet (551), plus several National
Parks sheets issued in the 1949-56 period, generally fresh
and Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2275 Hm
Japan, useful mostly mint collection to 1979,
of hundred almost all mint on album pages in two binders
with much useful value like mint Scott 124, 198-201 NH,
227-29, nice Parks with souvenir sheets, 422a, 456, 479a,
480-97 NH and C9-13, overall clean with good early
definative value to be found, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2276 Hm
Japan, small mostly mint collection to 1956,
with Athletic Meet sets with blocks, 1948 hobbie week with
SS and, 1949 Postal Week, overall clean, F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2277 Hm
Japan, neat mint and used collection, of several hundred neatly arranged in a album and a few album
pages. Collection begins with a large number of referance
items and on to a number of better sets. Overall clean and
F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2278 Hm
Japan, mint and used collection to 1997,
composed of a couple thousand housed in two albums and
a binder of album pages. Begins with useful group of 19th
century referance items and continues with a few better like
mint 1950 Pheasant airmail issue complete. Overall clean
and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2279 Hm
Japan, Dragon and Cherry Blossom refence
group, interesting group of about 250 itmes on pages or
stock cards.
Estimate $300 - 400
2280 Hm
Japanese Occupation of South East Asia, interesting and useful collection, couple hundred in specialized album with a number of varieties, a bit of postal
history and stationary and better Dutch Indies. Nice clean
collection, F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2281 H
Laos, lovely all mint collection to 1975, that
appears to be almost all never hinged with a high degree of
completeness including 25-26 & C13 with a extra 3pi, 27-29
& C20-21 LH and continues with loads of clean complete
sets and souvenir sheets. Fresh and overall very fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2282 HH
Liechtenstein, high-quality assortment,
mounted in stock pages & stock book with useful duplication, better include 1921 Views (54-69), 1928 Prince
Johann (82-89 with 2006 Marxer certificate), 1930 Views
(94-107), 1934 Agricultural sheet (115), 1934-35 Views &
Portraits (116-31), 1931 Zeppelin (C7-8), 1934-35 Eagle
(C9-13 x2) & 1936 Zeppelin (C15-16 x2), condition Extremely Fine, a pleasure to see! o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2283 Hm
Liechtenstein, mint and used collection,
1912-2000, in two albums, better mint sets include 1927
(B4-6), 1928 (B7-10), 1928 (82-89), 1930 (C1-6), 1931
(C7-8), 1934-35 (C9-13), 1936 (C15-16), plus registered
cover carried by the Hindenburg on the first North America
flight, and franked with C15-16, 1960 50¢ Europa on first
day cover (356), plus many other sets & souvenir sheets in
the $15 to $40 range, condition is mostly Very Fine, take a
look, you are going to like it.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2284 Hm
Liechtenstein, hefty collection, 1912-2007,
mint & used in binder, better mint include 1930 (94-107),
1941 (171), 1949 souvenir sheet (238), 1951 (259-60), and
better used such as 1912 (1-3), 1921 (62-69), plus many
modern issues and some miniature sheets, condition is
mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2285 H
Liechtenstein, mostly never hinged assortment, 1917-93, in two stock books with duplication, better
include 1917-18 imperforate set (4-9vars, Michel 4U-9U),
plus several perforated sets, also 1920 overprints & surcharges (11-16 x9) & 1920 issue (18-46 x15), plus many
other modern sets & some miniature sheets, condition is
Very Fine, strongly recommende.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2286 m
Liechtenstein, gainful collection, 1912-97, in
old-time album and some stock pages, better noted include
1912 & 1915 sets (1-3 x2 & 1a-3a), 1921 (58-68), 1928
(B7-10), 1930 (106-07), 1930 (C1-6), 1934-35 (C9-13),
plus some officials & first day covers, condition is mostly
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2287 Hm
Liechtenstein, mostly mint collection,
1910s-1980s, in two albums, better mint including 1921
(63-69), 1924-28 (74-80), 1930 (94//107 mint), 1931
(C7-8), plus several other useful sets & souvenir sheets,
condition is mostly Very Fine, please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
2288 Hm
Liechtenstein, mint & used collection,
1917-80, mounted in White Ace album & some stock
pages, better mint include 1928 (B7-10), 1930 (C1-6), 1931
(C7-8), 1932 (B11-13), 1933 (111-13), 1934-35 (C9-14),
1936 (C15-16) and some better used such as 1912 (1-3),
1921 (69) & 1934-36 (O11-20), condition is F-VF, be sure to
see it.
Estimate $350 - 500
2289 H
Liechtenstein, mint assortment, 1912-2002,
ordered chronologically in stock book with duplication, including many sets in the $5 to $12 range such as 1917-18
(Scott 4-9 x6) & 1920 (Scott 11-16 x5 & Scott 18-46 x6), we
also noted some souvenir sheets & 1920 postage due sets,
condition is mostly Very Fine, ideal for the internet seller.
Estimate $300 - 400
2290 Hm
Liechtenstein, mint & used assortment,
1917-86, mounted in stock books with some early sets &
singles such as #1-2 used, followed by a wealth of sets in
the modest range with some duplication, we also noted several official & postage due sets, plus some blocks of four &
souvenir sheets, condition is Very Fine, recommended for
dealer.
Estimate $300 - 400
2291 H
Liechtenstein, mostly mint collection,
1917-95, mounted in Muller hingeless album with some
early sets, and mostly never hinged from 1950s onwards,
we also noted several official sets, plus some semipostals &
postage dues, condition is Very Fine. Estimate $250 - 350
2292 Hm
Liechtenstein, mint & used collection and
assortment, 1917-91, mounted in album and stock book,
latter containing some early never hinged sets such as
1917-18 (4-9), 1920 (11-16) & 1920 (18-46), plus officials &
postage dues, we also noted a mostly used collection in
old-time album with some early sets such as 1920 (11-16
used) & (18-46 used), and highly complete in the 1960s-80s
period, condition is mostly Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200
2293 H
Luxembourg, quality mint collection,
1852-1962, beginning with first issues and with many complete sets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets, Semi Postals
well represented, includes unused: 1, 3, 4-11, 13-4, 16,
17-24 including 22A, 26, 29-33, 37, 39a signed, 39b cert,
40-7, 48-59, 60-130, 60a, 63a, 82a, 115b, 125a (2), 151(2),
152-367 apparently complete with many purchased as
never hinged, 278-9 extra 8 sets in blocks, Semi Postals
B1-B238 apparently complete including key sets and S/Ss,
many NH, Airmails C1-20, and Officials O52-182 looks
complete, plus Occupation N1-32, NB1-9, a very nice collection possesing many of the difficult issues, inspection will
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prove useful and rewarding as there is substantial value,
some faults on the calssics but selectively purchased, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2294 Hm
Luxembourg, mostly used collection,
1859-1991, mounted in Schaubek album, starting with XIX
Century used issues (Scott 7 x2, 8x2 & 11-12), we noted
several better singles & sets such as 1882 (O52-63 used),
1906-26 (82//93, including some used examples), 1929
(B35-39), 1930 (B40-44), 1932 (B50-54 x2, one mint, other
used), 1933 (B55-59 used), we also noted many mint sets
and some postal tax stamps, overall condition F-VF. Much
more here than described, please inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2295 Hm
Luxembourg, mint & used collection,
1850s-1980s, mounted in two KaBe hingeless albums,
binder & stock book, highlights in mint condition include
1882 (57-59), 1933 (B55-59), 1934 (B60-65), 1935
(B67-72), 1950 (B156-61), 1951 (272-77) & 1956 (315-17),
plus officials & occupation stamps, F-VF, offered intact, as
received from consignor.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2296 HHHm Luxembourg, nice often parallel mint and
used collection to 1987, of several hundred housed in a
single album with large total catalog value beginning with a
useful group of Coat of Arms issues then continues with decent coverage of the rest of the 19th century, nice runs of
Officials, ect. Overall clean and F-VF, great lot to view.
Estimate $500 - 750
2297 H
Luxembourg, mint collection, 1870s-2000s,
in three Davo hingeless albums with many never hinged
sets & some booklets, we noted high degree of completion
in the 1960s-90s period, includes officials & postage dues,
condition is mostly Very Fine, recommended as starter collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2298 Hm
Luxembourg, mint & used collection,
1850s-1990s, mounted in old-time Schaubek album, including some earlies, followed by XIX Century representation, and many XX Century mint sets in the modest range,
including semipostals, airmails & officials, condition slightly
mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2299 Hm
Mexico, quality classics, only recently surfaced after many decades, an important range of imperforates housed in 3 battered old stockbooks with well over
500 examples, mint and used, with some extremely attractive examples including a few rouletted of the side profile Hidalgos and 25 of the Benito Juarez issues, deserving
further research. There are some superb examples here
particularly among the 1856 types, the coat of arms some
also have examples that are quite stunning in sumptuous
colors. There are not only generous margins, there is also
the distinct probability of better districts and regions from
this old time holding. The cancels are very diverse with dots
in circle, rhomboid in oval, double ovals, negative town
ovals, straight line cancels, thimble strikes, semi circle
scrolls, laurel in wreath to name a few. The more we studied
this lot, the more interesting it becomes on each careful inspection. An opportunity for the specialist, a joy to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2300 Hm
Mexico, old fashioned highly specialised
collection of 1874 Hidalgos, very interesting collection
housed on quadrille album leaves, mint and used, written
up according to various districts, specifically for the 1874
Hildago side profile types with several hundred stamps including multiples with all denominations represented, from
places such as Acapulco, Aguascalientes, Chiapas, Chihuahua, Colima, Cuidad Victoria, Durango, Guadalajara
etc, all the way through to Zacatecas. Comprehensive in
scope with no doubt many finds to be made for those in the
know. Huge potential here. This was part of an old Harmers
of London lot auctioned 24th February 1959.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2301 Hm
Mexico, old fashioned highly specialised
collection of 1879 to 1893 definitives, mint and used including a little postal history specifically for the 1879 to 1893
definitives with a few hundred stamps, comprehensive in
scope from the various districts across the board. This collector has made a good number of observations, suggesting errors such as 45 for 54 district transposed digits, as
well as colored cancels, straightline cancels, fancy cancels,
etc, etc. many interesting lot for the specialist requiring
knowledge to fully appreciate what is here. This was part of
an old Harmers of London lot auctioned 24th February
1959.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2302 Hm
Mexico,
mostly
used
collection,
1850s-1980s, mounted in Scott album & loose pages,
better (used unless noted) include a smattering representation of XIX Century issues, followed by some better XX Century issues such as 1914 Sonora Issues (401-04 & 405-09
unused), 1914 "Gobierno Constitucionalista" (423-32 mint
& 433 used), 1914 "Gobierno Constitucionalista" (434-38
mint), 1915 "Carranza" Issue (496-99 mint), 1940 United
Nations set (813-18), 1956 souvenir sheet (896a), 1922 airmail (C1 mint), 1932 Airmail overprints (C40-44 mint) &
1956 Airmail souvenir sheet (C234a), plus some officials,
postal tax & revenues. condition slightly mixed but mostly
F-VF. Inspection recommended.
Estimate $400 - 600
2303 Hm
Monaco,
mint
&
used
collection,
1880s-1960s, mounted in Minkus album and several stock
pages, better (mint unless noted) include 1885 (Scott 1-7,
incl. 25¢ no gum), 1919 (B2-6), 1920 (B9-17), 1921 (30-32),
1922-24 (40-49), 1932-37 (122, 126-27), 1948 (CB11-14),
1956 (371-90 & C49-50 never hinged pairs) & 1955-57
(C41-44 used), we also noted high degree of completion in
the 1930s-60s period, and several envelopes sent from the
Monaco postal administration to a collector in the U.S., condition is slightly mixed among earlies, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2304 H
Monaco, mint collection, 1939-2001, housed
in three stock books, and including many never hinged sets,
we noted some better such as 1948 (209-13), 1949-50 UPU
imperforates (245-46 & C30-33), 1953 (295-300), plus several souvenir sheets and some airmails, mostly fresh and
Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2305 Hm
Monaco,
mostly
mint
collection,
1880s-1990s, mounted on Minkus album pages, beginning
with some early examples, value concentrated in the large
amount of XX Century colorful sets, part sets & singles such
as 1952 (295-300), 1959 (438-46), 1961 (485-98) & 1974
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souvenir sheet of 10 (904a), condition is mostly Very Fine,
viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2306 HH
Monaco, accumulation of sheets, 1922-24
(44,46,50-53,55), hundreds of sheets & part sheets filling a
small box, condition varies but overall F-VF, viewing will be
quick, Scott catalogue value approaches $2,000, o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
2307 Hm
Mongolia, mint & used collection, mounted in
a Minkus album, including some early stamps, and with
stength in the 1950s-80s period, we noted some better singles & sets such as 1924 (5-7) & 1932 (62-74), also many
topical sets (animals, flowers, space & sports) and souvenir
sheets, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2308 Hm
Morocco, exceptional mostly all mint collection to about 1980, with nice French with some nice souvenir sheets and Spanish Territories as well as the Southern
Zone complete mint most never hinged and finally useful
early indepentent mostly never hinged. A overall fresh and
clean collection with wonderful mid-range value, F-VF +,
viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2309 Hm
Netherlands, mostly used collection,
1852-1999, mounted in Schaubek album, starting with a
nice representation of early issues such as 1852-64 (Scott
1-6 x2 used), 1867 (12), 1872-88 (31-32), and also some
better such as 1913 (101 used, $650) & 1894-96 (47-53),
condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF, careful inspection is recommended in order to ascertain the real value of
this collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2310 Hm
Netherlands, nice often parallel mint and
used collection to 1979, of couple thousand housed in
clean pair of albums, one for Netherlands and the second
for Territories, nice clean collection, F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2311 Hm
Netherlands, mint & used starter collection,
mounted in binder, and including many sets & part sets in
the modest range, we also noted some imperforates,
semipostals, airmails & postage dues, condition F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2312 Hm
Netherlands & Colonies, alluring collection,
presented in three Davo hingeless albums, Netherlands
starting with XIX Century representation, followed by
mostly mint sets issued from 1930s onwards, also Netherlands Antilles section with high degree of completion in the
1954-82 period, Netherland Indies with several used sets &
part sets such as 1912-40 (79-80) & 1922 (144-50), New
Guinea 1954-62 mint issues, Suriname section includes
some earlies and high degree of completion in the 1960-82
period, condition is mostly Very Fine throughout, definitely
worth checking out!.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2313 Hm
Netherlands Colonies and Indonesia, two album collection, with a number of better areas represented
including Curacao and Surinam both with usefull earlies
and a decent showing of Indonesia although a bit mixed up
with stock cards and approval pages tossed into the album.
Overall clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2314 Hm
Netherlands West Indies, mint and used collection, mounted on Scott pages, starting with XIX Century
representation, followed by singles, sets & part sets issued
in the XX Century, including mint material from 1950s onwards, also couple of booklets, airmails, semipostals &
postage dues, overall F-VF, excellent starter collection.
Estimate $250 - 350
2315 HH/H
Netherlands West Indies, virtually all never
hinged collection to 1989, that appears complete from
about 1953 with many complete sets before that, very clean
and fresh, Very Fine, viewing invited. Estimate $250 - 350
2316 Hm
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, mint & used
collection, 1890s-1970s, mounted in two binders, highlights include 1889 (15 used), 1892 double surcharge (23c
unused, irregular perfs), 1900 (39-42 unused, no gum as issued), 1902-08 (52-58 used & 59-60 unused, no gum as issued), 1909 tete-beche pairs (61a-62a unused, no gum as
issued), 1911 (67 used), 1923 (113-14 used), 1945
(193-207 mint) & 1931 (C8-14 mint) & 1941 (C18-19 used),
plus some postage dues issued in the 1880s-1940s period,
condition is mostly Very Fine, an attractive collection that
deserves your attention.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2317 Hm
Norway,
collection
&
accumulation,
1880s-1980s, mostly used, and mounted in two albums,
stockbook and loose album pages, starting with some XIX
Century numeral issues, and also including many XX Century sets in the modest range with some better such as 1925
Bear (Scott 104-10), 1945 Anniversary Post Office
(279-89), plus a group of 1981-99 post office presentation
folders with new issues, overal condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2318 Hm
Paraguay, mint & used collection,
1879-1988, mounted on well-filled album pages, good representation of XIX & early XX Century issues, followed by
large amount of sets in the modest range, also semipostals,
airmails (Scott C74-78, C79-83, C88-92 & C93-97 mint) &
postage dues, plus many modern sets & sheets, including
some imperforate stamps, overall condition F-VF, excellent
basis for continuation. (photo on web site). Estimate $750
- 1,000
2319 Hm
Peru, mint & used collection, 1859-1958,
mounted in Scott album pages, majority of sets & singles in
the modest range with several better mint such as 1894
(127-28), 1935 (332-38 & C6-12), 1936 (341-51), plus
some postal tax, postage dues & special delivery stamps,
condition is F-VF, good as a foundation collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
2320 Hm
Poland, useful mint and used collection, of a
couple thousand in a album with nice showings of Allenstein
Central Lithuania and Danzig, and two binders of album
pages. With nice runs of complete sets and overall fresh
and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750

1918 5H & 10H (Michel 2 used & 8 mint), Przedborz 1918
4g (Michel 4C used), 1918 6g imperforate (Michel 9B),
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2322 Hm
Portugal, pleasing mint and used collection,
1853-1966, classics well represented mostly used and including 1-5, 6-11, 12-16, 17-24, 25-33, 34//66 with a few
vars, some mint starting with #67, 79-96 mostly used,
97-109 used, 132-46 both mint and used and very nice
quality! 156-69 mint, 170-83 used, 185-206 mint, 207-298
Complete mint, 299- 970 mostly complete (missing some
later ones) better sets are there, C1-10, J1-13 mint/used,
S/Ss include 586a, 594a, 602a, 614a, 637a, 641a, 649a,
657a, 661a, 667a, 670a, 674a, 682a, 701a plus a handful of
modern ones, many tems were purchased as never hinged,
especially clean and fresh, some small faults but well above
average, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2323 Hm
Portugal,
mint
&
used
collection,
1850s-1990s, in two albums and several stock pages,
starting with some early issues, but with strength in the XX
Century. We noted many better (mint unless noted) sets &
singles such as 1924 (315-45), 1927 (422-36), 1928
(437-52), 1931 (534-39 used, plus extra 4.5e mint example), 1940 souvenir sheets (586a & 594a), 1941 (605-14),
1947 (675-82) &1954 (800-803), plus some postage dues,
officials & franchise stamps, overall condition is F-VF,
worthwhile opportunity not to be missed.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2324 m
Portugal, used collection, 1850s-200s, in two
Scott albums with singles & blocks of four, XIX Century issues include 1870-84 King Luiz representation, including
plain & surfaced paper examples (34//50a), followed by
1880-87 issues with different perforations, then by
1895-1905 King Carlos & 1910 King Manuel II issues, including some blocks of four, 1912-31 Ceres issue section
with many singles & blocks of four showing different perforations & types of paper, plus 1931 "Lusiads" issue and
1933 surcharges. We noted several useful blocks of four
such as 1945 (649, 657 & 658-61), and also good section of
postage dues, parcel post & franchise stamps, overall
condition is F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
2325 HH
Portugal, souvenir & miniature sheets assortment, 1940-49, group of eight, mostly never hinged,
and including 1940 (594a & 602a), 1941 (614a), 1945
(649a & 657a), 1946 (667a), 1947 (682a) & 1949 (701a),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,347.
Estimate $500 - 750
2326 Hm
Portugal, clean well filled almost all mint collection to 1993, neatly assembled in a Scott Specilty album
including 47 NG, nice mint group of the mint Ceres issue
and complete mint from 1958. A fresh collection, overall VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750

2321 Hm
Poland, dealer's stock, 1970s-90s, mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in red box, sets & singles in the modest range, value of the lot concentrated in Offices in Danzig,
and including 1926 5g & 10g (Scott 1K11-12 used),
1926-27 15g (1K13 used), plus some locals such as Zarki
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2327 H
Portugal & Colonies, unusual assortment,
starting with 1912-31 Ceres imperforate pairs (1/2¢, 1¢, 2¢,
5¢, 7-1/2¢ yellow brown, 7-1/2¢ blue-green, 10c, 20c, 24c &
60c), 1904 Postage Dues (10¢, 20¢ & 50¢ imperforate
pairs), 1920-22 Parcel Post 1c, 2¢ x2, 5¢, 40¢ x2, 60¢, 80¢
& 90¢ imperforate pairs, also Mozambique Company early
stamps with "Prova" overprints, plus some with "Specimen"
overprints. Cape Verde Scott 13a nice group of imperforate
strips, pairs & blocks, Azores #21, 40, P1-3 singles & large
multiples, Cape Verde#17 singles & blocks of eight, Madeira P1 blocks of six & eight, we also noted a couple of
small boxes with glassines bulging with Portugal Colonies
duplicates, condition for the most part is F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2328 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, useful collection
group, housed in albums, on album pages and in glassines
with a number of better items to be found including Portugal
106-09 used and 398-421 mint. Condition can run from
stuck down to clean and F-VF so viewing is strongly suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2329 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, attractive selection, including a lovely, clean mostly mint offering of Madeira and
Funchal plus a nice assortment of circa 1950's to 1960's
sets and singles from Portugal proper, Portuguese India,
St. Thomas and Prince, Angola, Cape Verde, etc. Fresh,
clean lot, F-VF or better, well worth an inspection.
Estimate $300 - 400
2330 Hm
Portuguese Colonies, mint and used assortment, thousands of mint, unused & used stamps in five
stock books with abundant duplication, including Tete 1913
(1-24), Timor 1885 (1-10), 1887 (11-20), 1894 (22-33),
1895 (34-43), 1898-1903 (53-80), 1902 (83-91), plus many
other sets, including postage dues; Lourenco Marques
1895 (1-12, 19 & 22-26), 1897 (29 x4), 1898-1903 (30-52),
1899 (53-56), plus many others sets and some newspaper
stamps; Inhambane 1895 (11), 1903 (15-30), 1913 (48-71)
& 1917 (89-101); Mozambique 1877-85 (1//14), 1894
(24-35), 1895 (36-41 & 43), 1898 (48), 1898-1903 (49-58,
60-63 & 65-69), 1902 (72-80), plus many others, including
airmails, and some modern topical stamps (fish & butterflies); Horta 1882-93 (1-10 & 12) & 1897 (13-31 & 33-34);
Madeira 1868 (2-5), 1868-70 (12-14), 1874 (31), plus newspaper & tax stamps; Ponte Delgada 1892-93 (1-12, incl. 1b,
4a), also 1897-1905 (13-34); Portuguese India 1871 (1-2),
1872 (12), 1877 (48-51), 1877 (56-63), 1881-82 (113//158),
1898-1903 (197//222), and many others, incl. airmails,
postage dues & war tax stamps; Nyassa 1898 (1-12), 1898
(13-25), 1903 (44-46), 1903 (47); Zambezia 1894 (1//12) &
1898 (13-35), condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2331 Hm
Portuguese Colonies: Cape Verde, a fascinating collection, housed on old Scott album leaves, very
strong in the 19th century up to 1930s, virtually complete
mint with hardly any empty spaces at all, i.e. from the crown
issues on to 1877 to the 300 Re-Issues, 1886 complete,
1894 complete and everything else leading to the o/ps of
the 1902 complete, then similarly with 1903 diagonal o/ps
republica. Also the semi postals complete, page after page
replete. Also a good range of the Ceres types again complete to the high value 20e, etc,etc. A similar pattern occurs
with strong back of the book, newspapers again complete.
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In parallel there is the used again with hardly any empty
spaces, a little less strength in the 20th but the 19th century
equally as strong. A great old time collection, the type of
which is not often seen today.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2332 Hm
Portuguese India, nice balanced mint and
used collection, of several hundred in a home made album with a number of useful multiples. Begins with nice first
issue numeral and crown issues with useful surcharges
then continues with nice runs of King Luiz and Carlos issues
and mint complete later sets. Overall clean, F-VF +, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2333 H
Romania, beautiful collection, 1929-80,
nicely mounted in two Yvert albums with high degree of
completion for the period, most sets & singles in the modest
range but including some better such as 1930 imperforate
set (369-79), 1931 (389-95), 1931 (396-99) & 1932
(405-14), plus nice section of airmails & souvenir sheets
such as 1940 Pro-patria set, condition is Very Fine, a real
pleasure to see!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2334 Hm
Romania, nice mint and used collection,
housed in a couple albums, some pages and a small number of stock cards in a small box. Strength is in the BOB with
some nice runs of complete mint sets. Overall clean and
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2335 Hm
Russia, highly comprehensive and specialized often parallel mint and used collection, collection of
many thousands housed in 4 albumanuscript Begins with a
nice used Scott 1 then continues used unless noted Scott 4,
1080a-82a, 1518-25 mint & used, B30-33, C26-33,C50-52
mint, C58-67, C69-75 NH, C75a mint & used and L4-6 mint
just to mention a few. A lovely lot to view, clean and fresh,
F-VF, do not pass on this one without at least a quick look.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2336 H
Russia, attractive mint collection, 1941-82,
presented in two Scott Specialty albums with strength in the
1950s-70s period, and containing a wealth of regular sets in
the $5 to $20 range with some higher such as 1951
(1568-83) & 1951 (1598-1602), 1951 (1605-09), 1952
(1624-27), also including some semipostals & airmails,
condition is Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2337 m
Russia, used collection, 1850s-1960s,
mounted in Scott album with an abundant amount of useful
sets, starting with some early issues, and followed by many
better XX Century sets such as 1913 (88-104 used), 1917
(132-35), 1932-33 (475-78), 1933 (487-88), 1935 (546-50,
551-54 & 559-68), 1938 (666-77), 1948 (1261-64), also
some better airmails such as 1931 (C26-28 & 30-33), 1933
(C40-49), 1934 (C53-57) & 1935 (C58-67), plus
semipostals, offices abroad & occupation issues, condition
is slightly mixed among early material but overall F-VF, be
sure to see.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2338 Hm
Russia, mostly used assortment (20//3558),
many hundreds in glassine envelopes with duplication,
mostly in the modest range, and including singles & sets
such as Russia 1905 (64 mint), 1940 (763-66 x2; never
hinged) & 1940 (789-93 never hinged). We also noted
Tannu Tuva 1927 (15-28 mint), Russian offices in Turkey
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multiples, plus an interesting group of imperforate blocks
from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, Georgia,
Siberia & South Russia, overall condition F-VF, great
chance for internet seller!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

(mint unless noted) such as 1920 (4, 9, 21-23 & 26-27),
1920 (30-32 & 35-36), 1921 (38-41), 1921 (42-46, including
5r tete-beche pair), 1922 4k with double "4" (51var), 1922
(62-65), F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

2339 HHHm Russia, lovely mostly mint post-Revolution
collection, of thousands housed in an album and four binders of stock sheets. The album runs to 1985 and appears
virtualy complete from 1952 with no lack of complete sets
before that. The binders contain souvenir sheets from the
period covered by the album and mint and CTO'ed issues
covered by the album and later. Very clean and overall
F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $600 - 800

2345 Hm
Russian Area: Azerbaijan, mostly mint assortment, 1919-23, group of 75 mostly unused stamps,
starting with 1919 (1-10), 1922 (15-29), 1922 (32-35),
1922-23 (36A,37-42, 44-45, 47-49 unused & 43, 50-51
used) (57-64), plus imperforate set privately made in 1923,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2340 Hm
Russia,
mint
&
used
assortment,
1860s-1990s, thousands of mostly used stamps in a thick
stock book, starting with representation of early issues, and
followed by abundant amount of XX Century sets & part
sets, including some semipostals & airmails, overall condition is F-VF, recommended for dealer or collector.
Estimate $400 - 600
2341 H
Russia, Civil War Issues, an oldtime collection, including Ukraine, South Russia, Siberia and West
Army Printings under General Bermondt, as well as the so
called Denekin Army. A useful oldtime collection of several
100s of stamps including sheetlets, revealing the different
settings of the handstamps of the so called Podolia types,
both perf and imperf, including interpanneau multiples it is
interesting to see how dramatically misplaced is the
roller-coaster of these overprints, when shown clearly in
such multiple format. The collection further unfolds with
back of the book, currency surcharges, leading on to the
South Russia Rostov types imperf multiples, overprints galore, also postal saving stamps overprinted, through to the
West Army with lots of high values perf and imperf, even
some Lithuanian occupation issues, as well as Siberia with
many high values perf and imperf of the Koltschak Army,
also the Denekin again to high values including mint multiples, non-Scott listed private Russian Civil war, Belarus and
White Army, etc. The collection gets better on each
inspection, please spend time on this, finds likely.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2342 Hm
Russian Civil War, Army of the Northwest,
Siberia & Transcaucasian, mint and used assortment,
group of 90 stamps, better include Army of the Northwest
1919 3k, 1r & 5r imperforates (8, 10 block of four & 12 pair),
Siberia 1919 (1-10), Transcaucasian 1923 (1-8), plus some
North Ingermanland & Belarus representation, and some
forgeries useful as reference, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2343 H
Russian Civil War: South Russia, mostly
mint assortment, 1918-19 (1//71), 136 stamps, better
noted include 25 on 4k inverted surcharge (4a), 25k on 3k
block of ten (8), 1918-20 regular surcharges (29-31), 1919
70k on 1k inverted surcharge (46a signed Romeko), 1919
(47-49), 1919 (52), plus 1919 Denikin imperforate & perforated sets, condition mostly Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2346 H
Russian Area: Georgia, mint & used assortment, 1919-23 (12//55), approximately 85 stamps, including (mint unless noted) 1919 (12-17), 1922 (26-30 used),
1923 (36-40, 36a-40a & 43-47), plus 1922 semipostals
(B1-4 perforated & imperforate sets). We also noted some
1921 stamps with overprints meaning "Day of the National
Guard 12, 12, 1920" & "Recognition of Independence 27, 1,
1921", condition is F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2347 H
Russian Area: Batum, mint assortment,
1919-20 (1//55), group of thirty, including 1919 (1-6),
1919-20 (21-22, 33, 37, 42-43 & 46), 1920 (57-65), condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2348 H
Ryukyus, mint assortment, in presentation
cards & stockbooks pages, better include 1948 (1a-7a, plus
extra 1y ultramarine), 1950 (8-13), 1951 (14-15), 1952 (17
& 18x2), 1952-53 (19-26), airmail section includes 1950-60
(C1-23), plus many modern issues and some revenues &
unused postal cards, condition is mostly Very Fine, useful
lot, be sure to inspect. Catalogue value over $4,000. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2349 HH/H
Ryukyus, lovely and valuable provisional issues collection, beginning with a solid range of provisional
issues including 3X1-2, 3X2a, 3X3-8, 3X9, 3X10-13,
3X15-18, 3X19-22, 3X29-31, 3X22, 3X25, 3X28-28a,
3XR1-7, 5X8 etc. Also includes a specialized section of the
currency conversion provisionals by perf and paper types
etc. Nice specialist lot, F-VF, inspection invited, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2350 Hm
Ryukyus, postal stationery collection,
1948-1971, intriguing collection mounted on pages, includes UC1-UC4, UX1-UX3, UX5-UX11, appears complete after that with many varieties including UX20b
"Keyhole" and "Broken Wing" variety on UX21, there is also
a study of the UY3B card, varieties of the 1959 New Year
card UX13 and of the UX12 overprint, with quite a few first
day cancels, a fascinating collection, well worth the time
spent to inspect it, a sure fire delight, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2351 H
Ryukyus, mint collection, 1948-65, mounted
in White Ace album, better include 1950 (8-13), 1951 (14),
1951-54 (C4-8), 1957 (C9-13) & 1959 (C14-18), condition
Very Fine, excellent for continuation. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2344 Hm
Russian Civil War: Far Eastern Republic,
mostly mint assortment, 1920-23 (4//70), group of 63
mostly mint or unused stamps, we noted several better
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2352 H
San Marino, mostly never hinged assortment, colorful and mounted on several stock pages, better
never hinged include 1953 flowers (336-44), 1954-55
sports (345-55), 1955 Olympics (364-72 & C95), 1956 dogs
(375-84), 1958 (411) & 1961 (490), plus 1952 (C82-87) &
1954 (C91), condition is Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
2353 Hm
Slovenia, a significant collection, the transitional period to Yugoslavia for 1919, extraordinarily specialised with a diverse range of chain breakers and much back
of the book, postal history and stamps, accompanied by
certificates for Zrinjscak, Ercegovic and Velickovic. Collection of the early issues of Slovenia when it was for postal
purposes a separate region of the subsequent Yugoslavia,
with many 1000s of mint and used stamps and covers, all
well displayed and written-up in three well filled Schaubek
albums. The 1919 chain-breaker issues are extensive and
complicated, categorised by the lithographic and typographic printings, as well as the various paper types starting
with the rough gray, then smooth white, then porous,
among an example of the special control printing on cigarette paper (accompanied by Tubinovic certificate) On each
of these categories there is intense specialisation on the
many constant plate varieties, as well as perforation errors
such as the 5f green mint never hinged pair with double vertical perforations, the 40f bister used strip of three with extra
row of perfs through the middle of the central stamp, the 5f
green and 25f blue mint never hinged pairs imperf between,
etc. Then further methodical studies on the different sunbeam types denomination by denomination, followed by
expertized bisects including 30f rose bisect on large part of
stationery with Ercegovic certificate, the 3f violet and 15f
blue bisects together on piece and 20f brown bisected,
again on piece all signed by Schlenger, as well as further
30pf brown bisects on cover and on large part of stationery
with freedom issues, this time accompanied by Velickovic
certificate. The 1919/20 allegories of freedom and King Peter issues follow in similar detail, with highlights including
the rouletted 60pf dark blue in mint never hinged corner
marginal block of four with the lower right stamp (the 100th
and last in the sheet) showing the constant white strike
through 6 variety accompanied by Zrinjscak certificate
leading on to the 1920 small type chain breaker with many
plate varieties such as missing I in DINARA on the central
stamp of 2d gray violet mint never hinged, as well as used
strips of three. However possibly the best on these issues is
probably the bisects including. 5p green bisected on cover
with 15p and 25p, tied by Grosuplje Kolodvor railway postmarks and making the correct rate to Zagreb, Croatia. Another fascinating area is the extraordinary range of
manuscript and handstamp porto overprints, types A1 and
A2 with many of the manuscript examples on cover, including on large piece, a rare example of a porto handstamp on
a bisect of the 10f red chain breaker, also accompanied by
Ercegovic certificate, etc. A fascinating and scholarly
collection of which this description is at best only an outline,
there are many items here which will be very difficult to find
again.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2354 H
Spain, specifically Barcelona issues, thousands of stamps here with much in multiple format including
impressive imperf interpanneaus, virtually all Barcelona locals, either functioning through the civil wars or early telegraphs, with values through to 1 peseta. We estimate there
must be at about 1500 examples including the color trials.
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Certainly a very difficult lot to duplicate again, ideal for a
dealer to market on Ebay. This is for us a difficult accumulation to value as so much of it is seldom seen, please inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2355 Hm
Spain, mostly used collection and stock,
1850-1970, mounted in Minkus album and lighthouse stock
pages, better used include 1850 6c black (Scott 1, thirteen
singles), 1851 6c black (Scott 6, twelve singles), 1852 6c
rose (Scott 12 twelve singles), 1853 (Scott 19 ten singles),
better mint include 1930 Goya regular set (Scott 386-402
x3), also as a bonus modern sets from Cape Juby, Spanish
Sahara, Ifni, Spanish Morocco & Spanish Guinea, usual
mixed condition among early material but mostly Fine. Inspection advised.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2356 Hm
Spain,
mint
&
used
asssortment,
1850s-1990s, in three stock books with thousands of
stamps, including duplication, we noted a valuable XIX
Century representation, plus many XX Century sets & part
sets in the modest range, also a fair amount of souvenir
sheets issued in the 1970s-2000s period, condition is Very
Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2357 Hm
Spain, extensive selection, including a useful,
mounted, mostly used selection offering a substantial of
imperf classics, plus BOB including air mails, etc. We also
note a clean mint or used arrangement of lightly duplicated
issues on stock book pages, with emphasis on BOB issues,
with Officials, Airs, Postal Tax issues etc. Nice mix, F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2358 Hm
Spain, collection & assortment, mint & used,
mounted in a Minkus album with some early material but
well filled in the 1950s-80s period, we also noted a small
stockbook with many 1965-66 Jose María Sert never
hinged sets (1337-46), plus a group of well filled album
pages with 1961-72 mint issues, including 1961 Velazquez
sheets, and some useful mint duplication, usual mixed condition among early issues, otherwise F-VF, a lot that will
break down well into smaller units. Estimate $300 - 400
2359 Hm
Spain, mostly mint collection, 1850s-1990s,
in Scott album, starting with some early examples, value
concentrated in the 1970s-90s period, including many
never hinged sets, also some semipostals, postal tax &
charity stamps, condition is mixed on some earlies, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2360 Hm
Spain & Colonies, beautiful four volume collection, comprised of thousands in all, chronologically assembled in 2 Davo and 2 Schabek albumanuscript There
are great runs of mint sets from the 1960's to 1999, and
thats not to mention the solid mint or used coverage from
the classics on. We also note some Civil War material, Colonies and more. All albums are exceptionally clean as are
the contents, F-VF, a lovely lot, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2361 Hm
Spain & Colonies, nice mint and used collection to 1976, composed of hundreds mostly used to 1954
then almost complete mint from there. You will also fine Andorra, Ifni, Spanish Guinea-Fernando Po and Rio Muni,
Spanish Sahara, overall clean and fresh, F-VF +, viewing
invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2362 Hm
Sweden, mostly mint collection, 1855-1989,
in three Lighthouse hingeless albums with most issues from
1940s onwards in never hinged condition, most sets & singles in the modest range with several better such as 1855
4s blue (2 x2; used distinctive shades), 1858-62 (10-11
used), 1872-77 (19-24 used), 1903 (66), 1920 (C1-3 mint),
plus many modern booklets & panes, overall condition is
F-VF, desirable starter collection.
Estimate $600 - 800

2369 HHHm Switzerland, collection mint & used,
1843-1961, collection starts with 1L4, 2L2 with certificate,
2L3 with certificate, 2L4, 2L6 & 2L7, then excellent Rayons,
Rappens, Seated and Standing Helvetias mint and used,
91 with certificate, block of 25 mint NH #98, Pax issue used,
a wonderful opportunity for the retail dealer, please inspect,
F.-V.F., Scott $60,000 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2363 Hm
Sweden, collection & accumulation,
1850s-1980s, mint & used, mounted in Schaubek album,
stockbook and loose album pages, collection starts with
some XIX Century used stamps such as 1858-62 Coat of
Arms (Scott 10-12), followed by 1872-79 Numerals, better
(used unless noted) XX Century sets or part sets include
1916 semipostal (B1-10 mint), 1920 Airmail (C1-3) & 1924
UPU (197-208 & 213-24) & 1955 Centenary of Swedish
Stamps (479-83 panes of nine), small faults here and there
but overall F-VF. We checked this lot in two shakes of a
lamb's tail, so sleepers may be lurking! (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2370 Hm)
Switzerland, mint & used with nice officials,
1850-2005, used includes #2, 7-8, 10, 12, nice seated
Helvetias with #31 and includes various specialized
printings and varieties, nice selection of mint and used sets
and singles from this point forward with very few missing,
semi postals & airmails virtually if not complete, Naba S/S
and most all others, booklets, the ending highlight of the lot
is the Officials which include 1O1-8, 2O1-30 plus most
other SDNs, 3O1-30 including 3O27a-30a, 3O31-46a,
most of the rest of the Labor Office issues, 4O1-48, 5O1-40,
6O1-8, 7O1-39, 8O1-13, 9O1-14, quality seems a bit above
the average that one finds in a typical collection of this sort,
occasional fault or imperfection but generally very clean
and mostly, F.-V.F., please allow ample time for viewing as
there are quite a few hidden items that will be found by the
ardent viewer.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2364 m
Sweden, Coat of Arms Issue 12öre blue accumulation, 1858-62 (8), approx. 3,500 used stamps,
mostly ordered by plate number in glasssine envelopes, including plates 1 to 25, plus a fair amount of unchecked
stamps, including some with railroad cancels, overall condition is F-VF, excellent opportunity for specialist. Facit 9; SKr
63,000 ($9,010), Scott $7,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2365 Hm
Sweden,
mint
&
used
collection,
1860s-1990s, in two Schaubek albums with most issues
from 1960s onwards in never hinged condition, starting with
some XIX Century issues, and value concentrated in the XX
Century, including many sets up to $20, condition is F-VF,
good basis for future development. Estimate $500 - 750
2366 Hm
Sweden, an excellent 2 volume collection,
neatly assembled and lightly duplicated in a pair of nice
stock books, includes a nice showing of mostly used earlies
through the mid period issues, but strength lies in the wonderful range of mint sets and singles from the 1940's on,
with coils, etc. Attractive, highly worthwhile holding, F- or
better, examine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2367 H
Sweden, mostly never hinged collection,
1967-88, mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album, virtually complete for the period and including singles, sets,
se-tenant pairs & some miniature sheets and booklets, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2368 Hm)
Switzerland, highly diverse collection,
1843-1963, a intriguing collection in six albums with hundreds of stamps mint, used and on first day, first flight and
commercial covers, better used includes Basel Dove 3L1
with certificate, Cantons 1L2, 2L2, 2L3, 2L6, nineteen Federal Administrations, excellent run of Rappens, Seated &
Standing Helvetias, 226 S/S, B116 on cover, mint includes
B80 block of four sheets NH(x2), B105 NH, B119a on commercial & FDC, airmails appear complete from C3, with
blocks of six of mint C6 & C7, various flight covers, and Officials mint, used and on cover, a collection that has all the
unusual items an advanced collector could hope for, please
leave sufficient time for inspection, F.-V.F., Scott $75,000
(Owner's) (photo on web site). Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2371 m)
Switzerland, imperf Seated Helvetia collection, 1854-62, exemplary collection neatly arranged and
annotated on quadrille pages with stamps uniformy selected for excellent margins, freshness and cancel quality
with many stamps an "on the nose" town or a light but crisply
applied diamond grid cancel, 109 stamps incl three pairs
and a 10r strip of three plus 19 covers incl bisect, among the
more attractive items we note 5r with centrally struck
Geneva "rose" cancel, 1856 registered cover Zurich to
Lengau with 10r, 15r franking, 1858 cover Moutier to
Courrendlin with boxed "TROPTARD" marking, etc., overall Very Fine an outstanding collection of this perenially
popular area and well worth a close and careful viewing as
the description alone can't do proper justice to the collection
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2372 m
Switzerland, comprehensive used collection, 1845-2003, wonderful used collection, starts with 2L2
with certificate, 2L6, excellent Federal Administration issues, several with certificates, excellent run of Rappens
with several certificates, Seated & Standing Helvetias, Tells
and Sons of Tell, 226, Pax set used and on first day
cancelled sheet, and appears complete thereafter with several first day cancels, material is fresh and clean, a collection for the most fastidious collector, F.-V.F., Scott $39,500
(Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2373 m
Switzerland, semi-postal & airmail used collection, 1913-2001, beautiful comprehensive collection,
better includes then French & German semi-postal forerunners, B1-14, B80, used pairs of B105, B116, B119, B143
used(x2) and on cover, B206, appears complete to 2001,
C1-2, C3-12, with varieties, C25a with certificate, appears
complete to 1963, an exciting opportunity to obtain quality
used material, please leave time to inspect, F.-V.F., Scott
$39,000 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2374 HHHm Switzerland, superb collection, 1850-1986,
collection of unusual depth & breadth, used starts with 5
with certificate, 7 with certificate, then several Federal Administration issues, excellent Rappens, Seated & Standing
Helvetias, Tells and Tell's Son, Pax issue complete, then
appears complete to 1986, useful postage dues and officials, several pages of tete-beches, then mint & used
semi-postals in stockbook, with better including three B105
with NH, mint and used examples, three B119 NH, mint &
used, please set aside time to investigate, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2375 Hm
Switzerland, collection & accumulation,
1850 to 20th century, mint & used, housed in Schaubek album & five stockbooks with duplication, collection starts
with 1850-52 Rayon Issues 5r, 10r & 15r in used condition,
followed by 1854-62 Strubel used stamps, including 40r yellow-green & 1fr violet-grey, 1905 Helvetia 1fr & 3fr (110a &
111 mint), 1914-18 Views (181-85), 1915-26 (B1-40 mint),
1919-20 Airmail (C1-2), 1923-25 Airmails (C3-12 mint),
1929-30 Airmails (C13-15 mint), plus some souvenir sheets
& officials. Accumulation arranged in five stockbooks, including two with mint & used in parallel (substantial catalogue value in the semi-postal section), overall condition
F-VF. Profitable opportunity for dealer, so act now! (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2376 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1850s-2000s, nicely mounted in two Scott albums, and
mostly mint from 1940s onwards, starting with some
"strubel" issues, including (Scott 31 & 35 used), followed by
several better XX Century singles, sets & souvenir sheets
such as 1907 (126-45 used), 1919-20 (C1-2 mint), 1918
War Board of Trade (1O1-16 mint), 1929-30 (C13-15 mint),
1934 NABA sheet (226 mint), 1937 (2O56 used), 1940 souvenir sheet (B105 never hinged), 1945 (304-05 mint), 1951
Lunaba sheet (B206 mint) & 1953 sheet of 24 (B229a with
stamps never hinged). We also noted nice section of
semi-postals & some tete-beche pairs, condition is
Fine-Very Fine, an excellent basis to build upon.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2377 H
Switzerland, mint collection, 1860s-1990s,
mounted in two Scott albums, starting with some XIX Century issues, and followed by many better XX Century such
as 1907-25 (132-45), 1918 (182), 1919-20 (C1-2), 1923-25
(C3-15), 1924 (200-203), 1928 (206), 1930 (185), 1940
souvenir sheet(B105), 1945 (293-305), 1945 souvenir
sheet (B143), 1951 Lunaba sheet (B206), plus many other
useful sets and some postage dues, condition is mostly
Very Fine, highly recommended for collector, a collection
that definitely merits your attention.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2378 Hm
Switzerland, nice mostly mint collection to
1989, of hundreds in 4 albums, a nuber of useful album and
stock pages beginning with a nice group of seated and
standing Helvetia's and some better mint like B2-9, C13-15,
3O83-93, plus nice runs of many used sets. Overall clean
and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2379 Hm
Switzerland, excellent often parallel mint
and used collection to about 1963, interest array of material with useful runs of complete semi-postal sets, plus small
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but useful group of covers like Scott B80a used on large
cover, clean, fresh and overall F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2380 HH/H
Switzerland, mint collection, 1862-1953, excellent selection with many premium items, better includes
Seated and Standing Helvetias, semi-postals B1-3, B4-6,
B131, B132, B178, B297, tete-beche and se-tenant pair
and blocks, useful airmails, examination suggested for this
attractive collection, owner's catalog value $2,500.00+,
Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2381 Hm
Switzerland, collection of collections,
1856-1960's, delightful group of collections in one lot,
better includes mint multiples of Seated Helvetias, used
and mint semi-postal collection with mint 242(x2), B116,
B144, mint collection of semi-postal blocks of four, mint
B130-131, 2 collections of mint and used definitives, album
of Pro-Patria sets, and used semi-postal blocks of four or
larger, many socked-on-the-nose cancels, and larger inscription blocks, inspection required in order to ascertain
the true value of this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2382 Hm)
Switzerland, box of collections, 1852-2003,
compelling lot of mint and used collections, includes collection of airmails used C3-12, C13-25, and used officials,
stockbook with used material and mint German language
semi-postal forerunner, stockbook with S/S 242 and B130,
stockbook of mint airmails, stockbook with Rayons used,
and a miscellaneous 1852, viewing is needed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2383 Hm)
Switzerland, collection, 1862-1938, neat mint
& used collection mounted on hingeless pages, includes
mint 83, 84, 86, 87, 97, 111, B3, B4-6, B7-9, B80, with many
sets parallel mint & used, owner's catalog value $6,500.00,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2384 HHHm Switzerland, used collection, 1850-1969, attractive and useful collection, many better, used includes
11-13, nice Seated Helvetias, interesting airmails, mint includes B116, B131, B206, C1-2, close examination suggested, owner's catalog value $6,700.00, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2385 Hm
Switzerland, useful mint and used collection, of several hundred in a single album, well balanced
some times parallel mint and used with strength in pre
1940's issues. Generally clean and V-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2386 Hm
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, dealer's stock,
mint & used stamps in presentation cards, and housed in
red box and two smaller boxes, majority of sets, part sets &
singles up to $10 but we noted some better (used unless
noted) items such as Switzerland 1862-64 (Scott 50), 1882
Helvetia 3fr yellow brown (88, 88a-b), 1905 Helvetia 40c
(108a), 1915 (B2-3 mint), 1924 (B29-32), 1929 (B49-52),
1931 (B57-60), 1936 (B81-84 x2), 1944 (B133-36), 1945
(B146-49), 1950 (B196-200), 1951 (B207-11), 1952
(B217-21), Liechtenstein 1912 (1-3 mint), slightly mixed
condition among early issues but including many saleable
F-VF sets & singles. You can't win if you don't play, right?.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2387 H
Switzerland, 20th century mint collection,
1920s-50s, semipostals & officials with many never hinged,
including 1922 & 1924 blocks of four (B21-24 & B29-32),
1942-45 (O19//36) & 1950 (O37-47), 1950 (3O83-93 never
hinged), 1944 (4O1-21), 1950 (6O1-8 never hinged), 1950
(7O1-20 never hinged), condition is Very Fine, viewing will
be quick.
Estimate $400 - 600
2388 Hm)
Switzerland, lovely mint and used collection
to 1965, hundreds housed in a Scott Specialty album with
useful Seated Helvetia and nice back of the book including
semi-postal mint sets, strong postage dues and a few covers. Clean and overall fresh unit with good value to be
found, F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2389 Hm)
Switzerland, mostly tête-bêche pairs, 1909
to 1950s, and some with gutters and with punches, better
items to €300 each, mainly mint, some never hinged, a
lovely one-of-a-kind selection, two covers included, highlights include Michel #WZ 3 III-A; WZ 7-A; K 5 II, inventory
available, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2390 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1862-1960,
better clean used collection of semi-postals and airmails,
better includes C12, C15, German semi-postal forerunner,
B2-B14, B15-B28, owner's catalog $2,350.00, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2391 HHHm Switzerland,
semi-postal
stockbook,
1912-1957, neatly organized by issues and separated by
mint and used, some duplication, many attractive earlier issues includes three mint and two used German language
forerunners and on mint Italian language forerunner, Very
Fine, Scott $6,500 (Owner's).
Estimate $350 - 500
2392 H
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1862-1962, nice clean collection on pages, includes used
B2-9, B130-B131, mint includes B119, B132, B144, B178,
tete-beche and se-tenant pairs, owner's catalog value
$1,600.00, ideal for the Swiss collector, please review, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2393 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1908-1987, collection of used Swiss stamps mounted in hingeless album
beginning with Tell's Son Issue, complete runs after 1938
needing only Pax issue, Semi postals begin with 1925 issue, includes B89, many with special First Day cancel, owners catalog value $2,000.00, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2394 H
Switzerland, tête-bêche & se-tenant pairs
assortment, 1910s-30s, in stock book, and including William Tells Son, Helvetia & William Tell issues, plus some
semipostals, condition appears Very Fine throughout.
Estimate $200 - 300
2395 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1930-1963, lot with a little bit of everything, includes mint
242, C15, nice officials, better used includes B130-131,
great lot for retail dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2396 Hm
Tannu Tuva, mint & used collection, 1926-43,
mounted on several album pages, better include 1926
(1-10 x2; one set mint, other used), 1927 (15-28 mostly
mint), 1932 (29-34 mint), 1933 15k on 6k type III stamps (41
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x2 mint),1934 imperforate blocks of four (45-52), 1935
(61-70 mint), 1936 (71//91 mint & used), 1934 airmails
(C1-9), 1936 (C10-18), 1943 (92-93 with 2004 Sismondo
certificate). We also noted 1937 registered cover to NY, and
franked with 75, 80a, 82a, C11 & C14-15, plus two specialized catalogs, one authored by Blekhman, other by
Backman, condition is F-VF, take a look and enjoy!.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2397 Hm
Thailand, lovely and well presented often
parallel mint and used collection to 2004, of thousands
in 16 binders beginning with the 1889 provisional surcharges there is a great deal of value to be found including,
used unless noted, Scott 22 mint, 24 mint and used, 25, 29
mint, mint block of 3 and strip of 3 of 41/46, 57 mint, 58 min
and used, 92-105 mint, 106-08, 126, B31-33, mint,an
excellant group of souveinir sheets, presentation folders,
multiples, as well as some first day covers. Fresh and clean,
F-VF+, viewing invited.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2398 m
Thailand, nice virtually all used collection, of
couple hundred to about 1947 on album pages with some
better like used Scott 5, 11-18, 75-89, 92-105, 118-24 and
145-56. Clean, well filled F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2399 Hm
Thailand, small but useful mostly used collection, of a couple hundred on pages with nice runs of
definative issues and early surcharges as well as a used
Scott 8, overall F-VF and well worth a quick look.
Estimate $400 - 600
2400 m
Thailand, useful little used accumulation in a
stock book, of several hundred neatly arranged in a stock
book. Nice F-VF identified group, viewing suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
2401 Hm
Thailand, mixed mint and used collection, of
a couple hundred on pages, F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $200 - 300
2402 Hm
Turkey, an extraordinary accumulation of
Ottoman Empire and the early Ataturk issues, several
hundred stamps, selected over a 30 year period for either
postmark potential, unusual overprints, varieties, Tughras,
star and crescent types with pin perfs and other interesting
multiples and whatever took the fancy of this Turkish specialist. There are for example 100s of different star and
crescent types used in many parts of the Turkish Empire
waiting for further categorisation. There are also fascinating
locals on album pages, back of the book through to material
that is more obvious such as the 1920s definitives to 500 piasters. So much more here, must be viewed carefully, a
wonderful holding that will delight the specialist. Estimate
$2,000 - 3,000
2403 Hm
Turkey, accumulation of thousands of
stamps, mint and used, organised on crusty dusty old stock
cards, from the Tughra onwards, uncatalogued but will add
up quickly with no doubt many 100s of complete series including better airmails such as the 2 ½ lira, better items
from 1920s/30s with the main value represented in the
overall diversity, making this a turn-key stock. This deserves a careful viewing with a calculator.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2404 Hm
Turkey,
mint
&
used
assortment,
1860s-1910s, mounted on pages and stock card, including
1863 Tughra (Scott 1-4 used), plus postage dues (Scott J2
& J4 used), also 1865 postage dues (Michel 5-10) &
1869-71 postage dues with brown, brick red & black brown
borders (Michel 11B-13B, 14A, 14B, 15Aa, 15Bb), plus
1915 regular issues (Scott 296, 312, 316, 316B, 321 &
334-35), condition F-VF, recommended for specialist.
Estimate $300 - 400
2405 Hm
Uruguay, mint & used collection, 1860-1964,
mounted on album pages, including XIX Century representation, also several better mint sets & singles such as 1923
(277), 1924 (282-84), 1924 (297-98), 1927 (330a-32a),
1928 (386-90), 1921-26 (C1-13) & 1931 (410a-13a), plus
officials, postage dues, newspaper & parcel post stamps,
condition is F-VF, a collector's collection offered intact as
received.
Estimate $600 - 800
2406 Hm
Uruguay, mint & used collection, mounted on
album pages, beginning with some 1859-60 Sun stamps,
and followed by several desirable mint sets & singles such
as 1866-67 (34-38), 1877-79 (39-43A), 1919 (217-34),
1924 (282-84), 1928 (388-90), 1933 (430-40) & 1933
(447-52), plus some airmails (C1-13), officials (O84-91 &
O118-39), postage dues, parcel post & late fee stamps,
condition appears Very Fine, a nice collection to further
expand.
Estimate $400 - 600
2407 Hm
Vatican, mostly mint collection, mounted on
album & stock pages, better (mint unless denoted) include
1929 (1-13 & E1-2), 1935 (41-46), 1936 (47-54 x2, one
mint, other never hinged), 1938 (55-60 x2; one mint, other
never hinged), 1939 (61-67 never hinged) & 1952 souvenir
sheet (155a), plus 1931 (J1-6) and several other saleable
sets, condition is mostly Very Fine. Estimate $400 - 600
2408 HH/H
Vatican, strong virtually all mint collection to
1979, with a great deal of never hinged value, appears to
only have a few early used sets and and housed in a single
album, missing just a couple with better like Scott 8-13 NH,
31 used, 61-67 NH and 155a, useful clean and overall fresh
collection, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2409 HH/H
Vatican, mint collection, nice fresh clean lot,
mostly modestly priced sets in pairs and singles, but does
include C22-C23, all appear NH, please investigate, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $50 - 75
2410 Hm
Venezuela, valuable mint and used collection, of several hundred housed in two small stockbooks
with good cancel interest, many multiples, and premium
items like, mint unless noted, Scott 8 used, 14 block of 12,
16 (2), 17 (2), 21 (2 mint and 1 used), 39 two used, 45b
used, 140b, 319 used, C1-16 blocks of 4, C46 block of 4,
C189-97 group of part perfs in pairs, as well as 27 certificates and numerous other errors and varieties. Lovely,
sound collection, F-VF, viewing suggested to properly appreciate (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2411 Hm
Venezuela,
provocative
collection,
1850s-1990s, mostly mint and mounted in two Scott albums and some album pages with value concentrated in
the XX Century, including many better mint sets such as
1937 (319), 1938 (325-42), 1943 (380-83 & 384-87),
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1951-53 (464-631), plus a nice airmail section that includes
many better mint sets such as1932 (C17-40), 1937
(C41-46), 1937 (C47-63), 1938-39 (C79-113), 1943
(C164-80), condition is a little bit mixed on some earlies but
otherwise appears to run Very Fine, a collection that well
worth checking out.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
2412 Hm
Venezuela, airmail collection, 1930-67,
mostly mint, and mounted on album pages, highlights (mint
unless noted) include 1930 (C1-16, plus C5a slate blue),
1932 (C17-40), 1937 (C41-46), 1937 (C47-63), 1937
(C66-78 used), 1938-39 (C79-113) & 1943 (C164-80), condition is mostly Very Fine, an attractive collection that deserves your attention.
Estimate $400 - 600
2413 Hm
Venezuela, mint & used collection, mounted
on album pages, starting with interesting XIX Century representation, including some 1850s-60s examples, followed
by several "Escuelas" issues, and then by many sets issued
in the XX Century upo to 1950s, and including some better
such as 1880 (71-73), 1943 (380-83 mint), 1943 (384-87
mint), 1930 (C1-16 used) & 1938 (C119-26 mostly used),
plus some souvenir sheets & officials, condition is F-VF,
highly recommended for dealer or as a basis for further
expansion.
Estimate $400 - 600
2414 Hm
Venezuela, mint & used collection, mounted
on album pages, starting with interesting XIX Century representation, including some 1850s-60s examples, followed
by several "Escuelas" issues, and then by many sets issued
in the XX Century, and including some better such as 1879
(55-57 used) & 1938 (325-42 used), plus some semipostals
& officials, condition is F-VF, highly recommended for
dealer or for collector.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2415 Hm
Africa, old-time collection, in a Schaubek album, we noted several better mint such as Algeria 1927
(B1-13), Cyrenaica "segnatasse per vaglia" (Sassone
S.31), Eritrea 1936 (C7-10 & C12-16), Oltre Giuba
"segnatasse per vaglia" (Sassone S.11), Libia 1927-38
(Q23-24 x2), Somalia (Q34-37) & 1924-26 "segnatasse per
vaglia" (Sassone S.69 & S.70), Somaliland 1903 (14-20),
Tripolitania "segnatasse per vaglia" (Sassone S.35), plus
Transvaal three registered covers sent to Germany in
1901-02, condition appears to run F-VF throughout, well
worth the time necessary for viewing.
Estimate $750 1,000
2416 H
Asia, mint assortment, with many never
hinged sets, housed in three stock books, stock pages &
several glassine envelopes containing Hong Kong prestige
booklets, we noted some better material such as Hong
Kong 1954-60 (197-98), 1987 (490-504) & 1991
(490d-504d), Korea 1970 perforated sets & imperforate set
(715-23 & 718-20vars), 1971 strip of five (794a) & many
souvenir sheets, also some Bhutan, Indonesia, Philippines,
Mongolia & Thailand modern sets, condition Very Fine, be
sure to take a look.
Estimate $500 - 750
2417 Hm
Asia, almost all used accumulation of mostly
Japan, on misc. album pages with main strength in Koban
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and Chrysanthemum issues and some Hong Kong, India
and Thailand. Condition can be a bit mixed, overall F-VF,
viewing a must.
Estimate $500 - 750
2418 Hm
Asia, useful mint and used modern Hong
Kong and Taiwan stock, composed of thousands in a
stock book of mint Hong Kong with nice high value
definative and a stock book of mostly used Taiwan. Neatly
organized and identified, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2419 Hm
Asia, interesting little group of country collections, in folders on album pages composed of useful Indonesia, Korea, Laos, Malaya, Mongolia, Nepal, Tanna
Tuva and Viet Nam, some useful mint value to be found,
F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2420 m
Asia, miscellaneous almost all used accumulation, hundreds filling 3 stock books with selections of
Korea, Ryukyus and a large quantiy British Asia. Condition
is a bit mixed but must F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $200 - 300
2421 Hm)
Baltic States, comprehensive and intriguing
specialized collections, 1918-2010, each country would
easily stand on its own merits and value, Estonia housed in
2 volumes; Latvia in 8 volumes (3 albums and 5
stockbooks); Lithuania in 5 volumes including an extra all
mint collection which is valuable in its own rights (2 albums
and 3 stockbooks) each with a high degree of completion
along with key values and specialzed items such as booklets, coils, sheetlets, German Occupations, Studies and
backup material along with several thousand covers, only a
handful are older and useful, the rest seem to be of a modern nature and does include FDcs, this is bar far one of the
nicest, cleanest collections we habve had the pleasure to
offer of these intriguing and popular areas that one seldom
is able to find, in our perusal we did not see any quality issues but maybe a fault here or there(?), if you view only one
lot in this sale- this might be the one, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2422 Hm
Benelux, mint & used collection, presented in
a well-filled album, and including some duplication, Belgium
classic used issues, colorful mint semi-postal section and
parcel post stamps, Belgian Congo & Belgian East Africa
with singles, sets & part-sets in the modest range, Netherlands with mostly used 19th century stamps and including
some never hinged semi-postal sets, also representation
from Dutch Indies, Dutch New Guinea, Curacao & Surinam,
Luxembourg section with valuable classics mostly in used
condition and some mint semi-postals. Condition appears
to be F-VF. Please inspect carefully page for page, more
here than described.
Estimate $500 - 750
2423 Hm
Benelux, dealer's stock of mint and used,
mounted in presentation cards, and housed in two red
boxes and glassine-size box, Belgium section includes regulars issued in the 1963-2006 period, plus some airmails &
back-of the-book issues, followed by Belgian Congo,
Katanga & Burundi material, Netherlands section includes
regulars issued in the 1852-1999 period, plus some airmails and postage dues, also Netherlands Antilles, Netherlands Indies, Netherlands New Guinea & Surinam sets &
singles, overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2424 Hm
Central America, mint and used collection, in
Scott album with vast majority in the modest range but including several better sets & singles such as Costa Rica
1941 (Scott 201-208 used) & 1946 (C128-40 mint), El Salvador 1867 (1-4 used), Guatemala 1894 & 1898 used
provisionals, Honduras 1878 (30-36 mint), Nicaragua
1878-80 rouletted issue (8-12 mint), Panama 1906-07
(185-93 mint) & 1915 (204-12 mint), and also including Canal Zone representation, F-VF, recommended as starter
collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2425 Hm
Central America, mint & used collection, in
Scott album and loose album pages, better include El Salvador 1879 (14-17 used), Guatemala starting with XIX Century representation, including 1886, 1894 & 1898
provisionals, followed by many XX Century sets such as
1960 Red Cross semipostal airmail set, plus some airmails,
officials & postal tax stamps, Honduras section mostly with
airmail issues in the modest range but including some
better such as 1931 15¢ on 20¢ provisional surcharges
(Sanabria 84c & 86bvar), also officials and some 1890
Arms of Honduras imperforate examples in different colors,
and probably made by Seebeck, Panama 1934 (268-73),
1937 (288-97, C27-32), 1937 (311-16), condition is mostly
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2426 Hm
Europe, outstanding and valuable one volume collection to 1935, most countries exceedingly well
filled and primarily used, with a tremendous range of premium items such as used Belgium 1-5, 13-16, 45-48, 55-59,
60-75, 82-91, 92-102, good parcel post, Belgaria 1, 3-5, 19,
21 and a strong run from there, Denmark 11-15, 16-18,
25-34, 65-69, 136-37 mint, 142-44, 145-54 (less 152),
167a-75a, O1, O6-9, P1-10, J1-7, Finland 5, 7, 9, 10, 17-24,
38-44, 46-56, 69, C1, Fiume 27-43, France 1, 3, 19, 64-76,
109-32, B11 mint, B12-19, Great Britain 1-2, 7, 50-51, 53,
55, 64, 69, 98-107, 108-09, 111-22, 124, 127-42, Italy
24-33, 37-44, 58-63, 72, 76-91, 115-18, outstanding
Neterlands from 1-3 on, plus like section of Norway, Sweden, Romania and others. A lovely lot, in generally nice
quality, F-VF, inspection invited, Scott $56,000. Estimate
$3,000 - 4,000
2427 Hm
Europe, old-time collection, mint & used,
mounted in three albums, starting with Albania & Armenia
representations, followed by an interesting Germany section with nice section of 1872 eagles with small & large
shields, and many early XX Century stamps, plus other issued in the Inflation or Third Reich periods, San Marino collection with many mint sets issued in the 1940s, Sweden
1858-62 (6-12 used) & 1862-69 (14 & 16 used), Switzerland
1850s "strubel" examples, plus some airmails & se-tenant
pairs, we also noted an attractive Belgium collection with
sets & singles issued in the 1860s-1940s period, including
semipostals & railway stamps, plus Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark & Danzig well-filled sections, condition is a little mixed
on some but most are F-VF.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2428 Hm
Europe, collection, 1843-1958, useful collection of several hundred stamps, better includes Austria with
extensive BOB, Bosnia & Herezegovina, Luxembourg 1
used, B65P mint NH, Malta 20 with "Specimen" overprint,
and Monaco with CB7-10 mint, Netherlands B144 & B145
sheets mint, Norway 2,3 & 6 used, 246 mint,Sweden 210 &
211 Used, 226 & 227 mint & excellent used officials, exceptional Switzerland with 1L4 used, Federal Administration issues, Rappens, Seated & Standing Helvetias, 293-305 Pax
issue mint and several Pioneer Air Stamps, condition is
mixed, viewing suggested for full appreciation, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2429 )
Europe, assortment of covers, 1930s-60s,
thousands of covers filling two cartons, areas represented
include Austria, Germany, France, Italy, Netherlands,
Spain, Greece, Poland, Belgium, Portugal & Scandinavian
countries, condition varies so a good look is advised, you
will be sorry if you don't take a look.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2430 Hm
Europe, mostly used old-time collection,
mounted in a large Scwaneberger album, including several
better countries such as Belgium, Germany including some
early States, France including Morocco, Great Britian & Italy, and also Bulgaria, Denmark, Greece, Greenland, Iceland, Luxembourg, Malta & Norway representations,
condition is slightly mixed on some but mostly F-VF, worth
exploring.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2431 )
Europe, primarily WW1, an important collection of postal history, for those looking for plenty of postal
history with character i.e. well travelled, each cover telling
its own story, you could hardly do better than this collection.
Much of it is military with covers from the Netherlands, various registered from Russia, correspondence from neutral
Switzerland, prisoner of war camps, kommando strikes, occupation of Belgium, the Ottoman empire, Austria red cross
with fancy oval pictorial strikes, red cross from all over Europe including further fancy strikes on Romania, Austrian
post Offices abroad, even Portugal with combined prisoner
of war, etc. etc. Outstanding in scope, a joy to view, many of
these would easily sell for $50 to $100 each.A careful viewing recommended with a calculator, cover for cover, it will
be add up quickly.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2432 Hm
Europe, old time collection, mounted in 1943
Schwaneberger album with many sets, singles & souvenir
sheets up to $25, including several better (mint unless
noted) such as Belgium 1925 Leopold & Albert (172-84),
1936 Borgerhout & Charleroi sheets (B178-79 used), 1939
Rubens (B241-48), Bohemia-Moravia 1939 (1-19), Danzig
1939 (241-54), Denmark 1912 (82 used), Germany 1935
Ostropa singles (B68a-d never hinged), 1937 Brown Ribbon sheet (B105 used), 1939 Auto Races (B141-43),
France 1927 PEXIP sheet (329). Condition is a little mixed
on some but mostly F-VF. Viewing will reveal its overall potential. Owner's catalogue value $25,000. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2433 Hm
Europe, extensive group of country collections and more, assembled by country in binders, including good Italy with nice classics with solid 1930's issues,
Netherlands with a good variety of classics and later mint
sets and sheetlets, a Brussels World's Fair collection, nice
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Greece from the Hermes heads on, plus similar offerings of
Liechtenstein, Austria, Luxembourg, Spain etc. Lots of nice
pickings throughout, F-VF, a careful inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2434 Hm
Europe, old-time collection, mint & used, and
mounted in a Schwaneberger album with many sets, part
sets & singles, starting with Greece, including large & small
Hermes Heads, followed by XX Century issues, followed by
several other countries such as Iceland, Italy, Vatican City
& Yugoslavia, we also noted a nice Austria section, plus
Liechetenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway & Poland representations, condition is F-VF, viewing
suggested for maximum understanding, and appreciation
of the opportunity presented here.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2435 Hm
Europe, interesting collection on pages,
composed of nice Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Danzig,
strong France, valuable Germany with often parallel mint
and used sets and souvenir sheets and lovely Switzerland.
Overall well centered and F-VF with good value throughout,
set aside plenty of time to view this one.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2436 Hm
Europe, selections of varous mint and
usedcollections, Many thousands housed in albums or album pages with better runs of early Austria, Belgium,
Czechoslovakia with a useful selection of never hinged
modern, Danzig, Germany, Netherlands, Hungary and
Switzerland. Although overall clean and F-VF condition can
vary so a careful review is called for. Estimate $500 - 750
2437 Hm
Europe, mostly never hinged assortment,
1940s-80s, in a well-filled stock book with duplication, including Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Great Britain, France
including two semipostal sheets of stamps, condition appears mostly Very Fine, ideal for internet dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
2438 Hm
Europe, mostly mint assortment, 1910s-70s,
in a well-filled stock book with many never hinged examples
and no duplication, including Albania, Austria, Belgium,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Germany, General Government,
Greece, Hungary, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia,
Spain & Sweden, condition appears mostly Fine to Very
Fine, ideal for internet dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
2439 Hm
Europe, old time collection, mostly used, and
mounted in a home-made album, majority of singles & sets
up to $20 but we noted some better (used unless noted)
such as Denmark 1905 (68-69), 1925 (C1 & C3), Great
Britian (179-80), Poland Sosnowice 1916 (Michel 3-4 mint
& 5 tied on piece) & Sweden. We also noted a representation of Turkey and some XX Century covers, some stamps
stuck to page but overall F-VF, take a look in order to appreciate, treasures may be hidding!.
Estimate $400 - 600
2440 Hm
Europe,
20th
Century
assortment,
1940s-80s, mostly never hinged and arranged in stock
book with many fresh sets & singles in the modest range
with several in the $15 to $30 range, including Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Monaco, Poland,
Romania, Serbia, Switzerland, Turkey & Vatican City, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2441 Hm
Europe, lovely mint and used collection, of
few hundreds neatly housed in a European album with useful runs of Austria, Sweden, Bulgaria, Latvia, Romania and
Russia as well as others. Overall clean and F-VF, making
for a pleasant view which is recommended.
Estimate $400 - 600
2442 Hm
Europe, mint & used collection, including singles, sets & part-sets with some duplication, Austria to
1970s and starting with good representation of used 19th
century stamps, followed by some better mint issued in the
early 20th century such as 1908-13 (#125-26) and
semi-postals such as 1922 (B50-56 x2), 1923 (B57-65 x2),
1948-49 (B245-51 Never Hinged), also Newspaper
stamps, Dues & Military stamps, latter including stamps issued under Italian Occupation, Czechoslovakia to 1960s,
including some Bohemia-Moravia & Slovakia issues, Liechtenstein with regulars, airmails & dues in the modest range,
Switzerland from to 1960s, and with attractive semi-postals
issued in the 1913-30 period. Some mixed condition among
early issues, otherwise appears to run F-VF. Inspection is
gainful.
Estimate $350 - 500
2443 Hm
Europe, mint & used balance collection, including Greece Hermes (Athens prints) group of stamps issued in the1860s-70s period, plus several sets issued in the
1939-66 period, followed by a nice Switzerland representation of mostly mint stamps including several XX Century
sets, plus some Germany & Portugal early stamps, plus
some Europa 1956 to 1959 issues, including first day covers, condition mixed on some earlies, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2444 H
Europe, mint collection, 1956-1970, mounted
on White Ace pages and includes 1956 Luxembourg, 1960
Liechtenstein, virtually complete for the period, owner purchased i n 2005 for $1100 when better times prevailed upon
this market, still valuable and useful and likely never hinged
(at least those spot-checked), F.-V.F.Estimate $300 - 400
2445 Hm
Europe, mostly used collection, in two
Schaubek albums, including Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Finland, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, France, Hungary, Monaco, Netherlands, San Marino, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden & Turkey representations, we suggest careful viewing
which should reward time spent.
Estimate $400 - 600
2446 Hm
Europe (Central), mint & used collection,
mounted in Scott album, starting with Austria mostly used
representation, and including some semipostals, postage
dues, military & newspaper stamps, plus some Carinthia &
Eastern Silesia examples, followed by Hungary section with
many mint semipostal singles & souvenir sheets, plus some
postage dues & occupation stamps, and then by Switzerland collection with some 1855-62 "strubel" stamps and
several semipostal sets, plus officials & postage dues, also
some Lichtenstein sets & singles in the modest range, condition is F-VF, good basis for further expansion.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2447 Hm
Europe (Central), mint & used collection,
mounted in Scott album, starting with Austria early issues,
followed by a mostly mint representation, including
semipostal, airmails, postage dues, military & newspaper
stamps, plus occupations, Austrian offices abroad and
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some Lombardy-Venetia examples, Czechoslovakia section with many mint sets & souvenir sheets in the modest
range, also Bohemia-Moravia, Slovakia & Eastern Silesia
representations. Hungary portion starts with several early
issues and many XX Century mint sets, including
semipostals issued in the 1913-46 period, plus some airmails, postage dues & occupation stamps, overall condition
is F-VF, ideal for collector or dealer. Estimate $600 - 800
2448 Hm
Europe (Eastern), nice clean collection, composed of many hundreds mint and used and loaded with
complete sets from Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria including used 10, 19, 21C, 21D, Crete, strong
Croatia, Epirus, excellant Greece and Yugoslavia. Overall
fresh and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2449 H
Europe (Eastern), mint collection, in four
stock books with many never hinged sets, and mostly issued in the 1950s-90s period, including Albania, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Romania, Russia, including some Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ukraine and Yugoslavia, condition is Very
Fine, take a look.
Estimate $400 - 600
2450 Hm
Europe (Eastern), nice collection, composed
of many hundreds mint and used in two Scott Specialty albums with nice Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Greece with some nice Hermes Heads, Hungary
including C6-11 NH (41) and Jugoslavia. Generally clean
and F-VF but with some sticking although much of it appears to pop off the pages makeing viewing a must.
Estimate $300 - 400
2451 HH
Europa, useful collection, housed in a binder
and a stock book composed of singles and sheets, except
for a few used all never hinged and including better like
Liechtenstein 356, Luxembourg 318-20, 329-31, Monico
1974/1994 19 NH sheets with a few used, San Marino 490
NH and used sheets of 8, a very clean collection, VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2452 H
Europe (Western), 20th century collection,
1930s-2000s, in eight stock books with many never hinged
sets, majority in the modest range but some better such as
Belgium 1939 (B241-48), 1949 (C12) & 1950 (B482a),
Liechtenstein 1953 (266-69), Netherlands 1956 (B291-95),
Spain 1930 Goya set, Switzerland semipostals, also Andorra Austria, Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland & Slovenia issues, condition is mostly Very Fine,
recommended for dealer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2453 HH/Hm Europe (Western), modern virtually all mint
collection, of several hundred in a stock book composed
mainly of Monico with some San Marino as well as a bit of
Luxemburg and Saar. A lovely fresh unit with numerous
complete sets, overall VF, viewing invited, o.g., hinged or
never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
2454 )
Latin America, cover assortment, 1930s-60s,
several hundreds of regular & large covers from many different countries, and addressed the U.S., we noted censored mail, advertising covers, including stamp dealer
covers, picture postcards, Chile covers franked with airmails & several first day covers, plus plenty of commercial
mail, condition varies so a good look is recommended.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2455 Hm
Latin America, old-time style collections,
several thousands of mint & used stamps, arranged by
country and mounted on loose album pages and a couple of
albums, including some better such as Colombia (Bolivar)
1880s issues, including blocks of four, Domininican Republic 1953 miniature sheet of ten with presentation folder
(C86a), Guatemala 1922 surcharges, Nicaragua 1931
earthquake official issue in pairrs, plus a fair group of 1937
Day of the race sheets of four, Venezuela 1930 airmails in
blocks of four (C1-16), we also noted Argentina, Bolivia,
Costa Rica, Chile, Haiti, Honduras, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Paraguay & Peru, plus part of the Uruguay collection
formed by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and auctioned in
1946 by H.R. Harmer, condition is mostly Very Fine,
excellent for internet seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2456 H
Latin America, error assortment, including
Colombia (Antioquia) group of 40 vertical pairs, imperforate
between (Gral. José María Córdoba issue), Ecuador 1938
65¢ sheet with shifted surcharge (C64), Mexico 1914
Sonora two multiples of forty without seals (413a), 1915 4¢
horizontal pairs, imperforate vertically (503 x20), Honduras
1907 Medina 1¢ imperforate block of 26 (119), also Nicaragua double surcharges, Netherlands Antilles 1915 bisects
tied on pieces & Paraguay vertical pairs imperforate horizontally, condition is mostly Very Fine, excellent for resale.
Estimate $500 - 750
2457 H
Latin America, collection, 1940s-90s, in five
stock books with many never hinged stamps, including representation of the following countries Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Danish West Indies, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, including some definitives, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador,
including liquor revenue stamps in sheets issued in 1904,
Suriname, Uruguay & Venezuela, plus several souvenir
sheets, condition is Very Fine, recommended for ebay
seller or collector.
Estimate $500 - 750
2458 Hm
Middle East, mint & used collection, in an
old-time Scott spring back album, better (mint unless denoted) include Iran 1882-84 (53-59 used), 1911 (481-500),
1925 (686//695 used) & 1950 (935-40), plus 1915 (O41-57
officials & Q19-35 parcel post sets), Iraq 1932 (59-60),
1934 (61-78 used) plus 1923 official set (O1-12 used), followed by Palestine & Saudi Arabia representation, latter including Hejaz 1916 (L1-3 used) & 1922 (L22-23 used),
Nejdi Administration of Hejaz 1926-27 (98-105), condition
is mostly Very Fine, viewing suggested as this is one not to
be missed.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2459 Hm
Scandinavia, mint and used collection, 1851
to 1960s, in Scott album, better includes Danish West Indies with Postage Dues, Denmark imperfs and later issues
with varieties including booklet pane/ pairs with advertising,
period 1941 to late 60's apparently complete, semi's and a
bit of BOB, Finland with incredible serpentine roulettes
(many with intact teeth), unused and used and including varieties (24 in all with huge catalog and retail) and includes
high values, continues with later issues with additional varieties, later period hit-or-miss, a strong showing of semi
postals which are virtually complete and a few BOB, Greenland with a smattering including three polar bears and a
Thule set, Iceland with poor quality classics improving
quickly and includes 1940 world's fair set, a relatively nice
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selection of middle to late period, semis include souvenir
sheets #B5 NH, Airmails include #C4-8, plud others and
BOB, Karelia pages complete, Norway many hundreds,
more used than the other countries, airmails and BOB,
Sweden with some classics and varieties, excellent showing of 1940s to 1960s, again mostly used, and finishing with
some BOB, an overall clean collection with many useful
items, the occasional flaw is present, but there are many individual singles/sets that one can build upon for retail or for
use as a springboard to these lovely and most beautiful
highly etched engraved issues of some of the more conservative stamp issuing entities, inspection useful so as to
determine the true value as our estimate is conservative,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2460 Hm
Scandinavia, exceptional mint and used collection, composed of couple thousand neatly housed in a
single Scott Specialty album with good value with strong
classics to be found throughout including Danish West Indies, Denmark with high catalog value, excellent Finland,
Greenland, strong Norway and valuable Sweden. Overall
clean and strongly F-VF although some faulty items noted
making a careful review strongly recommended.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2461 Hm
Scandinavia, mint & used collection to
1980s, in two Schaubek albums, a couple of stock books
and some stock pages, Denmark includes several better
earlies such as 1851-57 (2-5 used), 1864-68 (11-15 used),
Finland starts with some better classics such as 1866-74
(9-10 used) & 1903 (75), and many other issued up to the
1980s, Iceland section starts with XIX Century representation, followed by a well-filled section of sets, part sets &
sheets issued in the XX Century, Norway 1855 (1 used with
clear to ample margins), 1856-57 (2-5 used), 1863 (7-9
used), 1878 (33-34 x2), 1925 (104-10) & 1930 (B1-3 used),
condition is F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2462 Hm
Scandinavia, mint and used assortment,
group of seventeen mint & used stamps in presentation
cards, including the following mint; Danish West Indies 13,
Iceland 5 & 8, and the following used; Finland 2, 4a, 7-8, 11
x2, 45 & 69, Iceland 44B & Sweden 5a, small faults affecting
some examples but overall F-VF, take a look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2463 Hm
Scandinavia, pleasant and clean mint and
used collection to mid 1940's, a well balanced group of
several hundred housed in a Scott Specialty album with
nice Denmark including used 97-131, 164-75, B1, J9-24,
Finland, Iceland including 108-28, 130-38 30a and 50a
mint, O31-38, Norway, and Sweden, Clean well presented,
F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2464 Hm
Scandinavia, diverse mint and used collection, composed of many hundreds on album and stock
pages in Binders composed of Denmark, Finland with some
useful mint semi-postals, Iceland, Norway and Sweden with
a nice group of booklete and panes, overall F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2465 H
Scandinavia, mint collection, 1910s-2000s, a
last minute arrival mounted in three stock books with many
never hinged sets issued in the XX Century, majority with
modest catalog value but many in the $10 to $85 range, in-
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cluding Aland, Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway & Sweden stamps, condition is Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2466 Hm)
Scandinavia, mint and FDCs, 1990s thru
2007, two bulging oversized and completely and utterly
jam-packed volumes of Sweden with coil strips, booklets,
FDCs, and everything in between, huge issue cost, also a
smaller volume of Finland and Norway, useful and quite a
bit of re-sale value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2467 Hm
South America, mint and used collection,
housed in 4 albums including first album with Argentina
from 1862 through to 1980 with several 100s stamps all one
of a kind. Then Brazil from Dom Pedros this time through to
the 1970s, again several 100s of stamps but not as well
filled as Argentina, followed by Paraguay in a Scott speciality from the 1879 lion types this time to the 1960s again with
several 100s stamps all one of a kind. Chile also seen on
loose album leaves from the colon issues through to airmails with the best being the 1910 set complete to 10 pesos, tucked into the Paraguay album. Another good
collection is the Ecuador, from the coat of arm types
through to the early 1950s with much back of the book, relatively strong, also some Roosevelt imperf airmail o/ps and
recognised by Sanabria. The 4th album is Uruguay from
imperf sun type, similarly with numeral to the 1960s again
one of a kind, and finally a stack of album pages waiting to
be incorporated into the main body of these 4 collections
with much strength in the Argentine departmentals here
which are extensive, again all one of a kind, which Is the
hallmark of most of these fascinating albums. Once this collection is reworked which would not take that much time, it
would be worth multiples of our valuation range, ideal for a
dealer to sort and categorise.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2468 Hm
South America, mostly used collection,
mounted on album pages, better (used unless noted) includes Argentina: 1912-14 (Scott 204), 1930 (389 mint) &
1935 (452 mint), Brazil: 1866 (53-60), 1876 (64-67),
1878-79 (68-75 & 77), 1881 (79-81), plus Bolivia representation, condition slightly mixed but overall F-VF, viewing invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2469 Hm
South America, classic stamps assortment,
group of eight stamps, mounted individually in presentation
cards, and comprising Argentina 1864-67 Rivadavia 10¢ &
15¢ (9 & 10, former used, later unused, no gum), Brazil
1844-46 "Inclinado" 90r (10 with red cancel) & 1866 430r
(51), Chile 1853 Columbus 5¢ (1 used, and with inverted
watermark) & 10¢ (2 unused, no gum), Colombia 1862 Coat
of Arms 1p (22 with manuscript cancel) & Venezuela (21
original gum, and signed), small faults affecting some examples but overall condition is Fine to Very Fine., F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

sues, specimens, locals, Churchill Omnibus looks complete mint and FDC, FDR includes Poland #C26d, San Marino Imperf Specimen pairs, five Inauguration covers, a
useful lot full of hundreds upon hundreds of items to list and
sell or to continue expanding from a popular topic with the
baby boomers, arguably two of the most important leaders
of the 20th century, inspection will prove to ne rewarding,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2471 HH/H
Worldwide Topicals, Ships, exceptional all
mint stock, of couple thousand id'ed and housed in three
well filled stock books with strong never hinged value and
little duplication. Clean, fresh very fine stock, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2472 HH
Worldwide Topicals, accumulation, mostly
Never Hinged, and mounted in six stockbooks, including
worldwide sets & souvenir sheets with some duplication,
plus 32 covers used in the 1960s-70s period, condition is
Very Fine, excellent opportunity for topical collector, interested in the life of an impressive statesman, orator, artist,
historian & writter.
Estimate $500 - 750
2473 H
Worldwide Topicals, 75th Anniversary of the
UPU, useful all mint collection, housed in a pair of well
filled albumanuscript Mostly clean and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2474 H
Worldwide Topicals, interesting freak, error
and oddity group, composed of mainly Commonwealth
and a out of place normal Canada group. You will find a
smal holding of Disney proofs, a St. Vincent Elvis issue error collection, plus freaks from St. Vincent and others then
finally a small Canada collection with some value. Clean
and overall fresh group, VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Cover Collections
2475 )
Worldwide, exciting postal history mixture,
three cartons filled with covers, includes first day covers,
first flight covers, naval covers, zeppelin covers and cards,
picture postcards, censored mail, stampless, postal stationery and aerogramms, RPO's and advertising, the represent British Commonwealth, South America, Canada, US,
Africa, Middle East, Europe and Japan & China, some of
the better items include 1931 zeppelin cover from Uruguay
to Italy, registered China cover with corner card ad for Tientsin Pukow railway, 1925 first flight Capetown to Durban,
Scadta cover with CLEU29 tied, and a US Civil War Patriotic, and there are thousands of covers more to search, the
collection is somewhat messily presented but with some elbow grease this should reward the winning bidder greatly,
spend some time with this sure fire money maker, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
2470 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, FDR & Churchill, valuable collection, Aden to Yemen and everything in between, in two volumes bursting at the seams filled with
singles, sets, sheets, souvenir sheets, imperfs, covers,
proofs, including large die, booklets, gold and silver foil is-
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2476

Worldwide, fascinating military history collection, passionately assembled over many years, carefully assembled in 5 large binders, comprised of
emphemera material, signed photos and covers, autographs etc. Includes special flights and test flights, Aces
from WWI through the Gulf Wars, including extensive WWII
and Korea, plus WWI German Aces, special events galore,
including Wake Island survivors, Bismarck sinking survivors, Flying Tigers, Tuskegee Airmen, even Albert
Woolson, the last Union survivor of the Civil War, who died
at eh age of 117! Some of the dozens of Generals, Aces,
Admirals and related personages include Robin Olds, Don
Yost, Gabby Gabreski (several), Colin Powell, Norman
Schwarzkopf, Chuck Yeager, J.J. Persing, Mark Clark,
Lucius Clay, Curtis LeMay, R.D. Knapp, Ernest King,
Creighton Abrams, H.C. Wedemeyer, W. Westmoreland, J.
Doolittle, J. Forrestal, A. Radford, H. Vandenberg, O. North
and scores more.Much background information is present,
documenting the extraordinary live of many of these historical personalities. A brilliant labour of love which in its present form should provide a superb basis for further
expansion. This lot deserves adequate time to fully view
and appreciate. Routinely Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 5,000

2477 Hm)
Worldwide, massive tail end of consignment
accumulation, with a large number of country album
pages, some of the mint stuck down but most appear salvageable, with nice runs of classics and modern sets, large
selection of early Armenia mint sheets, useful group of file
folders with everything from the esoteric to postal history,
sizable group of German Inflation period sheets showing a
bit of being stuck down, group of country and worldwide albums with some nice used classics, US including some
classics and a White Plains sheet, condition can vary with
the worst being stuck down with good likelihood of separation, careful viewing a must.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2478

Worldwide, ephemera lot, 1691-1998, a diverse group in three binders, first binder is checks and currency, with many illustrated, in includes RN-B10 on Bank of
New York check, RN-B6 on Marine National Bank check,
CSA & state currency, and postal & fractional currency, the
second binder has newspaper fro 1681, 1830 and 1906,
sheet music and stagecoach way bill, and a copy of the Oct
1943 The Tristan Times, the third binder has 1928 The
Whitehorse Star newspaper with 25¢ Yukon Airways stamp
CL42, Harpers Civil War woodcuts, and State of Louisiana
CSA bond, and this is but a fraction of the valuable material
in this lot, please set aside sufficient time to peruse this
unique group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2479 )
Worldwide, cover assortment, 1930s-60s, diverse lot with most covers in the modest range but including
some interesting groups such as Germany Federal Republic group of covers franked with complete sets issued in the
1950s, Palestine 1947 air letters from a Zionist Organization, and posted in Jerusalem, Nicaragua group of thirteen
covers with bisected stamps tied by Bluefields 1899 oval
datestamps, including three backstamped in U.S., plus a
touch of Asia material, including Iraq, China, Japan & Indonesia, condition varies but our estimate is reasonable
considering the potential value.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2480 )
Worldwide, air letter & aerogram collection,
several hundred loose in a box, mostly mint with many
used, some uprated, includes US, British Commonwealth,
China, Japan, Europe, some moisture issues with some of
the mint, a definite winner at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2481 )
Worldwide, eclectic Zeppelin collection, intriguing collection of Zeppelin covers, picture postcards,
photos and newspaper and magazine articles, includes
covers and cards from Argentina, Brazil, France, Germany,
Iceland, Netherlands, Russia, US and Switzerland, enormous retail value present, please set aside time to properly
ascertain its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2482 )
Worldwide, first day cover assortment,
1940s-70s, hundreds of covers in one carton, including Europe, Latin America and some British Commonwealth such
as Australia, Canada & New Zealand, condition is mostly
Very Fine, recommended for eBay seller.
Estimate $400 - 600
2483 )
Worldwide, assortment of covers, thirty
items, better include 1928 Paramaribo to Miami, 1929
Paramaribo to Rutherford, NJ, 1940 first flight New Zealand-Australia, 1930 Graff Zeppelin South America flight
Rio de Janeiro to Lakehurst, 1931 Lattaquie & Alaoites
franking to Germany, 1929 Imperial Airways first return
flight Athens to London, plus two 1898 registered covers
from Gibraltar to Hannover, condition is F-VF, excellent for
internet seller or bourse dealer.
Estimate $400 - 600
2484 )
Worldwide, Pan American & United Airlines
first flights, 1946-47, approximately 350 covers, including
FAM-5 (96), FAM-14 (22), FAM 18 (37), FAM-19 (11),
FAM-24 (15), FAM-27 (40), FAM-30 (16) & FAM-33 (16),
plus ten first flight covers from Newfoundland to New York &
Vienna, ten first flight Ankara to London, Limerick and Gander, six Boston to Halifax, eleven Limerick, Ireland to different destinations, five Canal Zone to Corpus
Christi-Houston, two Trinidad to New York & several others,
highly recommended for internet dealer, condition mostly
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2485 )
Worldwide, covers transported by United
Fruit Company, 1932-50, group of 42 covers, including 21
with U.S. stamps, also Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, Honduras & Nicaragua frankings, ship handstamps
include Antigua, Baja California, Carrillo, Choluteca, Jamaica, Heredia, Musa, Parismina, Quirigua, San Blas,
Santa Marta, Saramacca, Suriname, Talamanca & Ulua,
mostly Fine..
Estimate $200 - 300
2486 )
Worldwide, selection of postal history, a lot
sure to provide hours of fun, includes picture postcards and
souvenir folders, covers and postal stationery, many from
Germany but includes worldwide material, quite a few song
postcards, please set aside sufficient time to peruse,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2487 )
Worldwide, cover selection, small size box
selection of approximately a couple hundred or more items
including 19th century US, Victoria to KEVII Great Britain
covers, Taiwan FDC's etc, etc. Useful mix, condition
ranges, worth a quick review.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2488 Hm
Worldwide, exciting 95 volume one man's
lifetime collection as received, a huge, mint or used collection of tens of thousands neatly assembled and covering
the entire world in scope. This collection is actually comprised of 2 parts, the first being 30+ printed album page collections, which tend to be quite excellent in depth and
composition, featuring wonderful offerings of Great Britain,
Germany, Norway, France, Italy, Spain, Liechtenstein,
Saar, Austria, Netherlands and Colonies, Finland, the
Baltics, outstanding Belgium and others. Generally speaking, coverage is very comprehensive for this group, from
the classics on, offering a fine array of premium sets and
singles. The remaining 60+ volumes are clean and uniform
in composition, with excellent over the board Latin America,
US, British Empire, nice China, Middle East and much
more. Although clean and easily viewable, still be sure to
leave ample time for a proper valuation, F-VF or better.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2489 Hm
Worldwide, exceptional holding, filling up one
box with hundreds of individual items, offered just as we
were going to the printers, this is loaded with value from
classics to modern with plenty of US, plenty of interesting
postal history here too. This lot must be sold, so go figure!
Our valuation range is just a starting point, a tremendous
opportunity for a dealer who enjoys breaking down an original work lot.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2490 Hm
Worldwide, a very unusual group of material, with much back of the book, worldwide classics to modern as accumulated by a self-confessed compulsive buyer!
Offered intact as given to us, very chaotic and as we started
to re-present the lot, we realised this was an impossible
task in the time available. There are many interesting items
stuffed on stock cards with lots of hidden surprises all over
the place. This gentleman has been a customer with us for
many years, buying countless box lots and collections, pulling out what he liked and selling the rest and this is the end
result. If you allow yourself a few hours viewing this, as it deserves, it will increase your chance of being a successful
bidder, so much here to sort and categorise.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2491 Hm
Worldwide, miscellaneous accumulation,
handed to us with the instruction “the wife said it was her or
the stamps!”, we have been told there was no difficulty in the
decision… and offered as such. Many 1000s of items with
strength in European countries bought from a variety of
auctions over the years. This is not a particularly bulky lot,
however it does fill 2 substantial boxes mostly with albums
and stockbooks including a smattering of literature, somewhat unruly! A real opportunity for those looking for a project
as who knows what is tucked away.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2492 Hm
Worldwide, estate / safety deposit box lot,
small is beautiful and while this barely fills the size of a large
chocolate box, it is absolutely replete with value and good
items, including back of the book and postal history. Given
to us at the 11th 59th minute, it therefore has to be viewed to
be appreciated and will be sold. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2493 Hm
Worldwide, mystery lot, Kelleher would not be
Kelleher without its mystery lot and this auction will be no
exception. Clear the drawers and sweep the floors and that
is exactly whats happened. The buyer who does the work
on this should be amply rewarded. An exceptional opportunity for a worldwide dealer, especially if you are able to buy it
within the valuation range which is conservative. Dozens if
not hundreds of potential auction lots here, thoroughly
recommended.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2494 Hm
Worldwide, mint & used assortment, in a
well-filled thick stock book, we noted a valuable Great Britain section with a catalogue value approaching $10,000,
and including many saleable stamps such as 1867 (57
used), 1883 (96 used), 1884 (108 x5; used), 1902-11
(139-41 used), also Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
German Area, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden & Switzerland, mixed condition but overall condition is F-VF, highly recommended for the internet seller.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2495 Hm
Worldwide, tremendous selection of thousands, mint or used, with excellent strength in the former,
all identified by Scott number in #1 glassines, packed tightly
into 12 glassine boxes, plus additional groups of souvenir
sheets, etc. We note strong coverage in British Commonwealth, with emphasis on British Asia and Pacific issues,
plus good British America, Taiwan, Western Europe and
much, much more. Loads of higher catalog items lurking
within, fresh and F-VF or better, allow extra time for ample
viewing.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2496 HH/Hm Worldwide,
impressive
collection,
1860-1983, several thousand stamps in seventeen Minkus
Supreme Global albums, mint & used singles, sets and souvenir sheets in mounts, includes Austria, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil, British Commonwealth, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile,
China, Ethiopia, Paraguay, Russia, Uruguay and Venezuela, with other countries present, wonderful lot to build
upon, does not appear to have any big ticket items, just
plenty of useful items, plan to spend some time investigating this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2497 Hm
Worldwide, valuable dealers stock, composed of about 400 GK107 cards with owners catalog value
of $6000 and better items including, used unless noted,
Azores 64 mint, Baden 1, 14, Barbados 4, Bavaria 14, 22,
Belgium 6-8, Bremen 12 mint, 14 mint, Brazil 1, Bulgaria 1
mint, Canada 12, 17b, 19, 28, 46, 82 mint, 95, Netherlands
Antilles 1-7, Fiji 36-39, Finland 4,6, 7, 8, France 9c, 22 mint,
French Colonies 11, 44, Thurn and Taxis 11, North German
Confederation 12 mint, Germany 11, Great Britain 26, 34b,
45P6, 85, 107, 96, 108, 139, 180, Greece 3, Hong Kong
1Ionian Island 1-3 mint,Luxembourg 3, 11, 12, Newfoundland 37-40, New South Wales 29, 31a, New Zealand 14,
Nicaragua 5 (2 mint), Schleswig 9, Sweden O5, Switzerland
24, 50, 87b, Tasmania 14, 34, Tuscany 5, 12, 13,
Wurtemburg 6, 16, 21, 22 and 48. Some faults noted, normally no gum, but pleant clean F-VF value to be found, a
careful review is called for.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2498 Hm
Worldwide, massive stock book and stock
sheet accumulation, of many thousands filling 5 large cartons with useful runs of Belgium, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Italy, Mexico, Switzerland and nice topical units of
Zeppelin and UPU topicals. Condition can vary so through
review will be required.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2499 Hm)
Worldwide, massive and valuable tail end of
consignment lot, composed of everything but the kitchen
sink, from just tossed in a carton to neatly arranged in albums filling 6 cartons. A tough lot to view but careful inspection will find things like some nice Lundy covers, a clean
early UN collection of mint, used and covers, nice Hungary
on pages, a volumn American bicenteial collection, nice
19th century plus reference material, Russia 1960's new issues in multiples and a useful box of never hinged souvenir
sheets. Like many other lots in this sale, careful viewing can
be more then rewarding, so set aside plenty of time to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2500 Hm
Worldwide, business in a box lot, well, actually several boxes, comprised of over 60 uniform counter-books, plus a couple 3 ring binders for souvenir sheets,
booklets, etc. The vast majority of coverage and value lies
in Europe and Scandinavia, including useful sections of
Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, France etc, plus Cuba,
Denmark, Switzerland, Norway, UN and others. Dealers
marked retail exceeds $28,000, mostly F-VF, examine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2501 m
Worldwide, extensive used airmail collection, going to the 1970's, thousands in all, housed in 6 large
Scott Specialty Series binders. Collection is alphabetically
assembled in A-Z fashion, and there are literally hundreds
of useful sets and singles, with particurily nice sections of
South and Central America, Western Europe, French Colonies and many others. A lovely lot of this ever-popular topic,
F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2502 Hm
Worldwide, useful accumulation, with better
including Skiing topical stamps: small collection and a couple of interesting counter books with imperforate sets &
souvenir sheets, Ryukyu Islands collection on White Ace
binder with many desirable sets, including airmails & souvenir sheets issued in the 1948-72 period, Vatican City mint
collection in Lighthouse hingeless album with plenty of
fresh sets issued in the 1929-91 period, we also noted a
wealth of new issues, France & People's Republic of China
sets, Canada balance collection in a Scott album with QEII
booklets, Worldwide representation in an International album, condition is mostly Very Fine, don't let this opportunity
pass you by.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2503 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used accumulation, diverse lot with thousands of mint & used stamps in albums,
binders, stock books & glassines, plus a fair amount of covers, including Austria collection, starting with a mostly used
representation of XIX Century issues, followed by many XX
Century sets, plus postage dues & military stamps, France
in stock book with some classics & early XX Century representation, also Sweden used earlies, plus Iceland assortment & Canada group of twenty 1937 first flight covers,
condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF, viewing suggested for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2504 Hm
Worldwide, excellent and valuable carton
accumulation, chock full of better groupings. We note
clean, mint stock book selections of Austria, Hungary and
AMG, a binder with some better Worldwide souvenir
sheets, a small stock book with premium Poland including
souvenir sheets, a one volume mint Liberia collection, a respectable Canadian collection, a couple International collections and lots more. Great holding, F-VF, inspection
invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2505 H
Worldwide, collection and balances, in several albums and including better, 19th Century International
starts with US some useful and valuable, Belgium, China,
France, GB, Italy and Japan, 1969 Bournemouth auction lot
of forgeries of Japan and Shanghai large Dragons, Scott
Part I international jam-packed with issues and many better
and useful, plus all the odds and sods from the rest of a
massive holding, sheets of early Panama, postal history,
loads of stuff, couple specialized Turkey collections, condition is mixed but the overall quality is what one would expect
to find for the period, inspection a must.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2506 Hm
Worldwide, large mostly used album accumulation, composed of many thousands filling 5 large cartons. A quick review spotted interesting groups of classics,
a volumn with world wide revenues, 10 useful approval
books, a small stock book loaded with never hinged sets, a
volumn of cut squares and used postal cards, 3 volumns of
useful topicals and much, much more. Condition as expected varies from faulty to clean and very fine so a careful
review is called for.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2507 Hm
Worldwide, diverse selection of mint and
used in stock books, composed of thousands packed in 5
large cartons with some better runs of Brazil, Greece, Portuguese Colonies, World Wide revenues and small group of
counterfeits and reprints. As expected condition varies so a
careful review is called for.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2508 Hm
Worldwide, interesting and valuable accumulation, including strong 19th century mostly in stock
books, a useful selection of proofs, essays and specimen,
nice Canada and Provinces group although most of the
mint stuck down, Liberia group of proofs including Jehudi
Ashmun issue proofs with missing centers two sheets of
each value, useful Germany on stock pages, some better
German and Italian States on pages, plus mint unless
noted, Czechoslovakia 200a with folder, Iraq 112/27 sheet
of 6 NH, Sardinia 10 & 11 used in San Marino, Syria 348 &
C153 SS NH, condition is rather mixed so careful viewing is
called for. This is a tough lot to view but one that can be well
worth the effort.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2509 Hm
Worldwide, strong mostly used collection to
1920, composed of a couple thousand housed in two Scott
International albums with a number of better countries like
Argentina, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Canada, Ecuador, France, Germany and States, Great Britain, Guatemala, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Russia and Switzerland.
Overall F-VF with some definate cancel interest.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2510 Hm
Worldwide, excellent mint and used housed
in three well filled albums, many thousands that combine
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to provide a well balance selection of countries and material. Highlights include mint Commonwealth Omnibus issues, some better Asia, German States and the rest of
Europe, US revenues, ect. Although the albums have seen
better days the material inside, including a few covers, are
overall clean and F-VF, viewing strongly recommended.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2511 Hm)
Worldwide, large and useful mint and used
world wide ccumulation, composed of albums including
better France, United States, Bermuda as well as a couple
well filled world wide collections, glassine stock, stock
books with interesting array of topical material filling 3 large
cartons. Overall clean, useful and F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2512 Hm
Worldwide, excellent and valuable accumulation, including a couple nice stock book selections, strongest in Argentina and Brazil, each with a good range of
classics and include some nice, mint 20th century issues
which you scarcely fine. In addition, we fine 4 old international volume collection, each with some very useful items
throughout, including Latin America, United States, Asia
etc. Soldi old-time lot, mostly F-VF, a close inspection
invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2513 Hm
Worldwide, collection 1940-1972, several
thousand stamps in eight worn Scott International Albums
and one misc album, includes Australia, Belgium, British
Commonwealth, Columbia, Egypt, France Germany,
Greece, Poland and Russia, there does not appear to be
any hidden treasures, but this is an excellent lot to build
upon or break up for internet sales, condition mixed, please
review, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2514 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used accumulation,
heteregeneous lot containing thousands of mint & used
stamps mounted on album pages, better countries include
Angola, Canada, Great Britain, Middle East, Italy & Sweden, usual mixed condition but overall F-VF, the lot must be
inspected closely as there will be many sleepers present.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2515 H
Worldwide, accumulation of collections and
misc, moslty mint with many never hinged, including Great
Britain in two Collecta albums with some better such as
1939-42 KGVI 10s indigo (251) & 1951 KGVI (286-89),
Malta in Collecta album with stamps issued in the
1940s-60s period, Japan used collection in Minkus album
with sets & singles in the modest range, Ghana on White
Ace album pages highly complete in the 1957-65 period,
Greece collection on Scott pages with some nice sets such
as 1959 (632-38) & 1961 (691-707), Israel on White Ace
pages, including some 1956-58 booklets, United Nations
on White Ace pages, including marginal inscription blocks,
Philippines collection with 1940s-60s issues, Canada on
White Ace pages, and starting with several 1897 Jubilee
used stamps (1/2¢ to 10¢), plus some booklet panes, also
United Arab Republic & Egypt representations. We noted
five stockbooks & four three-ring binders with British Commonwealth, France, Japan & worldwide XX Century material, condition is for the most part Very Fine. This is a
must-see lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2516 HH
Worldwide, mint collection, 1950-2000, wonderful worldwide collection that spans the globe, includes
thousands of new issues from British Antarctic Territory
with #153-167, Falkland Islands, Fiji, France, Gibraltar with
416-430 & 508-520, Ireland, Japan, Norfolk Island, Papua
New Guinea, Pitcairn Island and Tristan da Cunha with
France being a favorite, there is a box of worldwide from the
1950's, a box of complete booklets, several sheet books
with complete sheets of Ryukyu issues from the 1960s to
1972 including TB stamps, and dozens of souvenir sheets
and prestige books, there is a little of everything here,
messy at present but worth the work to ascertain this lots
true value, as close to a sure thing as there is, please inspect, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2517 Hm
Worldwide, accumulation of albums and album pages, composed of thousands filling 2 large cartons
with some strength in Africa, China and topical collections
of Freedom from Hunger and FDR. Condition overall F-VF
but a careful viewing is still called for.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2518 H
Worldwide, errors assortment, highly interesting lot with many imperforate examples, pairs imperforate between, imperforate pairs or blocks & freak
perforations, including useful duplication, we noted Croatia
imperforates, freak perforations & imperforate blocks
printed both sides, Liberia 1952 set x20 centers omitted,
Netherlands Queen Wihelmina 1940-47 imperforates,
Manchukuo imperforate pairs (154a x25 & 158a x25), North
Borneo 1887-92 imperforates (35-43 x24), plus some Russian Offices in China imperforates with inverted overprints
& Spain 30¢ imperforates (549a), condition is mostly Very
Fine, don't let this opportunity slip away!.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2519 m
Worldwide, massive on and off paper accumulation, composed of about 135 pounds of on paper and
50 pounds of off paper in 14 boxes.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2520 Hm
Worldwide, mish-mash accumulation, thousands of mint & used stamps housed in eight cartons, including album pages, dealer pages, cigar boxes, packets of
stamps, and some better sets such as Hong Kong QEII
1954-60 (185-98 never hinged) & 1962 QEII (203-17 never
hinged), condition varies but overall Fine-Very Fine, we really didn't have the time to inspect this lot thoroughly, so a
careful view is highly recommended in order to estimate its
potential.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2521 Hm
Worldwide, useful hodge-podge accumulation, thousands of mint & used stamps housed in six cartons, including several French Morocco booklets,
European classics mounted on loose album pages, and a
wealth of worldwide sets in glassines & dealer's pages, condition varies but overall F-VF, it was hard to establish an estimate for this lot, but we are sure that any dealer will find it
conservative, after inspection is completed.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2522 Hm)
Worldwide, a true roll the dice lot, a massive
tail end of a equally massive consignment in 10 large cartons composed of thousand upon thousands of virtually all
used stamps and some hundreds mostly FDC's, viewing is
near imposable and the condition is all over the place so
you decide "do you feel lucky". Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2523 Hm)
Worldwide, stunning accumulation, literally
thousands of mint & used stamps in nine cartons, value
concentrated in Czechoslovakia sheetlets of four (Michel
1748-52 x200; €6000), but we also noted some Liberia
sheets signed by Arthur Szyk, Dominican Republic proof
sheets of the surcharges used in the 1958 Palestine Refugees issue, and many loose album pages & glassines bulging with stamps, plus some British Commonwealth
omnibus issues, condition varies but mostly F-VF, plenty of
saleable material, take a gander!. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2524 Hm
Worldwide, highly recommended accumulation, a very diverse lot containing many saleable sets, singles, souvenir sheets, part sheets & complete sheets,
including Belgium (B458a & B466A-B), Brazil 1945 Victory
folder with proofs, Chile 1948 Fauna blocks of 25 (254-55 &
C124 never hinged), Cuba small presentation booklet
(UPU Paris Congress 1947), Hannover 1/2gr reprints in
sheets, Iraq some field post covers, Nicaragua Cabo &
Zelaya large multiples plus two nice Mosquito Reserve
proof sheets by Hamilton, Panama starter collection, Portugal small presentation booklet with 48 Portuguese Colonies
fantasy stamps, Russia sheets, Vatican City 1952 souvenir
sheet. We also noted a Jamaica collection, starting with
1857 pre-adhesive cover, Bermuda early stamps with numeral cancellations and British Commonwealth 1935 Silver
Jubilee issue mounted on album pages, plus useful duplication in stock cards, overall condition is F-VF, if you are an
internet seller you should take a look of this lot in order to
realize its potential.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2525 Hm
Worldwide, neat well presented mint and
used collection, of thousands housed in two Scott International albums with some better countries like Australia, Bavaria, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, France, Great Britain,
Netherlands, Portugal and Sweden. A clean, fresh F-VF
collection, an easy view and well worth the time.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2526 Hm
Worldwide, mostly used stock sheet and
glassine accumulation, of thousand filling a large carton
were you will find groups of Commonwealth with some
Cape triangles and Europe with nicer groups of Belgium
and Denmark. Condition can vary but overall F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2527 HH/H
Worldwide, schmear, 1850-1979, diverse
worldwide group of a few hundred stamps with such items
as used Japan #1 &7, Luxembourg #1 study group of 16,
mint Rhodesia #17, and Trinidad sheet of 120 #92, and
Mexico sheets commemorating the 1968 Olympics, condition is mixed, definitely needs inspection to ascertain its
true value, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2528 Hm
Worldwide, mint & used assortment, laid out
in 28 stock books with strength in the XX Century, stronger
areas are British Commonwealth, Europe & Latin America
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issues, but also other such as Egypt & Iran, plus twelve
Tonga tin-can covers & several covers from early German
States, condition is a little mixed on some but plenty are
F-VF, time will be well spent checking out this large group.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2529 Hm
Worldwide, group of 3 vintage collections,
assembled in 3 generally serviceable French produced albums to the very early 20th century. Value lies in European
classics, though other worldwide countries are noted as
well, and though across the 3 volumes, some light duplication maybe present, lots of better individual values are
found throughout. Condition ranges widely from visually defective to VF, with some reference items spotted as well. A
good soaking bucket and the upcoming winter should make
this lot worth while, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2530 Hm
Worldwide, miscellany, a last-minute arrival
lot in two cartons, thousands of mint & used stamps mostly
issued in the XX Century, and mounted in glassines,
dealer's presentation pages, loose album pages & two
binders, most sets & singles in the modest range with some
higher (mint unless noted) such as Andorra (136, 138 &
142), Luxembourg sheets of 25 (125b, 132a & 133a), DDR
1959 Marx imperforate sheets, U.S. #68 & #76 used, plus
many German covers used in the 1947-57 period, mixed
condition but mostly F-VF, we didn't have enough time to inspect the lot, please explore.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2531 Hm
Worldwide, massive jumble, four cartons
loaded with thousands of mint & used stamps mostly issued
in the XX Century, housed in several International albums &
loose album pages, better noted include Canada collection
with some better mint sets such as 1935 KGV (Scott
217-27) & 1928-35 airmails (C1-5), also attractive Great
Britain mint collection in Scott specialty album, and containing sets & singles issued in the 1940-80 period, plus Romania & Australia representation, latter including several
picture postcards issued by the post office, mixed condition
but overall F-VF, recommended for the intrepid internet
seller., worth exploring!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2532 Hm
Worldwide, lovely mint and used collection,
composed of hundreds mostly used housed in a pair of
Scott 19th Century Editions of the International Postage
Stamp Album with strong value to be found with individual
items to the likes of Japan 67 used. Much better than the
normal world wide collection, overall clean and F-VF, viewing strongly suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2533 Hm
Worldwide, useful stock book accumulation
of almost all used, filling two large cartons with nice runs of
Central and South America as well as Scandinavia with a
nice stock book of Denmark. Condition can be a bit mixed
so set aside plenty of time to view. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2534 Hm)
Worldwide, accumulation with a twist, a diverse lot including Great Britain Royal Wedding first day
covers in special album (1981), Flora & Fauna of the world,
group of twelve albums with first day covers by Fleetwood &
National Audobon Society (1979-85), two albums containing Pionners of flight First day covers (1978-81), Reader Digest first day covers in album (1978-79), followed by a
stirring collection of both mint stamps & first day covers of
America's favorite stamps of each year from 1948 to 1983,
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another album with engravings and stamps honoring U.S.
Presidents, two albums with Worldwide first day covers
(1978-82), U.S. plate blocks in glassines, five albums with
United Nations Fdcs (1985), plus several others. We also
noted an almost brand new Kodak 4400 projector with several carousels & metal boxes for slides, condition is F-VF,
internet dealers should take a look. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2535 Hm
Worldwide, interesting miscellany, with
value concentrated in Austria mostly used collection, and
including 1931 (B93-98 mint), 1932 (B100-105 mint), 1933
(B112-17 mint), 1936 Dollfuss 10s (380 used), plus some
other useful sets such as 1935 (B138-41 mint), we also
noted British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation first day
covers, two stock books & binder filled with worldwide mint
& used stamps, including some worldwide covers & U.S.
postage, condition varies but overall F-VF, take a careful
look because some treasures may be lurking!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2536 Hm
Worldwide, excellent consignment balance,
housed in various stock books, etc. in a carton. We note a
nice "Europa" collection with better forerunners, including
Greece, mint Marshall plan and NATO sets, a nice, mostly
all mint Egypt collectio, a binder with nice European covers
and earlier FDC's, a stock book with mint France, Germany,
Great Britain, Canada, a Swiss butterfly sheet and much,
much more. Solid holding, mostly F-VF, well worth
inspection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2537 Hm
Worldwide, interesting and extensive consignment balance, comprised of many thousands, strongest in used, housed in 15 stockbooks or binders. We note
nice Portugal and Colonies, including 6 sets of the UPU omnibus complete, duplicated 1970's Portugal souvenir
sheets, one volume of Ceres issues only for Portugal and
Colonies, etc. We also note lots of British Empire, some
China, Western Europe and more. Lots of interesting, useful items througghout, largely F-VF, well worth a review
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2538 Hm
Worldwide, massive jumble, thousands of
mostly used stamps housed in several binders, spanning
the 19th Century to around the 1970s, composed of a few
useful collections from Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Italy, Poland & Romania, also several stock binders with
material from Germany, U.S & some Latin American countries, plus shoebox filled with worldwide covers, condition is
a little mixed on some, but plenty F-VF. Viewing recommended to find any hidden treasures.Estimate $500 - 750
2539 H
Worldwide, presentation booklets, 1939-52,
extraordinary group of fifteen items, including 1939 Colombia, India & Romania booklets, distributed at the Buenos Aires Congress, 1947 Brunei, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Pakistan & Turkey booklets, distributed at the Paris Congress, 1952 Colombia, Paraguay, Rhodesia & Russia
booklets, distributed at the Brussels Congress, plus Brazil
1945 Victory issue booklet with proofs, condition is F-VF,
highly saleable.
Estimate $500 - 750
2540 Hm
Worldwide, valuable souvenir sheet and
multiple holding, with better items including, mint unless
noted France 329 with show cancel, a bit stuck down, Germany 10NB11 NH, Hungary 486 (2), Portugal 614a, Swe-
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den 479-83 Sheetlets of 9 with mailed envelope they came
in, some minor faults and some stuck down noted so a careful review is called for, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2541

Worldwide, exceptional collection of reference items, coposed of a couple hundred stamps mostly
neatly arranged in a album mainly of forgeries with some
postal forgeries, covers, some identified by forger, reprints
and propaganda issues. Overall clean and F-VF, viewing
invited.
Estimate $500 - 750

2542 Hm)
Worldwide, philatelic mishagas, if you've got
the time, we have the lot for you, two cartons jammed
packed with covers and stamps, the cover box includes
Canada & US first flights, ad covers, and US FDCs, with the
vast majority from the 1920's & 1930's, with complete sets
of #657 and 690, many cacheted, and a small collection of
702 covers and ephemera, the stamp box is also filled,
many loose and in glassines but includes nice British Commonwealth in display pages with a Great Britain #1, and a
cigar box with hundreds of 2¢ small bureaus, also includes
is a box filled with U.N. stamps and covers, a lot with a surprise in every handfull, condition is mixed, take time to enjoy
this money maker, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2543 HH
Worldwide, assortment of souvenir sheets,
1950s-90s, in four stock books, including Andorra, Belgium, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, DDR, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Hungary, Iceland, Israel, Italy,
Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, Portugal, including 1985
Cape Verde, Soviet Union, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland & Vatican City, condition is Very Fine, recommended for internet seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2544 Hm
Worldwide, balanced mostly used collection
to about 1925, composed of a couple thousand housed in a
single album. You will note main strength is in the European
countries with plenty of reference items noted, overall F-VF,
viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2545 H
Worldwide, labels, seals & revenues, in a
small box and includes turn-of-the-century to 20th Century,
red cross, interesting labels, anything unusual was set
aside into this group, well worth a peek and certainly worth a
multiple of our conservative estimate, ex- Queens.
Estimate $500 - 750
2546 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection, in
eleven volumes plus loose pages, includes a well-filled, International Junior, many Countries represented, a spot
check did not produce any individually vauable sets or singles, many volumes were last identified and valued by
1970's catalog, some of these sustained some unfavourable storage and are thus stuck, but most of the items in
these volumes are used and therefore unaffected, interesting and did spot some China, intact as received, worthy of a
quick perusal, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2547 Hm
Worldwide, balance of consignment, several
thousand stamps on pages and in envelopes, strong in Poland, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Hungary, many are already
in envelopes identified, a variety of topicals and some pickings throughout, viewing highly recommended for this lot,
o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2548 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used mish mash, thousands of stamps stuffed into three cartons on stockcards
and on pages, a quick glance reveals Eastern Europe, Central America, United Nations and British Commonwealth
collections, also includes Silver Jubilee collection and
worldwide slogan collection, condition mixed, needs organization, please set aside time for proper evaluation, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Torre issue & King Alfonso XII imperforates with double
prints, Serbia 1911-14 Karageorgevich singles with dramatic double prints, Nepal Siva's Bow tete beche pairs,
Ukraine imperforates produced in the 1920 and considered
by Scott as printer's waste, plus two Armenia imperforate
sheets prepared but not issued in 1920 & some Fiume pairs
imperforate between that stuck to page, condition is F-VF,
useful lot, please take a look.
Estimate $300 - 400

2549 Hm
Worldwide, mint & used accumulation, in two
home made albums and several stock pages, better areas
represented include Hong Kong & Falkland Islands, but we
also noted some individual better items such as Luxembourg 10¢ souvenir sheet of ten (82a), Bermuda KGVI 10s,
12s6d & £1 (126-28) & Iceland sheet (B5), condition is
slightly mixed but overall Fine. Definitely worth viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600

2557 Hm
Worldwide, balance of consignment, including Danish West Indies 1874-79 (Scott 7c tied on cover
fragment), Great Britain 1883 (96 used), Italy 1938
(400-409) & 1940 (413-18), plus some worldwide revenues,
Israel collection with stamps issued in the 1983-86 period.
We also noted some Baden, Bavaria, Wurttemberg & Saar
material in Scott album, condition varies but overall is Fine,
recommended for internet seller.
Estimate $300 - 400

2550 Hm
Worldwide, group of collections, with a useful
German collection filling a large carton, some sticking noted
so a careful review is called for.
Estimate $400 - 600

2558 Hm
Worldwide, modern issues assortment,
1980s-2000s, in two fat stock books, and containing majority in never hinged condition, including Israel, British Commonwealth, Latin America & some European countries,
condition is Very Fine, excellent for internet seller.
Estimate $300 - 400

2551 H
Worldwide, mint & used collection, mounted
in four International albums with most sets & singles in the
modest range with some better such as Russia 1934
(540-45 used) & 1935 (551-54 used), plus three Scott International albums (1920s junior edition) in great condition,
dealers should take a careful look. Estimate $400 - 600
2552 Hm
Worldwide, mixed up accumulation with
some strength in Asia, composed of interesting little Bhutan and Nepal collection, Netherlands Asia with a couple
covers, misc. FDC's, accumulation of Japanese Occupation of SE Asia, collection of China with some useful mint
Taiwan, stock book of modern Russia and a topical collection of the American Revolution, strange little group filling a
large cartong, overall F-VF, viewing strongly suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2553 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection, hundreds of mint & used stamps, housed in two citation albums
compiled by H.E. Harris, neatly arranged on interleaved
pages, and with stength in European countries, condition
mostly F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2554 H
Worldwide, souvenir sheet assortment,
1937-44, group of four, including France 1937 PEXIP (329
small margin faults but center block intact and never
hinged), General Government 1944 sheet of eight (NB41
mint), 1943 sheet of ten (NB10 mint) & Luxembourg 1939
(217 never hinged), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2555 H
Worldwide, booklet assortment, approx. 170
booklets arranged chronologically in envelopes, mostly issued in the 1960s, and including Australia booklets issued
in 1927, 1953, 1956-57 & 1959, Sweden booklets issued in
1958-72 period. Switzerland booklets issued in the 1958-68
period, We also noted Japan booklets, incl. one issued in
1937 & France Red Cross booklets, plus DDR representation, be aware that many panes stuck to interleaving pages,
so take a careful look.
Estimate $300 - 400

2559 Hm
Worldwide,
20th
century
collection,
1901-1920, mounted in an old International album published by Scott, and starting with U.S. representation, followed by part sets & sets in the modest range from British
Commonwealth., Latin America, Europe & Asia, overall
condition is F-VF, spending time with this one could prove
rewarding.
Estimate $300 - 400
2560 Hm
Worldwide, mint & used assortment, group of
twenty singles & two horizontal pairs, better mint include
Austria B110a, Netherlands 2a, Switzerland 88, Reunion
C1 & Sudan 1a with inverted overprint, better used include
Luxembourg 1b signed Richter & 7 pair, Netherlands 3 pair
& 86, Portugal 3, Switzerland 19, 30, 31a, small faults affecting some examples, but overall condition is F-VF, a nice
selection of saleable itemanuscript. Estimate $200 - 303
2561 Hm
Worldwide, mish-mash accumulation, in two
cartons, including several shoe boxes with glassine envelopes bulging with mint & used worldwide stamps, also
1946 Philippines first day covers, U.S. FDcs issued in the
1949-79 period, condition is mixed but overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2562 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used assortment, last
minute arrival, consisting of mostly mint Israel with quantities, mostly 60s and 70s, an interesting 1948 interim period
registered cover -combination mandate and Haiffa overprint, some USA including mint #RW13-15, a tin full of various and sundry, no telling what could be here as we haven't
had a chance to thoroughly inspect, you might benefit from
a quick perusal, generally F.-V.F. for what we saw.
Estimate $200 - 300
2563 Hm
Worldwide, tail end of the collection, in file
cabinets with worldwide in glassines, completely unchecked and intact, also includes several sheet folders of
seals, happy hunting.
Estimate $100 - 150

2556 H
Worldwide, error assortment, in glassine envelopes, and including, amazing group of Spain Duke de la
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2564

Tristan da Cunha: the definitive reference library & notes of Dr. Gene Scott, in four cartons, mostly
1950's to 1980's, three cartons contain hundreds of maps,
newspaper and magazine articles including Ice Cap News
both original and photocopied, lists of ship arrivals and departures, correspondence, photos and copies of stamps,
covers and cancels, auction catalogs and invoices, two
Schaubek albums with hand written notations, everything
one would want to know about the philatelic, social and historical aspects of Tristan da Cunha, also includes one carton of 20th century book and magazines about the area, in
short, a tremendous reference source for the specialist,
please leave plenty of time to peruse this fascinating lot,
Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

2565

King & Johl, The United States Postage
Stamps of the Twentieth Century, complete deluxe three
volume set published by Linquist, first two signed by King
and Johl, first volume is #32 of 50 published, second volume is #31 of 100, third is #42 of 100, light wear to spines,
also two volume set of The Nineteenth Century Postage
Stamps of the United States, both dj's have wear, Very
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

2566

British Philatelic Association, The Work of
Jean de Sperati, second edition, 1956, in two volumes,
hardcover, copy #211 of 500, Vol 1 text, Vol 2 plates, normal shelf wear to spines top and bottom, Vol 2 is album type
so new pages cane be added, scarce volumes, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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